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FOREWORD

one of the original tasks assigned to the recently established
Interrange Operations Group (IOG) was to determine an approach
to (1) achieve individual, compatible, automated range scheduling
systems to support increased interrange operations, (2) develop
mechanized range documentation systems that will significantly
reduce the manual effort required to develop, print, and distri-
bute Universal Documentation System (UDS) documents, and (3)
initiate the action to acquire the needed capability at all
member ranges involved in interrange operations. A subgroup
was established to conduct a survey of the Major Range and Test
Facility Bases (MRTFBs) and determine what each organization has
available in automated range management systems. This study in-
cluded an analysis of these systems to determine the feasibility
of information exchange/transfer by electronic means. In view
of the work already completed by the RCC Documentation Group (DG)
on Mechanized Range Documentation, this effort was limited to
the Mechanized Range Scheduling System (MRSS) and the communica-
tions needs between systems.

Participating organizations/individuals were

Western Space and Missile Center M)/rCR - Mr. Ken Imsey (Cairman)
Eastern Space and Missile Center (ES))/PDS - Mr. Larry Ebaugh
Pacific Missile Test Center (PMCI)/3200 - Mr. C. L. Zehmer
Naval Weapns Center (NWI)/622 - Mr. Robert Vorwerk
Yuma Proving GroaK (YPG)/CFS - Major Allen Green
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FOREWORD

One of the original tasks assigned to the recently established
Interrange Operations Group (IOG) was to determine an approach
to (1) achieve individual, compatible, automated range scheduling
systems to support increased interrange operations, (2) develop
mechanized range documentation systems that will significantly
reduce the manual effort required to develop, print, and distri-
bute Universal Documentation System (UDS) documents, and (3)
initiate the action to acquire the needed capability at all
member ranges involved in interrange operations. A subgroup
was established to conduct a sui-vey of the Major Range and Test
Facility Bases (MRTFBs) and determine what each organization has
available in automated range management systems. This study in-
cluded an analysis of these systems to determine the feasibility
of information exchange/transfer by electronic means. In view
of the work already completed by the RCC Documentation Group (DG)
on Mechanized Range Documentation, this effort was limited to
the Mechanized Range Scheduling System (MRSS) and the communica-
tions needs between systems._

Participating organizations/individuals were

Western Space and Missile Center (WSMC)/ROR - Mr. Ken Ramsey (Chairman)
Eastern Space and Missile Center (ESIC)/RES - Mr. larry Ebaugh
Pacific Missile Test Center (PMC)/3200 - Mr. C. L. Zehmer
Naval Weapons Center (NWC)/622 - Mr. Robert Vorwerk
Yuma Proving Ground (YPG)/OPS - Major Allen Green
Air Force Satellite Control Facility

(AFSCF)/rCS - Mr. Hal Smith
White Sands Missile Range (WS4R)/NR-C - Dr. Jim Graves
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TASK PROPOSAL

1. Title: Interrange Scheduling and Universal Documentation System

(UDS) Document Development and Transmission.

2. Scope and Specific Objectives: Determine an approach to achieve
individual, compatible, mechanized range scheduling systems to
support increased interrange operations and mechanized range
documentaion systems that will significantly reduce the manual
effort required to develop, print, and distribute UDS documents.
Initiate the action to acquire the needed capability at all member
ranges involved in interrange operations.

3. Utility of the End Product: The resulting capability would be
used by all member ranges involved in interrange operations to
handle the heavy workload, schedule conflict indentification, and
schedule conflict resolution for interrange operations. Such
operations normally have significant variations from the
operational plan that must be handled in a real-time decision
process usually within hours of the operation. Also, the
capability would be used to initially develop, quickly modify, and
rapidly transmit UDS documentation to support the flexibility
needed to conduct interrange operations.

4. Approach: The following approach will be used to accomplish this
task:

a. Survey member ranges involved in interrange operations to
determine the existing mechanized range scheduling capability
and mechanized range documentation capability.

b. Analyze the various existing capabilities for the potential
to integrate them into a distributed network to allow the
exchange of technical information from the respective data
based on one range control agency to another in a very
accurate and expeditious manner.

c. Determine a common approach that can be used to achieve
on-line mechanized scheduling of interrange operations and
rapid UDS documentation development, modification, and

% transmission. This includes such factors as hardware,
software, data, funding, and conimion procurement actions.

K 5. Assignment and Mt: The Western Space and Missile Center (WSW)
(Mr. Ken Ramsey) will chair this camittee. ommnittee nembers will be
under control of individual ranges. The IOG will report on progress/
status of the effort.

6. Other Resources: Technical standing group mmetrs.

r
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7. Milestones:

a. Complete the survey Iit er 1981
b. Complete the analysis February 1982
c. Recomend approach & assign tasks (BC meeting in early 1982)

8. Participants: All member ranges involved in interrange
operations.

9. Coordination Required: Coordinate with all appropriate technical
standing groups to assure the practicality of the approach
selected.

10. Completion Date: BC meeting in early 1982.

%-2
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BACKGROUND

Heretofore, interrange activities requiring test documentation and
scheduling support have been disjointed and functionally isolated.
Individual range organizations have recognized a need for computer
assistance in documentation and schedule management. However,
computer programs and hardware systems have been developed and
implemented by various organizations without giving consideration
to how this information could be moved from one location to another
except by manual means (Air Force Flight Test Center (AFFTC) and
Western Space and Missile Center (WSMC) have entered into a joint
development effort). The dynamics of the future Major Range and
Test Facility Base (MRTFB) workload and the austere outlook for
additional resources require the utmost in interrange systems
management efficiencies. To this end, the rationale and the
resources required to efficiently synthezise enhancements in the
exchange of interrange support requirements must be fully under-
stood and supported by senior functional managers of the MRTFBs.

DISCUSSION

The survey revealed that several range organizations have developed
systems support for both documentation and schedule management.
These systems range from simple, stand-alone word-processing
stations to extensive, dedicated systems used for operations manage-
ment tasks.

This report contains five sections:

I. Survey questionnaires and the survey.

II. Results of the survey.

III. An approach to interrange scheduling and documentation
transmission.

IV. Summary and recommendations.

V. Systems descriptions.

Operating software development requires large expenditures of time
and money. This document will provide the basis for organizations
to review how other ranges operate (described in section V), to
look at their operations systems, and to determine if other applic-

ations could be used in their effort.
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SECTION I

MRTFB SCHEDULING SYSTEM SURVEY
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PART I OF SURVEY

INSTRUCTIONS

1. Purpose of this evaluation is to determine those agencies who have
developed/obtained a Mechanized Range Scheduling System (MRSS) or who
are using a computer to assist in time management of operational
support systems/facilities.

2. We have developed a list of those features which we fee' should be
included in an MRSS. These features are listed as "Attribute-, of an
Automated Scheduling System" on pages 1-3 and 1-4. Pequest each
organization review these items, and if you desire to add additional
features please do so. Please evaluate your system and annotate the
evaluation matrix as you deem appropriate.

3. On completion of the evaluation matrix, please evaluate the
effectiveness of your system using the general scheduling system
attributes (questions 1 throuqh 11). On completion of the total
evaluation, please make copies and bring the total package to
the meeting on 19-20 April at Cape Canaveral.

4. Use the following symbols to denote your assessment:

P = Partial
X = Like to have
N = Do not have
Y = Feature exists
Blank Doti't need

1-2



ATTRIBUTES OF AN AUTOMATED SCHEDULING SYSTEM:

1. Automatic conflict-free schedule preparation.

2. Automatic conflict determination.

3. Individual resource scheduling related to events.

4. Complete data capture with predefined audit trails.

5. Automatic resource utilization accounting (system hours).

6. Workload forecasting and cost estimating.

7. Automatic electrical notification of schedule changes (M etc.).

8. Direct interface with planning and control elements.

* 9. Conversational interactive user interface.

10. No contention with other users, dedicated system.

11. Full time availability (24 hours, 7 days).

12. Usefulness for cost accounting and direct cost reimbursement.

13. CMIS interface - automatic generation of actual & forecast use.

14. Compatibility with other range's scheduling systems.

15. Direct electrical teletype interface, including AUTODIN.

16. Direct electrical facsimile interface.

17. Minimum ADPS knowledge required of general users.

18. High efficiency related to volume of data to be processed.

19. Low labor intensity to support system needs (overhead).

20. Low failure rate - fail safe/soft design.

21. Low data redundancy within the data base.

22. High consistency of data formats and defintion.

23. On-line data sharing between many users.

24. Standardization of data meanings and usages.

25. Adequate data security features.

1-3
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26. High degree of data integrity.

27. High degree of data independence for 'sers.

28. Adequate terminals for required users.

29. Able to handle classified information.

30. Located in a controlled area.

31. Automated graphics and display capability.

32. Dedicated software support.

33. Adequate system documentation.

34. Structured programming.

35. Flexibility of software changes.

1-4
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PART II OF SURVEY

I NSTRUCTI ONS

Evaluate the ability of the present schedulinq SySLm (r,uol
and/or automated) to meet the requirements of Lui. organizaticn it
supports. Rate each item on a scale of 0-5 based on its own merit. Do
not limit the "requirement" to the capacity of the present system,
but consider the overall requirement as it would exist for an idealized
system of optimal capacity with adequate procedures, information,
mechanization and personnel.

1. INFORMATION ACCURACY. Does the accuracy of the information meet
the needs of the overall organization? Is it suspect in any way such
that others do not, or cannot use it?

2. INFORMATION AVAILABILITY. Is the information readily available to
-all present and potential users? Can it be easily and quickly obtained

when needed?

3. INFORMATION COMPLETENESS. Are there gaps in the information which
must be filled in by other means, or which should be available?

4. INFORMATION VALUE. Does the information have sufficient value to
justify the effort involved in collection, processing and maintenance?
Is the information of significant value to others outside the
scheduling organization to be useful?

e 5. INFORMATION SECURITY. Is the information adequately secured from
loss by natural or man-made disasters, intentional sabotage, and
unauthorized access?

6. SPEED OF WORK. Does the scheduling system allow the performance
of work at an acceptable rate? Are the schedulers and others paced by
the system, or does it respond as fast as people can think and work?

7. AMOUNT OF WORK. Does the system support the volume of work which
is required? Is there other work which should be done, but can't be due
to limited capacity of the system to do useful work?

8. EFFICIENCY OF WORK. Is there significant effort expended due to
inefficiencies of the system which should be directed to more
productive areas? What is the trade-off between useful work vs work to
support the system?

9. FLEXIBILITY. Does the system afford more than one means for
solving a given problem or supporting a given task? Can it be easily
changed to match changes in organization, procedures and/or personnel.

10. RESPONSIVENESS. How responsive is the system to short term
changes? Can the system be quickly changed to meet one-time or
emergency situations?

11. EXPANDIBILITY. Can the system be easily expanded to accommodate
additional workload thirough the addition of personnel and/or facilities
without significant redesign, cost and effort?

1-5



SECTION II

RESULTS OF THE SURVEY
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The specific results of the survey are included in the Evaluation Matrix,
Parts I and II, included herewith, and responses are summarized in this
section.

Of the MgRFBs surveyed, the following agencies are employing computer assist-
ance to same degree:

1) Air Force Satellite Control Facility (AFSY), Sunnyvale, CA
2) Eastern Space and Missile center (ESMC), Patrick AFB, FL
3) Pacific Missile Test Center (RIO), Point MNgu, CA
4) western space and issile center Cwsmc), Vandenbr AFB, CA
5) Air Force Flight Test Center (AFFIM), Edards AFB, CA

6) Armanent Division (AD), Fglin AFB, FL

Evaluation of Systems

I. Air Force Satellite Control Facility (A'SC'):

a. The AFSCF schedule is primarily a manually-produced, graphical
display with an off-line computer. The graphical display is co&-
structed on chart paper, with time oriented on the horizontal axis
and ground resources oriented on the vertical axis. Satellite
program supports are entered on the chart with colored Chart Pak
tape and resources separated by horizontal lines. The chart is
built and maintained by scheduling personnel through the assistance
of a scheduling-specific computer SCRABL (Scheduling, Resource
Allocation, and Buffer Linkage). The SCRABL is dedicated to the
Range Scheduling function and provides for operation, maintenance
and display of centralized data base of scheduling information. The
data base describes AFSCF resources, satellite progran requirements
and scheduled resource assignments. Tbe computer system is used to
produce all messages, listings, schedules, and retrieval of historical

* information.

b. The AFSCF indicated that the SCRABL system did contain individual
resources scheduling and was available full time and around the clock.
They also indicated that the systen had very little real-time
application. The AFSCF's self-arrived score was 27.

2. Eastern Space and Missile Center (ESM):

a. ESMC has a fully developed Mechanized Range Scheduling System
(MRSS). It is operating on a CDC 730 on a shared basis. They are
very high on the development scheme. The applications programs
were developed by the Range Contractor using a composite
structured design technique. The automated scheduling technique,
as implemented at the ESMC Eastern Test Range has few serious
problems other than the fact that Is competes with real-time
operations; however, this should be remedied in total by the
pending acquisition of updated computers with expanded CPU and

core memory capability. They experience few breakdowns except for
comercial power outages during heavy summertime thunderstorm
periods. The software support is excellent, with modification and

11-2



development oontinually in work to improve and expand its capability.
The Mechanized Resource Management System (M;S) is an interactive data
base management system designed to maintain and update the MMS resource/
schedule data base. The program is divided into 10 mre or less in-
dependent command modules. Each oamand module recognizes and executes
a certain logical subset of the M1 ommnand language. The following
commiand modules make up MRMS:

1) JON Commands
2) Card Commands
3) Resource Commands
4) OD Commands
5) Number Commands
6) Operation Commands
7) Schedule Commands
8) Confl ict/Commi trent Corima nds
9) File Command
10) Miscellaneous Commands

Modules 1 through 6 are data base update commands for maintaining
the data base. Modules 7 and 8 produce specialized reports.
Module 9 controls the handling of any print files created by the
program. Module 10 contains various small commands used to
control program execution parameters (e.g., default print files and
schedule/history mode).

b. ESMC's self-evaluation indicates the program meets the majority of
the predefined attributes of a Mechanized Range Scheduling (MRS) system.
Their system does not have direct interface with the test planning
cxzovuuty and does not have user participati.n. The ES( sored the
system as 43 (they did not indicate if the software applications and
documentations are available to other govenmnt agencies).

3. Pacific Missile Test Center (PM1):

a. The PMTC is operating on the CDC Cyber 175. They have had
some problems with contention for the system; however, that will
be solved in the near future with additional computer capability.

b. The in-house-developed Range Operations Autanated Scheduling Information
System (IRASIS) is a data entry and information retrieval system used in the
preparation of weekly range utilization forecasts. The goals of the systen
are to

(1) Provide an automated means of allocating and scheduling PM!IC
resources in accordance with known priorities and in such a way as
to optimize the use of resources and satisfy user requirements as
near the time requested as possible.

11-3
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(2) Provide the necessary post-operational processing
reports to enhance-prudent decisions by managment concerning
operational priorities, procurement and personnel.

(a) The Phase I implementation of ROASIS is a

functional replacement of the Range Operations Control
System (ROCS) which has been operational at PMTC since
1968. Cutover to ROASIS-only operation was accomplished
on October 1, 1981. Operations since then have
proceeded normally and system enhanceme/nts are now being
implemented to achieve the Phase II implementation of

ROASIS. Phase II calls for fully automatic scheduling.

(b) ROASIS is running on the CDC CYBER 175 computer
located in Building 53 at PMTC. As shown in tne ROASIS
OVERVIEW diagram, PMTC scheduling requests and completed
operations data from Barking Sands, Hawaii, are entered
via on-line terminals. Sunmary reports are prepared
for the Barking Sands data, but scheduling is performed
for the PMTC operations. Test operations of a diverse
nature are conducted for both military and civilian
agencies, making for complex demands on range resources.
ROASIS must schedule these tests in such a manner that
the range resources are utilized economically and
advantageously. Schedule requests are entered into
ROASIS by data entry personnel and schedulers via
on-line terminals. These requests are compared to
ROASIS Support Files to validate the requests, to locate
scheduling conflicts, and to determine the costs
entailed in resource utilization.

(c) A weekly forecast is prepared and distributed to
Program Managers, range users, test conductors, and
scheduling officers. As the week progresses,
modifications to the weekly forecast can be entered and
updated forecasts obtained. With the Phase I
implementation of ROASIS, the actual schedule

Apreparation is accomplished as it was with ROCS, i.e.,
manually, with the resulting schedule entered into
ROASIS. Many reports are available and are regularly
produced and distributed. In addition, reports of an ad
hoc nature can be obtained using the Query and Report
Generation capabilities of the CYBER. Completed
operations are automatically saved in a History File and
these History Files are periodically transferred to
magnetic tape for safekeeping.

c. In the self-evaluation, PMTC indicated that the system was
primarily an accounting system. Conflict indentification and
functions which directly assist the scheduler in real-time decision
making were not available.
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d. PMTC scored the system as a 39. (They did not indicate if
the application programs and documentation could be made available
to other government agencies.)

4. western space and missi l entAr (ItBC):

a. The Western Test Range (WTR) Range Operations Computer System
(ROCS) is an automated data storage, processing and retrieval
system supporting all aspects of test range operations planning,
scheduling, control and historical reporting. The primary goal of
the ROCS is to provide automated assistance to management and
operating personnel in all areas of operations resource management
to improve efficiency, productivity, anA information integrity.

(1) The ROCS was developed and implemented in three phases
as an independent network of small computers with multiple
interactive terminals and an extensive informational data
base available to multiple users.

(a) The first phase was to prototype a minicomputer
system on which the basic concepts were developed and
tested in a live environment. The prototype was never
intended to be a full-scale operational system, but was
useful to a limited degree in supporting the operations
scheduling process.

. 0 (b) The second phase was a fully operational
interactive system primarily for support of real-tine
scheduling activities.

(c) The third phase was a hardware expansion of the
basic system to provide additional terminals, computer
power and on-line disk storage. The present system has
sufficient power to support both real-time scheduling and
extensive reporting requirements on historical data. An
additional enhancement to the ROCS is the integration of
the operations planning and documentation system into
the network, consolidating all operations management,
planning, scheduling, and control functions into a single
system.

b. Support to the operations planning function consists of an
on-line data base of all operationl documentatiar1 (UDS and
supporting documents), plus software to manipulate the data and
produce hard copy for review and publication. In addition to word
processing, electronic filing/retrieval, and electronic mail
facilities, an extensive system of interactive planning tools are
being developed. These software tools will allow technical
planners to interact withl the data base (using video terminals) in
their view of the plan, without regard to the format of final
documents. All formatting for published documents will be under

"1-5
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software control, utilizing basic information entered by the
various technical planners. Final documents are produced on a

high-quality, high-speed laser printer, on either paper or offsetmasters for direct use by the printing plant. Additionally,

documents may be electrically transmitted via either teletype
(local and/or AUTODIN) or data coumications to other data
or word processing systems.

c. In the self-evaluation, WTR scored their system very high and
believe it to be one of the most responsive and flexible systems
in the MRTFB inventory. The application software was developed
by WTR and the Center Technical Services Contractor (CTSC) (FEC).

d. WTR scored their system as 45.

5. Air Force Flight Test Center (AFFTC):

a. The AFFTC system is an outgrowth of the ROCS at WTR, and
AFFTC uses the same type hardware and much of the software from
ROCS. Since the AFFTC system was developed using WTR experience,
the AFFTC system was operational within 24 hours after equipment
installation. Continuing software and system support is provided
to AFFTC by WTR and the CVSC.

b. In the self-evaluation, the AFFTC System scored as 41. Due
to the similarity of the AFFTC system to the ROCS, a separate
description of the AFFTC system is not included in Section V.

S..

6. Awrrnmt Division (AD):

Although the AD participated in the self-evaluation, system
information was not supplied. The AD has procured a new system
by contract. The AD is very high on their new system, which is
to be operational early next year. This system is described in
the evaluation MATRIX as AD-2. Based on system specification,
AD has evaluated it at a very high 54. It should be understood
that this system is not operational, and the evaluation must be

understood in that context.
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SECTION III

AN APPROACH TO INTERRANGE

SCHEDULING AND DOCUMENTATION

DATA TRANSMISSION



1. INTROLJCTIGN
This plan presents an approach for an interrange schv.jiin, anr;

documentation data transmission system for oxchrngvj_- of i:,o:r7,ration
between member ranges.

2. OBJECTIVES

The objective is to achieve an integrated, compatible and efficient
means for electronic intexrhaae of operations program planning and
scheduling data between member ranges. After acceptance of an approach
by a majority of member ranges, action should be initiated to acquire
the needed capability at all member ranges involved in interrange
operations.

3. FUNCTIONS

The major functions to be served by the network are the electronic
dissemination of operations program planning docuirentation and
scheduling data.

3.1 Program Planning Documentation

All documentation identified in the Universal Documentation System
(UDS) handbooks will be transmitted electronically via the network.
The major items covered are: Program Introduction (PI); Statement S..
of Capability (SC); Program Requirements Documents (PRD); Program
Support Plans (PSP); Operations Requirements (OR); and Operations
Directives (OD). In addition, supplemental documents may be
transmitted, such as Special Test Instructions (STI), Vehicle
Peculiar Supplements (VPS), and Data Processing Plans (DPP).
Other free-format documentation relating to program planning
activities may be handled by the network as required, although it

"' is not intended to be used as a general electronic mail system for
administrative or other purposes.

3.2 Operations Scheduling Information

Information related to major operations and resource utilization
which is of interest to other ranges will be made available for
general use. This includes current daily schedules and weekly
forecasts with resource assignments. Information will potentially
be used for planning purposes, conflict identification and
resolution. Support range scheduling requirements may be
transmitted to specific addresses.

-1-2
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4. CONDITIONS

The following conditions are considered basic to the design of 3
net.ork:

a. The system will be essentially hardware i,'Iependent.
Existing computer systems will be used, with only a requirement
to provide a data communications interface with the network.

b. The requirement for software changes or development will be
limited to only that necessary to output and input data in a
common format. Additionally, local report generation modules may
be developed to utilize the data available from the network into
CRT displays, printed reports, and to store data on local media
(e.g., disks or tapes). In isolated cases, it may be necessary to
develop an interface module to handle network log-on/log-off,
inquiry statements and/or communications protocols.

c. Participation in the network may vary from manual to full
interactivity. Users who have no automation facilities may
participate by purchasing low cost terminal equipment (CRT and
printer) or utilize existing teletype facilities. Users who have
existing automation may utilize simple file transfer functions or
interactive access.

d. In order to assure effective data interchange, standards for
data element definitions and record formats must be established.
For example, all free-format documentation should conform to the
standard ANSI print file format, and all formatted data (e.g.,
scheduling information) should conform to an established and
agreed-to standard for meaning, format and content.

5. ALTERNATIVES

There are three basic alternatives to establishing a network for the
s ta ted purpose:

a. Allow each user to establish communications and protocols
between themselves and all other users.

b. Utilize existing data communications networks.

c. Establish a specialized network for the purpose of interrange

operational program data communications.

The first alternative (a) is impractical because of the complexity of
the solution. Each user must establish communications, potentially
different, for each other user. For example, in a six-node network
(see figure 1), each user must provide individual cormunications
protocols, hardware, and data interface with five other users (total of
thirty links). The software and hardware requirements for interface
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with ona user must be repeated by each of the other ut.rs (in this

cac-, five times for each user). As more users tre adu- t6 Lhe

network, all other users must add h3rdware anA software tu ccr'i:lete the
ne t,,o r k.

The second alternative (b) is only a partial solution in that it solves
the hardware and coninunications protocol problem, but does not address
the software requirements of format standardization and conversion.
Each user would still have to provide software to translate data
formats from all other users. Genrally, interface with an established
netw;ork will require each user to configure to thc one network standard
for comrnunications and data.

The third alternative (c) solves both problems of hardware and
software. Each user must provide only one communications interface
and develop software to handle the standard formats (see figure 2).
The network would contain specialized intelligence to provide
communications protocol conversion, handle data in a standard format
regardless of source, and provide whatever data conversion is needed to
assure effective information exchange.

6. INTELLIGENT NETWORK FEATURES

The following features are considered essential to implementation of a
viable network:

a. Each user will be required to provide one gateway into the
network. This gateway will be configured to each user's
capability for data communcations within reasonable limits. The
network will make provisions for a wide variety of data
communications types and protocols, and effectively provide
protocol conversion.

b. The addition or removal of any node will be transparent to
all other users. No hardware or software changes of any kind
should be required of any user because of changes on the network.

c. Each user may participate commensurate with individual needs

such as manual or automatic data submission/retriuval, local
automation equipment capabilities, etc.

d. The network will be available full-time (24 hours, 7 days) to
provide users independence for posting and retrieving data. Tie
network must provide "mail box" features such that the sending of
data from one user to another does not require both to "meet" on

... the network. Data can be submitted and retrieved at the
convenience of each user.
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e. Overall impact on all users must be minimal. New hardware
and software requirements, procedures or practices changes must
be kept to an absolute minimum. The majority of the developcent
will be concentrated in the network itself to minimize impact and
provide a single coordinated interface.

7. REQUIREMENTS

Each user of the network will be required to provide the following:

a. One conmunications gateway into the network. The gateway
will be a standard EIA RS-232 or RS-488 data communications port
interface for connection to a standard modem.

b. Development of software and internal procedures to output and
input data in standard interchange formats. This includes modules
to extract, translate and format data from the local data base
into a format acceptable to the network, and modules to accept
data in the same standard format for local display, printing,
processing, and/or storage.

c. Submit data into the network in a timely manner for retrieval
by other users. This applies primarily to operations scheduling
data which must be kept current to be of value.

d. Provide a fair share of funding to support network
development, operation and maintenance.

8. IMPLEMENTATION

Implementation of the network will require the organization of a
technical management team to perform the following actions:

a. Develop policy for implementation and management of the

network.

b. Define how configuration management will be administered.

c. Develop system specifications for development of the network.

d. Coordinate all actions with the appropriate agencies.

e. Determine how the network will be funded.

f. Determine geographic location of the network hub.

g. Arrange for communications facilities for each user.
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DIRECT CONNECT I ON NETWORK

C B"

E D

REQUIRES: N x (N-i) COMMUNICATIONS LINKS TO CONNECT ALL NODES.
N-i COMMUNICATIONS PROTOCOLS AT EACH NODE.

Figure 1
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INTELLIGENT NETWORK

A B

REQUIRES: ONE COMMUNICATIONS LINK PER NODE
INTELLIGENT HUB TO: STORE AND FORWARD DATA

TRANSLATE PROTOCOLS
TRANSLATE DATA VALUES

STANDARD DATA FORMAT (SEND AND RECEIVE)

Figure 2
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A twopart survey was distributed to IQIR, WSM YPG, P!MfC, MMT, NWC
$ JATF, AD, AFIrC, ESM', C, TI, AND) AFscF; responses were received frczu

all but K4, NA-C, AFWrF, and TFW.

The first part of the survey was designed to determine the degree
of automation already implemented and the effectiveness of that
automation. Most sites reported a relatively low degree of automation
already implemented, excet for ESMC and WSC, who both reported a high
degree of automation; AD reported plans for a substantially autcmvted
system. A lesser degree of autcmation was reported by PMTC, AD, and
AFT.

The second part of the survey quantified general scheduling system
attributes of existing manual and automated scheduling systmw. This

part of the survey indicated an overall need for increased inforution
availability, improved speed of work, greater efficiency of work, more
flexibility, and better responsiveness.

In addition to identifying sites and functional areas where
increased autcmation is desired, the survey reflected the strengths of
autcmated scheduling facilities at ESMC and WSMC. Considering both
parts of the survey together, the need for increased automation and
information exchange is clear.

This combination of needs and strengths presents an orportunity
for a cost effective method to upgrade overall MRTFB automation. Since
advanced automated scheduling systems alreddy exist, there is no need
to redevelop new systems on a case-by-case basis. Establishment of an
intelligent network wculd I:rovide autaaticn to presently manually
operaten sites at low ccmt by permitting them to subscribe to the
services of a larger, automated facility. Furthermore, the intelligent
network wculd imrove the combined effort of the ranges by facilitating
comuter-to-ccmpiter exchange of information and documentation. An
intelligent network will

1) Limit costs by reducing the necessity for additional
equipment, transmission lines, and software.

2) Permit prticipetion commensurate with each user's needs.
3) Provide user indererdence and full-time availability.
4) Reduce data redundancy.
5) Improve speed of information exchange/dissemination.
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-'M.3SION

It is the consensus of the 1OG that a real .need exists for .,n
interrange scheduling and documntation network for the urmrses of
exchanging schedules and transmitting documentation.

REX~t4!ENATICW

1. It is recomrended that task 10-1 be accepted as complete and the report

*. published.

2. In order to initiate the action to acquire the capability at the various
ranges (reference section III of plan), it is reomxended that the follow-on
task being presented be approved.

(-
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SECTION V

MRTFB SCHEDULING SYSTEMS DESCRIPTIONS
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The Major Range and Test Facility Base (MRTFB) organizations
which participated in the survey are

ORGANIZATION PAGE

White Sands Missile Range (WSMR)* V-3

Naval Weapons Center (NWC)* V-16

Air Force Satellite Control Facility (AFSCF)* V-26

Eastern Space and Missile Center (ESMC)* V-40

Pacific Missile Test Center (PMTC)* V-80

Western Space and Missile Center (WSMC)* V-119

Air Force Flight Test Center (AFFTC)

Armament Division (AD), Eglin AFB

Yuma Proving Ground (YPG)

4Provided description of their scheduling system and/or statement of their

needs.
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*DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY

US ARMY WHITE SANDS MISSILE RANGE

WHITE SANDS MISSILE RANGE. NEW MEXICO 08002

u CftY TO

TTNTIMOr

S IEW.S-NR-C 2 December 1981

SUBJECT: Schedule Mechanization

Commanding Officer
Western Space and Missile Center
ATTN: Mr. Ken Ramsey

Chief, Scheduling Control Branch
WSMC-ROR

Vandenberg AFB, CA 93437

1. At the recent meeting of the Interrange Operations Ad Hoc Group you asked
the members to provide a statement concerning degree of schedule mechanization
achieved.

2. Scheduling at WSMR is mechanized insofar as publication and distribution is0 concerned, but not in the area of production or schedule determination. The
schedule for a day of operations is initiated seven days in advance, i.e. sched-
ule requests are listed in standard format and posted for consideration by
various resource schedulers. The availability of resources, including personnel,
and conflicts are determined/resolved through a dynamic interplay between sched-
ulers representing the range users, the Operations Control Division, data
acquisition and analysis groups, and the communications agency, interfacing with
various support functions as required. This process is not automated in any way,
nor is it currently assisted by computer or automated data system access. The
schedule building process is completed three days prior to the scheduled day with
the publication and distribution of the final result. Word processing and
teletype systems disseminate the schedule to all concerned. Necessary changes
after schedule publication are accomplished using communication systems ordinarily
available.

3. In conjunction with an update of an existing range control system, WS1R will
be considering the possible implementation of computer assisted scheduling. It
is not planned to attempt automated scheduling in the sense that computer
algorithms would be employed for all decision making, but rather a data storage,
handling, display, and communication system to serve the scheduling process.
Minor algorithms, e.g. to determine and display conflicts, may be used, butdecisions will still be required of those creating the schedule. Such "mechanized"

scheduling will be but part of an overall operating and management system.

FOR THE COrIMANDER:

,/JAMES C. SCOTT
Chief, Operations Control
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DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY

US ARMY WHITE SANDS MISSILE RANGE

WHITE SANDS MISSILE RANGE,, NEW MEXICO 88002

of[ ftv T 1O

I SEP 1982
STEWS-NR-C

SUBJECT: Interrange Scheduling

Commander
Western Space and Missile Center

ATTN: Mr. Ken Ramsey Chief, Scheduling Control WSMC-ROR

Vandenberg AFB, CA 93437

1. Responding to your discussion for the Interrange Operations Ad Hoc Group,
and in support of Task 10-1, a copy of White Sands Missile Range's (WSMR)

scheduling regulation (WSMRR 70-3) is provided here at Inclosure 1. Information

contained in our letter of 2 December 1981, which you included in the preliminary

Interrange Scheduling Document, is still a current description of WSMR's scheduling

process and should be retained. WSMR agrees with preparation of an RCC document
on this subject, and it is understood that a working group meeting is anticipated

during the month of November.

2. WSMR does support the concept for systems acquisition to provide an intelligent
network with hub at some central location. However, it is felt that the extent

of data translation at the hub should perhaps be limited, and it is understood

that this as well as other system capabilities has yet to be discussed in detail.

FOR THE COMMANDER:

JAMES C. SCOTT
I Incl Chief, Operations Control
as
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Policies, procedures and responsibilities for scheduling and cintrolling WhiteSands Missile Range (WSMR) operations are contained in WSMR Regulation 70-3,

Daily Operations Scheduling, Execution, and Control, which is excerpted on
the following pages.

1. Purpose. This regulation assigns responsibilities and prescribes policies and procedures

for scheduling and controlling White Sands Missile Range (WSMR) operations.

SI --2. Scope. This regulation applies to all range users/sponsors, the Range Scheduling ommittee
(RSC), the Operations Control Division (NR-C), National Range Operations Directorate (NR), and
WSMR elements, including tenants, providing support to scheduled operations.

3. Explanation of Terms.

a. Abort. An operation which starts, actually using some of its scheduled range time, but
terminates before accomplishing its scheduled operational Rlan.

b. Aircraft/Target Coordinator. An NR-C representative who coordinates directly with the
Project Controller and Range Controller when an aircraft/aerial target is utilized in a
scheduled test operation.

c. Block Time Scheduling. The blocking of a portion of the Range workday during which time
a number of firings may be conducted without regard to a specific T-time.

d. Cancellation. An operation which is on the daily National Range Schedule and is deleted0 orior to any use of scheduled range time.

e. Change. Any change to an operation after the completion of the daily scheduling
meeting. (Examples are changes in range support frequencies, patterns, etc.)

f. Data Systems/Support Controller. A representative appointed by a Major Coordinate
Element (MCE) having the responsibility for support operations. Prepares and conducts the
mission reporting to the applicable Range Analyst or Range Controller during scheduled test
operations.

g. Data Support Limitation (DSL). An actual or predicted decrease in data coverage or
quality as specified in the approved documentation caused by conditions existing or expected to
exist at the time of the operation.

h. Day Code. A two-character alpha code arrived at bY assigning the code AA to the first
day of the calendar year, AB to the..second day, etc., through the er".ire alphabet until reaching
AZ, omitting the letters I and 0. The next day code, following A7, will be BA. The process
above is repeated until 365 days (or 366 days for leao years) are oded.

i. Execution Readiness Code. The color codes used in the R D,,ye ontrol System, project,

and support readiness are:

(1) Green - All elements ready and can support in accordance with (IAW) the Operations
Directive (OD) or scheduled commitment.

(2) Red - Not ready; hold operation; abort commitment.

j. Hold. Any delay during the conduct of any operation for any cause, other than a slide
caused by another operation.
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k. Major Coordinate Element (MCE). A WSMR or tenant organization having responsibility for

a specific functional area in the provision of support services to users.

(1) Data systems elements. Those functional elements of operational support which are

considered to be in the data production chain, such as radar, optics, and electronics systems;

analysis and computation; computer and display systems; meteorological systems; and data

handling, formatting, transmitting, and timing systems.

(2) Support systems elements. Those functional elements which are an integral part of

operational support but not directly associated with data production, such as meteorological
forecasting, radio command guidance, frequency surveillance, range and air surveillance, ground
and fliqht safety, recovery and air support, target support, interrange coordination, operations
schedule management, etc.

1. Master Countdown (MaD). The 00 checklist which contains critical events occurring

between the beoinninq and end of scheduled range time used during the execution of test

operations. Critical events are those events which must be completed during the execution of a

scheduled operation.'

m. Mission Control. The Air Force Branch, Deputy for Air Force (AD/RU). is responsible to

the Commander, WSMR, for daily coordinating and allocating the use of airspace over WSMR.

*: n. Monthly National Range Forecast. A published list of planned major test operations to

be conducted in a given month.

* o. National Range Schedule. A list of operations approved by the RSC to be conducted

.* during a specific workday.

p. NR Form I (National Range Schedule). A schedule request defining conditions of test and

• support requirements, submitted by a member of the RSC representing the user.

q. National Range Operations Directorate Project Engineer. A representative, appointed by *.:Z
WSMR, responsible for user test operations requirement analysis, program and test planning,

coordination, and Operations Directive publication. National Range Operations (NR) Project
Engineers' functions in the execution of an Operations Directive are monitoring of the operation
and consultation with the Test Conductor and the Chief, NR-C, or the Range Controller.

r. Operations Control Division. The WSMR aqency responsible for coordinating and
controlling the use of all National Range time and facilities and providing liaison, technical
and professional consultation, and other services relevant to range scheduling and mission
execution.

s. Operations Directive (00). A document prepared by the Range that defines the support to
be provided and establishes the basis for scheduling a particular type of test. The 00 contains
specific instrumentation and equipment to be operated and other support to be provided, but does
not Include procedures or methods of operation.

t. Operation Index. A two-character alpha code assigned at T-4 days to an NR Form 1 for
operations appearing on the National Range Schedule or on operations added after T-4 days.

u. Operations Requirement (OR). A document prepared by the range user to identify
requirements directly related to the conduct of a particular test or series of identical or
similar tests.

v. Project Controller or Test Conductor. The representative appointed by the user to
coordinate directly with the Range Controller during a scheduled test. This person is the final
authority for declaring project readiness during test execution.
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dtw. Range Analyst. The NR-C representative controlling WSMR support elements as a total
data system for an operation in the realtime or online configuration. The system configurations
involve combinations of radar, optics, electronics, data transmission, data handling, data
processing, and communications support. The Range Analyst provides an NR Directorate level
validation of subsystems supporting realtime or online configuration operations.

x. Range Controller. The NR-C representative who coordinates directly with the Project
Controller or Test Conductor during the execution of a scheduled operation. This person serves
as the principal interface between the user and the Range during execution of scheduled tests.
All operational support and systems functions coordinate through the Range Controller during the
execution of a scheduled operation, who is the final authority for declaring range readiness in
support of a test operation.

y. Range Control System. That combination of personnel, facilities, interconnecting
circuits and procedures that brings operations activities under centralized management and
operational control during execution of the daily range schedule.

z. Range Day. An 8-hour period of time (0800 through 1600) during which the range is
available to support user testinq. Support during this period is provided at standard rates.
Outside this period, support is provided at premium rates.

aa. Range Operational Gonfiguration. The alignment and location of various major range
equipment and facilities engaged in support of a user test. Four basic types of operational
configurations are used:

(1) Real Time. Those utilizing various data systems configured with the centralized
-omputer complex for real-time data processing, display, and feedback into the system under
test.

(2) On-line. Those utilizing various data systems configured with the centralized
m computer complex for processing and recording of usable data for immediate delivery to the user.

(3) Central Record. Subconfigurations are:

(a) Those utilizing various data systems and data transmission facilities to centrally
record raw data for later processing.

(b) Those utilizing the central record facility in conjunction with a real-time or on-
line configured operation.

(4) Off-line. Those utilizing various data systems independently configured for post-
test data processinq, analysis, and reduction.

ab. Range Operations Control and Display Facility. A facility designed for the display
and/or control functions required for the execution of a test at WSMR. Principal facilities
are: Building 300 (Range Control Center); King I (Holloman Air Force Base); and Stallion Range
Center (North Range).

ac. Range Operations Manager (ROM). The senior representative responsible to the Chief,
NR-C, for the total execution of the daily range schedule.

ad. Range Scheduling Committee (RSC). Composed of four members; one each appointed by the

Deputies for Air Force and Navy, and Directors of Army Materiel Test and Evaluation (TE) and

National Range Operations. The NR Directorate member will be the chairman.

ae. Range Scheduling Committee Advisor. An individual designated by an MCE to represent

that MOE and assist the RSC members during scheduling. The RSC advisor has access to the

necessary knowledge of all support aspects of the MCE represented and makes support commitments

as required.

af. Range Sponsor. A WSMR-based agency which serves as the representative of a range user.
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ag. Range Time. The time scheduled from start to completion for the conduct of a test
operation. The term "range time" connotes use or intended use of WSMR facilities, land areas,
or airspace.

ah. Range User. Any U.S. Government agency, industrial concern, or foreign government
authorized use of WSMR.

al. Reschedule. An operation which does not complete the major phases of its operational
test and is reassigned to a different time block on the same day's schedule.

aj. Scheduling Month. The calendar month with workdays added or deleted so that all weeks
contain 5 workdays, exclusive of weekends. (A holiday observed any day Monday through Friday is
considered a workday for schedule development.) The scheduling month will have either 4 or 5
workweeks. The number of weeks is determined as follows: When the calendar month contains a
workweek of less than 3 days, those days are added to the preceding or following month to fill
out 5-day workweeks in those months.

ak. Slide Time. An adjustment which applies to the scheduled start time of an operation
because of late termination of a previous operation. This adjustment may or may not affect the
scheduled T-time and completion times.

al. Special Users. A government or private organization that, due to special exigencies,
cannot be sponsored by Deputies of Army, Navy, or Air Force.

am. Standby. An operational status given any operation on the schedule that cannot be
executed but is allowed to remain on the schedule pending reschedule, abort, or cancellation.

an. Support Addition. Support which is not an authorized O commitment but is authorized by
the Chief, NR-C, or the Chairman of the RSC.

ao. Support Commitments. WSMR resources to be committed for an authorized operation.

ap. Support Deletion. The absence or removal of previously scheduled support commitments.

aq. Support Systems Manager. An NR-C representative controlling the range'support elements
engaged in nondata production activities during an individual test operation such as ground
safety, air and ground surveillance, meteorological support, recovery, roadblocks, and
evacuations. The Support Systems Manaqer is also the representative responsible for
accomplishing X-ray scheduling, schedule changes, or reschedules during any operational day.

ar. Support Waiver. The deletion of an authorized 00 support commitment by the user or by
the Range and accepted by the user.

as. Test. Any operation conducted at WSMR under the authority of an 00 requiring the
scheduled use of range time. A scheduled test is synonymous with the term uscheduled
mission." Two types of tests are executed at WSMR:

(1) Prime tests. Fundamental operations for which an 0D was planned and derived.
Prime tests may include hot firings, drops, ejections, balloon launches, tracking operations,
captives, dress rehearsals, simulations, etc.

(2) Readiness tests. Operations scheduled for the purpose of verifying readiness of

the user and/or range for conduct of a prime test.

at. Test Limits. The land and airspace envelope specified in the OD within which the test
is supportable. Test limits are derived from the data collection/data reduction/flight safety
plan prepared by the range to support a single test defined in the OR.

au. Test Support Code. A one- or two-letter code added to the five-digit 00 number to
designate the test support plan contained in the OD.

av. Test Support Plan. The Range's plan of support for a particular test or for two or more
similar tests which require the same range support.
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aw. Variation. The extent to which a single flight trajectory/pattern may vary.

ax. Weekly National Range Schedule. A list of test operations planned and published daily
for the seventh subsequent calendar day; i.e., at T-7 calendar days.

ay. X-4. y Schedule. An operation that is added to the National Range Schedule. after the T-4

day schedule has been published.

4. Objectives.

a. Define operations execution, management, operational control, and achieve a more

effective utilization of range resources through early planning and defining of scheduling
procedures.

h. Assign responsibilities, recordkeeping, and operational authority.

* " 5 Policies.

a. The NR-C is the action office for scheduling and executing all test operations.

h. All opecations requirinq range support, or those which limit the use of the range to
,hors, will be scheduled. Scheduled operations will be executed based on a schedule request

,',,inalted by a range user/sponsor and processed through the RCS. Daily operations will be

.xeclted in accordance with official range schedule.

C. Operations will be executed to achieve maximum utilization of range resources and to

hest meet the user requirements. Toward these objectives, WSMR is divided into operational
areas; i.e., South Ranoe, Mid-Range, North Range, Small Missile Range, and off-range areas.
Tests are scheduled for execution in these respective areas in accordance with user

requirements. Building 300 functions as the central control center, but tests may be conducted

independently or on a decentralized basis for greater efficiency.

d. A scheduled operation may be permitted to continue when range readiness reports indicate
that less than the support specified in the OD will be available, provided that support has been
waived by the Project Controller or Test onductor.

e. Only the support stipulated in the 00 will be provided to an operation unless deviation
is authorized by the Director, NR; NR Technical Director; Chief, NR-C; or Chief, Range Programs
Division (NR-R). Minor changes in operational requirements that originate during a scheduled
mission, including alternate data routing, alternate or additional stations for resolution of
schedule mix, conflicts, etc., may be made as necessary.

f. Operations will be executed in accordance with the support stipulated on the ranye
schedule and the OD master countdown. Master countdown will be altered, as required, by the
Range Controller commensurate with the scheduled support.

g. Extension of scheduled range time, allowable holds,,or any other authorization of time
beyond the scheduled T-time or complete times may be allowed dependent upon the availability of
time and resources, and the priority of the user's test operations. (See "range priorities,"
below.) Extensions of time are not to be automatic extensions of the scheduled time and may be
denied by Chief, NR-C, in order to efficiently utilize time and resources in support of all
users. The cumulative delay or hold time allowable to a scheduled opera^ , 

, if accepted by the

Chief, NR-C, will be:

(1) Ground tests or checks - 15 minutes.

(2) Captive or tracking tests - 15 minutes.

(3) Ground- or air-launched missile firing at a ground- or space-target - 15 minutes.

aer"al (4) Ground- or air-launched missile firing at ground- or air-launched operational

aerial target - 30 minutes beyond the scheduled T-time of the attacking missile.
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(5) Ground- or air-launched research and development (R&D) aerial targets - 15 minutes.

(6) Ground- or air-launched missiles involving multiple firings at the same time or
different targets - 30 minutes beyond the last scheduled T-time.

(7) Multiple bomb drops at the same or different targets - 15 minutes beyond the last
scheduled drop.

(8) Projects in the early stages of R&D, off-range launches, and those with specific
operations of a critical nature that may require longer delays than authorized above. Each case
will be treated as a special situation, considered on its individual merits, and referred to the
Chief, NR-C, for decision.

h. Block time scheduling is applicable only when a section of the range can be set up to
operate independently of other range activities. All supporting agencies will be prepared to
support the first firing at the beginning of the block time. Minimum firing separations will be
governed by the time required for all agencies concerned to recycle for subsequent firings.
Firing times will be determined by the range user after receiving a range "green" from the Range

* Controller.

,i . Backup schedules will not be considered a normal part of the scheduling process.

J. A schedule request which exceeds the test limits or the test support plan defined in the
OD will not be accepted for scheduling unless authorized by the Chairman, RSC. All support
deletions, waivers, data support limitations or additions to the OD, and scheduled tests which

* exceed test limits will be a matter of record.

k. Tests appearing on the monthly National Range Forecast will normally take precedence
over tests of equal or lower priority added at a later date.

1. Normally, tests will not be scheduled without an 00 approved by the Director, NR, or the
NR Technical Director. However, in order to efficiently operate WSMR and to avoid costly delays
to range users, tests may be conducted without an 00 provided:

" (1) A written flight safety plan, if applicable, exists and is approved by the Chief,
* NR-C.

(2) All applicable MCE's have completed necessary support plans.

m. Unless approved by the Director, NR, tests will not be scheduled without project-
- provided funds necessary to pay for the support being requested.

n. Range Priorities.

(1) All range user programs accepted by WSMR are assigned a priority for use of range
time and range support. These range priorities are as follows:

(a) National priority (NP). Assigned to programs identified by name in the National
Master Urgency List (MUL) as having "brickbat" priority. (To obtain equal priority for related
programs, Department of Defense (DOD), approval must be obtained.)

(b) Priority 1. Assigned to guided missile and high energy laser (HEL) research and
development programs.

(c) Priority 2. Assigned to other types of guided missile firings and HEL programs.

(d) Priority 3. Assiqned to other programs.

(2) While priorities and precedence ratings are a primary condition, test support
schedules shall also recognize specific time restrictions and minimize delays to lower priority
projects. Deviations will sometimes be necessary under conditions such as the following:

V -10
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(a) When adherence to the usual precedence would obviously result in excessive waste of
. range time or resources.

(b) When excessive workload conditions exist, the priority structure addressed in TEOOM
Regulation 70-9 will be used to resolve scheduling conflicts.

(c) When specific programs are given special emphasis in connection with military
contingencies, appropriate priority will be granted on a case-by-case basis when the requirement
is authenticated by the sponsoring military department.

(d) When the success of a specific test operation is dependent upon particular
celestial events or environmental conditions, operations will be considered on their individual
merits and may be treated as special cases.

(e) When an operation is required in direct association with, or in support of, a high
priority "hot" operation (i.e., target drone support of an R&D missile firing), the supporting
operations will have the same priority as that being supported.

(3) The occasions for deviation described above usually arise in scheduling; hence,
conflicts are detec.ted early. While range priorities might be considered, potential conflicts
are usually resolved throuoh mutual aqreements by the users concerned. Range priorities are
considered in the different types of off-range operations as follows:

(a) Global operations involving orbital manned or unmanned flights. Regardless of
assigned range priority, these operations may have precedence for range support. Since the
schedule for manned flights is usually firm 14 days before the mission, daily range schedules
are arranged to allow for this support.

(b) Operations requiring evacuation of civilians from designated impact areas are
tentatively scheduled on the monthly National Range Forecast under the assigned range
priority. This evacuation is considered firm 15 days before the operation, IAW DF, STEWS-NR-CR,.
15 April 1979, subject: Range Evacuation Area Operations. Range time and support committed
will not be diverted to a higher priority program not previously scheduled on the monthly
National Range Forecast.

(c) Nonorbital operations involving orbital participation of another major range or
test facility base are tentatively scheduled on the monthly National Range Forecast under the
assiqned ranqe priority. Once the Inter-Range schedule is firm (normally 7 days before the
mission) the operation is exempt from preemption of ranoe time and support.

6. Responsibilities.

a. The Oairman, RSC, is responsible for the National Range Forecast and Schedules. With

the aid of the other RSCmembers and advisors, the Chairman will:

(1) Develop, publish, and distribute the monthly National Range Forecast no later than

the Monday of the week preceding the scheduled month.

(2) Continuously update the monthly National Range Forecast.

(3) Review daily and amend the weekly schedules.

(4) Decline to accept for scheduling a test which exceeds the test limits or the test
support plan specified in the 00, referring such requests to the NR Project Engineer for
validation. After day T-4, the proposed test will be referred to the Chief, NR-C, for
validation, determination, and action.

b. The range user is responsible for requesting X-ray schedules, reschedules, changes, or
additions to the operational schedule through his designated sponsor during the administrative
workday (0745 through 1615) or through the Support Systems Manager (SSM) during period outside
the administrative day. If the support systems console is not manned, requests can be handled
by a Range Controller.
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c. The range sponsor, during the administrative day, will submit all X-rays and additions
to the operating schedule to the assigned RSC representative who will request schedule
consideration from the SSN. The iairman, RSC, will represent all programs not represented by a

service (sponsor) member of the committee. The range sponsor's detailed responsibilities are
outlined in Oapter 1, voiume 1, Range User's Handbook.

d. The Ciief, NR-C, is responsible for executing the official range schedule prepared by
* the RSC and for adjusting the daily schedule, as required, to meet user or changing conditions

in an efficient and orderly manner. In performing this responsibility, the Chief, NR-C, will:

(1) Provide an operational point-of-contact for all users requiring alteration to the

daily range schedule.

(2) Provide liaison, technical, and professional consultation and other services
relevant to the execution of the daily range schedule and use of resources.

(3) Ensure proper processing of all X-ray schedules, reschedules, additions, deletions,
* waivers, and other coordination, as required, to maintain an efficient utilization of time.

Responsibility is applicable to both the alteration and execution of the range schedule during
each operational day.

(4) Furnish a Range Controller for each scheduled operation, except in special cases as
"* determined by the Director, NR.

(5) Provide timely information to Project Controllers on the specific details of
support limitations.

(6) Prepare applicable internal Standing Operating Procedures (SOP's) for governing the
Range Control system, ROM, Range Controller, Range Analyst, and the Support Systems management
functions required in the execution of daily scheduled operations.

e. The MCE's are responsible for internally scheduling Instrumentation, manpower, and
logistical support necessary to carry out commitment in support of the range schedule. MCE's
will also assist the RSC, proposing data-qathering arrangements for compatible operations.

f. The ROM is responsible for executing daily scheduled operations and direct coordination
of the use of time and facilities, includinq inter-Range operations.

g. The Ranqe Controllers are re~ponsible for controllriq, executing, and coordinating the
use of range time.

h. The SSM is responsible for executing that portion of the Range Control function which
involves schedule management, range surveillance, and control of the support elements engaged in
nondata production activities.

i. The Range Analyst is responsible for operationally controllinq and validating WSR data-
Producinq systems when in real-time or on-line configuration. (The Data Systems/Support

Controllers perform these functions when in central record or off-line configurations.) The
Range Analyst responsible for evaluating the support systems contributing to the scheduled
operation and for taking action necessary to resolve support conflicts for range equipment
nalfunct Ions.

j. The NR Project Engineer is responsible for after-action analysis of overall user/range
* .systems performance and preparation of the post-test counterorder.

k. The AD/RU is responsible for controlling airspace required by missions operating on
WSMIR. As aoent of the Commander, WSMR, he will interface with the Federal Aviation
Administration (FAA) in all matters pertaining to WSMR airspace or other airspace necessary to
the WSNR mission. Operation of the WSMR restricted airspace, including remote launch sites
(e.g., Green River, Utah, etc.), will be performed by AD under FAA regulations.
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7. Procedures.

a. General.

(1) The ROM's principal channels of communication within the RCS will be the Range

Controller and the Support and Data Systems Controller.

(2) .The Ranqe Controllers will act as the operations lIaison between range elements and
-,;ies and will execute the operations assigned to them by the FOM. All operations will be
.xecuted in accordance with the MCD as published in the approved 00. Range Controllers will

ave the authority to take actions, as required, to execute assigned operations within the scope
of the published ranqe OD's and the scheduled range support.

(3) The SSM primary Information flci will be with the assigned Ranqe Controller, the
.,dfrort Chntrollers of the nondata elements sipporting scheduled operations, and with the user's

clo)dulinq aqents to facilitate quick react~ons to changes to the daily operational schedule.
ne SSM's will ensure personnel safety and pe-form range surveillance activities.

(4) The Range Analyst's primary infcrmation flow will be the assigned Range Controller
and the Data Systems Controllers when in direct support of scheduled missions. The Range
',nalyst will serve as a Range Controller for the system readiness checkout period prior to
F-tinp and will assume a monitoring role upon completion of readiness tests. Status of
inidividual systems will be reported to the assigned Range Controller independent of the Range

Inalyst.

(5) The Mission Control representatie will control WSMR airspace and provide clearonce
to-and-from assigned areas, ensuring safe seciration between air rissions. Ready/Hold or voice
7orrmunications will be utilized between Mitsion Control, Ranqe Controllers, and the SSM to
occormplish execution of the daily range sched.le in accordnce with the published OD's.

b. Scheduling.

(1) Inter-Ranqe operations and range tests will be scheduled through the (hairman, RSC.

(2) The Director, hR, may assiqn sricial users to the C airman, RSC, ror purposes of
scheduling.

(3) Any request for scheduling through normal channels which cannot be supported on the
day requested will be recorded and the reason noted on the STEWS-NR Form 1..

(4) Tests involving range instrwnentation for purposes of training, verification,

demonstration, or data validation may be scheduled concurrent with user tests provided.

(a) No charges are incurred by the user conducting the prime test.

(b) There :s no interference to the prime user tests, and user concurrence is received
prior to test execution.

(5) All scheduling requests by MCE's for range instrumentation tests will be submitted
t to the Chairman, RSC, for processing.

c. Monthly National Range Forecast.

(1) Range sponsors.

(a) Submit to the responsible RSC member all planned major tests/operations in the week
desired for the coming month. Assignment of tests to specific days will be undertaken by the
RSC to achieve a workable monthly forecast.

RSC. (b) Submit immediately all deletions of requirements to the responsible member of the
v-RSC.
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(2) RSC members will ensure that each scheduling request submitted complies with the
followinq:

.1- (a) Specifies an 0 number and the week desired.

(b) Identifies variations in requirements specified in the OR.

(c) Includes user-authenticated indication of available funds to cover costs of
* requested schedules.

(3) The Chairman, RSC, will meet with the RSC and MCE advisors to arrange the requested
operations into a monthly forecast. The Chairman will use, to the greatest extent possible,
compatible data-gathering arrangements in formulating each weekly schedule within the monthly
forecast. As practicable, tests/operations will be assigned to days of the week that use
similar data-gathering arrangements, thus reducing "turnaround" time between operations.

(4) Backup schedules will not be considered as a normal part of the scheduling
process. Test operations that require long lead time, real estate evacuations, operational
windows, tactical troop deployment, and those that require massive mission-peculiar development

-.* of range and user instrumentation will be given individual consideration by the Director, NR, or
- the NR Technical Director. Only one backup schedule per scheduled test will be allowed and,

unless otherwise directed, the backup schedule will be approved only on the basis that other
scheduled missions will not be adversely affected.

d. Weekly National Range Schedule.

(1) A daily meeting will be held where a complete schedule will be developed with all
support firmly committed for definite times.

(2) Highest priority projects will receive first consideration for utilization of
unused range time. If such operations cannot be worked into the schedule, they may be 1Z
considered on an overtime or Saturday basis.

(3) Hiqhest priority operations will be given first consideration for overtime
schedulinq (before or after the normal duty day or on weekends).

(4) Exceptions to the above procedures may be required on occasion. Such exceptions
* will only be approved by the 0hief, NR-C, the Director of NR, or the Deputy Commander or
*- . Commander, WSMR, as applicable.

e. Daily National Range Schedules.

(1) Each administrative workday, the RSC will meet to firm up, assign operation
indexes, and publish and distribute the National Range Schedule for the third following
workday. Example: The RSC will prepare the schedule for Thursday and distribute it by about

*1300 on the preceding Monday.

(2) Requests for weekend schedules not already shown in the weekly or monthly schedule
will be presented to the RSC prior to 1200, Tuesday, except for inter-Range operations which may
be accepted at any time. Requests received after 1200, Tuesday, will be evaluated and referred

* to the Chief, NR-C, or the Director or Technical Director, NR.

(3) Schedules for weekend work will be published prior to noon, Wednesday, to ensure
that all concerned are given early notification of overtime required.

i.." (4) The placement of a schedule request on or after T-7 days by the user's
representative to the RSC is binding on the user and is authority for the Range to initiate all

work specified by the OD. Specific items of support may be deleted or added by the RSC member
provided such deletions or additions do not adversely affect safety considerations and, in the
case of addition, are supportable.
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f. Change to the Daily National Rane Schedule.

(1) The Chairman, RSC, is the action officer for all changes to the National Range
Schedule until execution day (T-O).

(2) All X-ray requests prior to execution day will be processed by the RSC. Those
submitted after the start of the current day's schedule will be submitted to, and processed by,
the SSM. Acceptance of any X-ray request will be entirely dependent upon the ability of the
Range to support the operation. X-ray scheduling is a process designed to use previously
unscheduled time or resources. It will not be used as a substitute for normal scheduling.

(3) Exceptions to the above procedures will be required on occasion. Such exceptions
will be approved by the Director, NR or Deputy Commander or Commander, WSMR, as appropriate.

g. Accounting for Changes to the National Range Schedule.

(1) A notation of the support elements or range user causing a change to the National
Range Schedule (cancellatictns or data-gathering limitat'tons) will be entered on the STEWS-NR
Form I and will include a brief explanatory statement describing the reason for the change.

(2) Notations will generally be limited to the direct support (OS) elements or range
user. However, when known, a further breakdown as to the type of data or support element
causina the action will be made (e.g., radar, telemetry, microwave, targets, Military Police,
etc.).

(3) Notations of changes to the National Range Schedule caused by indirect or secondary
support elements will not be included. These are the elements that support and are accountable
to the DS elements. If further explanations of secondary support are required, they will be
supplied by the DS elements.

(4) Changes to the National Range Schedule caused by weather or user operational
- problems are defined as those "beyond the control of the range."
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R. F. Vorwerk, Head, Range Operations Division (Code 622)
2*1YT Naval Weapons Center, China Lake, CA 93555

Interrange Scheduling and Universal Documentation System Document
s'isc. (RCC Task 10-1); review of

T. Mr. Ken Ramsey, Western Space and Missile Center (WSMC-ROR), Vandenberg

Air Force Base, CA 93437

* Encl: (1) Subject Document

1. Enclosure (1) has been reviewed and is hereby returned with appropriate
corrections. The sample Daily Test Schedule and the Instrumentation Code
List were missing and have been included with the document. There is nothing
more to be added to the Naval Weapons Center (IAV1PNCEN) portion of the
document.

2. On Part III, "Approach to Interrange Scheduling and Documentation Data
Transmission," the network depicted in Figure 2 would be the simplest system
to implement. This is effectively the network being established for the
users of the R-2508 restricted airspace complex. The hub is to be the Central
Coordinating Facility (CCF) located at the Edwards AFB RAPCON. The CCF will ,0
communicate with AFFTC, George AFB, Fort Irwin, and NAVWPNCEN.

3. The NAVWPNCEN has historically been a support range for some projects
requiring interrange coordination. It is unlikely this role will change.
Scheduling and communication of requirements have not been major problems,
therefore a link between China Lake and a national scheduling/documentation
system would probably be of minimum utility to the overall effort.

4. The NAVWPNCE14 is interested in continuing participation in the lOG
with the purpose of supporting the larger ranges in efforts to make inter-
range testing a more efficient and productive operation.

R. F. VORWERK
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RAG COMMANDERS COUNCIL
WSM-KlJR-YP-PKTC-AF~oF-1,W-ItTC-AFSCF-St.TEC-ADIC- FFTC-AF C-SA/4EC UET I

30 November 1981

R. F. Vowerk, Head, Range Operations Division (Code 622)
SATM Of Naval Weapons Center, China Lake, CA 93555

, Scheduling Process at the Naval Weapons Center, China Lake, CA

" Mr. Ken Ramsey, Western Space and Missile Center (WSMC),
Vandenberg Air Force Base, CA 93437

- Encl: (1) Sample Weekly Range Plan
(2) Sample Daily Range Test Schedule
(3) Instrumentation Code List
(4) Sample Test Plan

1. Test range and resource scheduling at the Naval Weapons Center (NWC),
China Lake, CA is primarily a manual effort. Project Engineers, who represent
range customers, input requests for range and resource time to the Scheduling

• .Office. The requests are due in the Scheduling Office by 1100 of the Thursday
preceding the week of the requested time. A scheduling meeting is held at
1430 or Thursday. Representatives of the instrumentation groups, test conductors,
Project Engineers, and Scheduling Office discuss and agree on a schedule for the
following week. The agreed upon schedule is entered in the Univac 1110 Central
Computer to establish the data base and print the weekly schedule (enclosure (1)).

2. A daily schedule, enclosure (2), is. typed and distributed to all concerned
on the day preceding the schedule day, The daily schedule is based on the weekly
schedule plus changes that may be required. Changes must be in the Scheduling
Office by 1100 of the scheduling day to be coordinated with the performing work
centers. The schedule is typed and distributed by telecopier to the work centers
by 1430 of the day preceding the scheduled work.

3. A Data Vision D-1500 terminal is used to input the daily schedule to the NWC
closed circuit TV system for display. The schedule for the day is on video all
day and is modified in real time as changes occur.

4. The weekly and daily schedules contain an instrumentation code defined in

encl-osure (3). The instrumentation code for each test is taken from the test
plan, enclosure (4).

5. NWC does not plan to automate the test range and resource scheduling, but the
new Range Control Center Integrated Processing System will contain computer
programs in SEL 3277 machines that maintain test plan files to permit the scheduler
ready access to test requirements and hard copy schedule production without typing.

6. The process described aboved is for restricted airspace R-2505 and R-2506.
R-2524 is used for Electronic Warfare work primarily and is scheduled independently
with a similar process. Any project requirements for joint use of airspace, land-
space or other resources are manually scheduled as they arise. Schedules for use
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30 Nov 1931

Subj: Scheduling Process at the Naval Weapons Center, China Lake, CA

of R-2508 airspace are sent to the Central Coordinating Facility (CCF) at Edwards
AFB via telecopier. There the NrwC schedule is coordinated with Edwards AFB,
George AFB, and Fort Irwin schedules for determination and resolution of conflicts.
Presently the CCF is a manual operation, but specification will soon be completed
for an automated system to be procured by the R-2508 Enhancement Program.

7. Finally, after a test schedule has been established all the RF frequencies
to be used the following day are sent to the NJWC Frequency Coordinator for
conflict determination and transmittal to the Western Area Frequency Coordinator
via secure teletype.

8. If further information regarding NWC scheduling is needed, please contact
R. F. Vorwerk, Autovon 437-2641.

R. F. VORWERK
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OEPARTMENT OF THE AIR FORCE
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R))LYO ROSO 2

u AFSCF Scheduling System Description

To HQ WSMC/ROR (K. Ramsey)

1. The enclosed documentation is submitted as a final response to the
Interrange Operations Group committee action. Please discard all previous
information. The contents of this documentation are:

a. A general summary which gives an overview of the current scheduling
system. (Atch 1)

b. A general description of the scheduling specific "SCRABL" computer
system. (Atch 2)

c. A current copy of AFSCR 55-2 Vol III, Chapter 1, which is a detailed
description of the scheduling process. (Atch 3)

2. We are currently pursuing some type of updated system. A follow-on to
the SCRABL system which has been under development since 1978 has some major
problems and may not be delivered. The work of this committee will be of $l;
major interest to the SCF since we are currently "on the look" for a new
system which will meet our needs.

/HAROLD D. SMITH 3 Atch
Chief, Range Plans and Analysis 1 General Summary SCRABL

2. General Description SCRABL
3. AFSCF 55-2 Vol 11, Ch I

*v-26
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SUMMARY OF THE

AIR FORCE SATELLITE CONTROL FACILITY (AFSCF) SCHEDULING SYSTEM

1. The AFSCF scheduling system is unique in that it must be capable of

successfully allocating resources consisting of

a. Eight remote tracking stations.

b. Four remote antenna systems which are switchable to two ground
systems at the Satellite Test Center.

c. Two remote antennas dedicated to particular ground resources.

d. A multitude of off-line computer systems and mission control
complexes. Daily support for approximately 50 DOD satellites consisting of
prepass, pass and post-pass activities are merged with daily requirements to
maintain ground resources.

2. The AFSCF schedule is primarily a manually produced, graphical display
with an off-line computer. The graphical display is constructed on chart
paper, with time oriented on the horizontal axis and ground resources
oriented on the vertical axis. Satellite program supports are entered on
the chart with colored Chart Pak tape and resources separated by horizontal
lines. The chart is built and maintained by scheduling personnel through
the assistance of a scheduling specific computer system (SCRABL). The
SCRABL is dedicated to the Range Scheduling function and provides for
operation, maintenance and display of a centralized data base of schedulinQ
information. The data base describes AFSCF resources, satellite program
requirements and scheduled resources assignments. The computer system is
used to produce all messages, listings, schedules, and retrieval of
historical information.

3. Scheduling and planning of resources begins 6 months in advance with
a forecast of major range downtime and maintenance activities. The next
milestone is a 90-day forecast of all launch and rehearsal activities,
produced every 2 weeks. The AFSCF 7-day schedule is produced once per
week and covers a period from Monday to Monday. Resource requirements
for hardware and software development, remote station maintenance, on
orbit satellite passes and rehearsals of upcoming launches are all merged
together in the 7-day schedule, and initial conflict resolution begins.
Final requirements are entered onto a 24-hour schedule which is produced
daily. Requirements are deconflicted and the schedule is produced via
teletype messages and computer listings. Conflicts are resolved through
verbal interaction of users managed by Range Scheduling personnel. Changes
are commonplace, and a usual day will find 30-40 percent of all scheduled
items changing from the time the 24-hour schedule is produced through
real-time.

4. The SCRABL system operates on a Varian 73 computer equipped with a card
reader, printer, paper tape punch, magnetic tape, disk storage and one

Atch 1
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input/output CRT terminal. The input/output terminal is an IBM 2?50 CRT
display e-jipped with light pen, function keyboard and alphanumeric
keyboard The SCRABL system is over 14 years old.

5. The AFSCF is currently implementing a Data System Modernization (DS)
program which essentially replaces all Remote Tracking Station and Satellite
Test Center computer resources. Part of the modernization program is an
automated schedulinQ option which is currently being studied by the
contractor as to content. A phased implementation approach with each phase
being more automated is anticipated. In meeting real-time satellite program
requirements a fully automated system will not be possible. A system with
better user interface, updated graphical displays and improved response time

.. will be the goal.

HAROLD D. SMITH
AFSCF/ROS

Atch 1
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GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF THE SCRABL SYSTEM

1. The Scheduling, Resource Allocation and Buffer Linkage (SCRABL) is a com-
puter system located at the Air Force Satellite Control Facility (AFSCF) which
provides for generation, maintenance, and display of a centralized data base
of scheduling information. This data base describes AFSCF resources, their
status, demands upon AFSCF resources and the allocation of resources to
satisfy demands.

2. The SCRABL system operates on a Varian 73 (EBC) computer equipped with a
card reader, printer, paper tape punch, magnetic tape and disk storage, and
two input/out terminals. The input/output terminals are IBM 2250 CRT
displays, both equipped with light pen, function keyboard, and alphameric
keyboard. The CRTs are used to communicate with the computer and provide
access to the data base. The printer is used to furnish a permanent record
of data base information and the paper tape punch is used to generate
teletype site support and acquisition message for tracking stations. The
card reader and tapes are used to enter bulk data such as vehicle
acquisitions, AFSCF environment cards, and requests for nonpass task
(qualification) activities.

3. Specific capabilities of SCRABL are as follows:

a. Construct from card, magnetic tape, and/or CRT input, a data base
containing a definition of AFSCF resources, referred to as the environment,
and up to 14,500 individual "tasks" which describe service requirements such
as vehicle passes over tracking stations, s~ation qualification activities,
and EBC Bird Buffer (BB) and 3800 Flight Support Computer (3800) activities.

b. Provide access to and control of the information in the data base
through various media.

(1) Printed listings - site schedules, BB and 3800 schedules,
vehicle acquisition lists, preplan conflict lists,.available time slots
list, generalized task description list, and environment list.

(2) List tapes - site schedules, BB and 3800 schedules, vehicle
acquisition list, and generalized task description list.

(3) Teletype format paper tape - site schedules and vehicle
acquisition lists.

(4) Interactive CRT displays - plot of site activity, vehicle
acquisition list, 88 and 3800 schedules. Alphameric keyboard and light pen
allow modification of individual tasks using these displays.

c. Provide data base maintenance functions.

(1) Delete, add, or modify individual tasks.

Atch 2
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(2) Delete a group of tasks.

(3) Slide the times associated with a group of task,.

(4) Edit the data base, deleting tasks prior to a specified time.

(5) Remove schedule change flags.

d. Provide assistance in the process of schedule generation.

(1) Assign the resources of the AFSCF to the servicing of tasks on

the basis of available equipment and tasks already scheduled, according to a
priority scheme specified by the operator.

k (2) Inform the operator as to conflicts which arise in scheduling
tasks.

e. Provide backup for the current data base in the format of schedule
(backup) magnetic tapes.

4. The last page of this summary is a block diagram of the SCRABL Equipment
Configuration. Note that even though both IBM 2250-3 CRTs are shown in the
configuration, only one terminal can be initialized and operating at a time.

Atch 2
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Atch 3

AFSCr 55-2 Volume Ill I November 1982

Ci3pter 1

MANAGEMENT AND SCHEDULING OF RESOURCES

1-1. POLICY. Air Force Satellite Conflict priorities may be appealed
Control Facility (AFSCF) resource if users are not satisfied with
users, as well as the elements AFSCF/ROSS decisions. Range Control
responsible for providing these has the authority to redirect any
resources, must comply with the resource allocation if insufficient
scheduling policies and guidance in time is available for normal con-
this chapter and the applicable flict resolution or for meeting
detailed instructions contained in emergency support requirements.
the Satellite Test Center (STC)
operations procedures (STCOPs), and c. Flight Support Branch (AFSCF/
remote tracking station (RTS) opera- RODF). AFSCF/RODF prepares and pub-
tions procedures (RTSOPs). lishes the STC 3800 computer sched-

ule, and provides related studies and
1-2. RESPONSIBILITIES: forecasts.

a. The Range Plans and Analysis d. Remote Tracking Stations.
Branch (AFSCF/ROSD) and the Range Each RTS, applicable support con-
Control Branch (AFSCF/ROSS) perform tractors (e.g., Network Support,
the AFSCF scheduling functions. Engineering Services and Modifica-
These functions include: the sched- tions, Automated Data Processing
uling of operations support of all Modification and Maintenance), and
AFSCF activities, the use of the STC applicable AFSCF elements, provide
bird buffer computers, and all net- inputs to the 6-month forecast
work nonflight activities that last document (para l-3b). The inputs
I hour or longer, or that have are a prediction of the RTSs require-
recovery time that is 10 minutes or ments for AFSCF resources to be used
longer. These functions do not to support installations, modifica-
include the scheduling of the STC tions, tests, and exercises. In
3800 computers (para c) or the response to the 6-month forecast,
scheauling of recovery resources, a each RTS submits a request to AFSCF/
functign that is performed by the ROSD for the allocation of resources
Deputy for Satellite Operations needed to support contractor- and
(AFSCF/VO) (see volume II of this RTS-initiated tests, exercises,
regulation). installations, modifications, and

b. inspect and repair as necessary
b. Range Control Branch. AFSCF/ (IRAN), depot-level maintenanceROSS is designated as the primary (DLM), or preventive maintenance

directing and controlling point activities that are to be conducted
within the AFSCF for the allocation during-a specific 7-day period.
of operational range resources ar(i
the identification of communications e. Prelaunch Facilities. The
requirements. AFSCF/ROSS is also AFSCF uses the Remote Vehicle Check-
responsible for obtaining resolutions out Facility (RVCF) at the Eastern
to realtime operational conflicts. AL)ce d Missile Center ( C for
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the prelaunch checkout of AFSCF rec. fro' r. users, and
vehicles, and tne Vandenberg Track- coft*1Jr, o,,j nor,; i ght acti.ities.
ing Station's resources to support The information concerns engineering
activities at the launch pads at change proposals (ECPs), maintenance,
Vandenberg AFB. Requests are sub- evaluation, testing, and checkout of
mitted to AFSCF/ROSD and AFSCF/ROSS AFSCF resources that require eight
by the appropriate mission director. or more hours of downtime. Resource

users submit their initial and up-
1-3. PROCEDURES: dated requirements for AFSCF resource

support to AFSCF/ROSD on or about the
a. Forecasting and Scheduling. 15th of the month as detailed in the

The scheduling of AFSCF resources 6-month forecast input schedule.
(except for the 3800 computer, and Users submit the request on SD Form
recovery resources) is accomplished 231, SCF Resources Utilization
by AFSCF/ROSD and AFSCF/ROSS which Request, or via teletype message.
jointly develop the 7-day schedule/ Users of STC resources submit
forecast and AFSCF historical support requests for downtime on SD Form
data. All scheduled activities are 294, STC Downtime. The 6-month
divided into the following catego- forecast officially notifies resource
ries: flight preparation, flight users of the intention to schedule
support, and nonflight activities, an activity.
Flight preparation includes the
following activities that are per- C. 90-Day Launch and Operations

" formed before countdown: rehearsal Forecast. AFSCF/ROSD compiles,
operations, mode checkouts, AFSCF plans, and publishes the 90-day
exercises, and RTS readiness checks. launch and operations forecast.
Flight support consists of any This forecast contains secret flight-
activity performed to provide direct related information, and is published
launch or flight support of a satel- every other Tuesday. The mission
lite or ballistic vehicle. It also directors submit information concern-
comprises countdown activities, ing launch dates, support durations
prepass transmissions, command and flight preparation requirements
messages, playbacks, ephemeris by letter every other Thursday
updates, and RTS/vehicle contacts. according to the 90-day launch and
Nonflight activities are scheduled operations forecast input schedule.
tasks that are not directly related The 90-day launch and operations
to launch or on orbit support of a forecast describes a sequence of
particular satellite program. These requirements during the time period
include the development activities under consideration and officially
of hardware and or software con- notifies operating elements of the
tractors, equipment maintenance and AFSCF's intention to schedule the
modification tasks, operations and forecasted activity.
maintenance evaluation activities,
and personnel training activities d. 7-Day Schedule/Forecast. The
requiring RTS hardware. 7-day schedule/forecast is the first

schedule that identifies each RTS's
b. 6-MonLh Forecast. AFSCF/ support requirements at specific

RUeA compiles, plans, aria publishes times. During compilation of the
the 6-month forecast during the 7-day schedule/forecast, low- and
first week of each month. This medium-altitude orbit support
forecast is based on information requirements, iict1-altitude oroi
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support requirements, nonflight reher-.l reqat st,.
i requirements, and flight preparation
activities are scheduled in the (b) Resource users
foregoing sequence to minimize (other than mission support elemen-s)
conflicts, who wish to use resources in conjunc-

tion with an orbiting vehicle, must
(1) Generation of 7-Day submit their requirements to the

Schedule/Forecast. Generation of applicable mission director and or
the 7-day schedule/forecast begins mission control team which then sub-
on Thursday of each week. It covers mits these requirements to AFSCF/

* the 7-day period that begins at ROSO and AFSCF/ROSS.
OOOOZ of the second Monday after the
generation cycle has begun. If (c) After receiving

* requested to do so, AFSCF/ROSS inputs from the various users, AFSCF/
personnel will generate and distrib- ROSD and AFSCF/ROSS assembles the

* ute a weekly preplan listing to requirements for nonflight activi-
mission control team personnel. This ties, integrates them with the
listing contains all RTS contacts flight preparation and flight sup-
for each satellite and, when port requirements, and produces a
necessary, includes a listing of schedule for the 7-day period begin-
potential conflicts. By 2000Z each ning the following Monday. The 7-day
Monday, all STC/RTS users submit schedule/forecast contains nonflight
nonflight and flight preparation and rehearsal requirements only, and
requirements to AFSCF/ROSD; flight is used to make the initial defini-
support activities are submitted to tive support assignments for the
AFSCF/ROSS. Resource users unable operating elements; it indicates, by

- to meet this schedule may be given station, specific support times
time extensions on a case-by-case scheduled for each task with specific

, basis. Flight support requirements equipment listed for all nonflight
for the 7-day schedule/forecast are activities.
submitted by annotating the preplan

* listing and returning it to AFSCF/ (2) Publication of 7-Day
RUSS, or by submitting program action Schedule/Forecast. The 7-day

" plans (PAP) or flight profiles by schedule/forecast (see figure 1-2)
mission control team personnel. The is published each Thursday. Flight
RTSs submit the coordinated contrac- preparation and nonflight activities
tor and RTS generated requirements only are published in the schedule/
via teletype, using the scheduling forecast. In addition, the 7-day
forecast and/or confirmation message schedule/forecast includes frequency
format identified in figure 1-1. control messages for Hawaii, Guam,

and Vandenberg tracking stations
(a) Resource require- (HTS, GTS, VTS) and in-house list-

ments for rehearsals are identified ings of the vehicles supported from
by either a program action plan (PAP) each MCC.
or a flight profile that indicates
all manned passes. These and other (3) Changes to the 7-Day

.°. inputs to the rehearsal schedule must Schedule/Forecast. Changes to
specify command message, playbdck, scheuuled flight support activities
and wideband link/ground station are submitted directly to AFSCF/
requirements. A set of DRFI cards ROSS. Mission control team requests
or magnetic tapes must acco,;:pany ill for ;chduin changes will be
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Atch 3

accomplished by submittal of a support from applicable stations,
Manning Change Request to AFSCF/ROSS. operational use of the Development
RTS requests for scheduling changes Test Facility, the schedule for the
and notifications of their approval command data processing area (AFSCF/
or disapproval by AFSCF/ROSS are COPA), and the STC bird buffer
handled via telephone and opera- schedule.
tional messages.

(3) 3800 Computer Schedules.
e. Daily Support Plan. The AFSCF/RDF prepares and publishes the

daily support plan consists of a 3800 computer schedule each Friday,
combination of the daily conflict covering the 7-day period beginning
briefing, the 24-hour support Saturday at OOOL (local time). The
message, and the appropriate segment computer schedule is implemented by
of the 3800 schedule. the 3800 supervisor, who rearranges

computer assignments to satisfy
(1) Daily Conflict Briefing, realtime requirements. AFSCF/RODF

AFSCF/ROSS identifies conflict may assign uncommitted time periods
resolutions between activities that as necessary to meet support
are scheduled for a 24-hour period requirements. Emergency requests
that begins at 1600L on the follow- for the immediate use of computer
ing day. Conflict resolution con- resources are submitted to AFSCF/RODF
sists of validating all RTS require- by the responsible mission control
ments, identifying and resolving team member. Conflicts between user
conflicts, and rearranging schedules requirements are resolved by AFSCF/
within established ground rules. The ROOF in coordination with requesting
conflict resolution process is users based upon priorities.
described in chapter 5 of this
volume. AFSCF/ROSS coordinates all (4) Daily Bird Buffer
conflict resolutions prior to their Computer Schedules. AFSCF/ROSS
incorporation into published publishes the daily bird buffer
schedules. AFSCF/ROSS will inform schedule in conjunction with the
each mission control complex (MCC) 24-hour support message. Bird
of their conflicts at the earliest buffer computer schedules are
possible time. Resolutions must be implemented by the data systems
coordinated by 2200Z or within 3 controller, who rearranges computer
hours of identification (whichever assignments to satisfy realtime
is later) to avoid delays in the requirements. The data systems
publication of the 24-hour support controller may assign uncommitted
message. time periods or rearrange the sched-

ule as necessary to meet support
(2) 24-Hour Support Message. requirements (provided that pre-

AFSCF/ROSS transmits the RTS portions viously scheduled activities are not
of the daily support plan by 0600Z deleted). In the event of a hardI~ i daily to operating elements as tihe realtime conflict, Range Control

24-hour support message. Included will be conLdcted to provide
in the 24-hour support message (see resolution.
figure 1-3) re the internal and
external Schedules for the VTS f. Realtime Scheduing Activity.
microwave link to the STC ground Realtime Scheduling involves thos
station, FN wiuebano support, >122 events :nat Dcctr urng dnj periou
rifu~rLner.ts 'or 3ll "it.2s, USiS covered ,) pu)'w .* -)
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Atc, 3

support message. The following publishea schedulhs must be
general items apply to realtime: coordiniated with AFSCF/ROSS by the

responsible mission director or

' (1) Nonflight Activities: representative as soon as the
requirement is known.

(a) AFSCF/ROSS issues
assignment schedules that are used (d) Scheduled flight
by AFSCF eltments who utilizes the activities that an RTS/CDPA is unable
resources needed to provide program to support because of an outage
support. AFSCF/ROSS is notified by remain on the station schedule and
telephone as soon as an AFSCF element are listed as lost on the 24-hour
or resource user has determined that support summary. An exception is
an assignment schedule cannot be met. made only when a specific flight

activity is rescheduled at a later
(b) AFSCF resources are time or is switched to another

to be fully operational by the end RTS/CDPA.
of a scheduled downtime period.

(e) A loss of on-orbit
(c) An outage report support caused by an outage must be

is filed on any system, subsystem, reported to AFSCF/ROSS by the
or piece of equipment that is not or affected MCC.
will not be capable of supporting
test operations 30 minutes before g. AFSCF Historical Support
the expiration of authorized Data. The historical data for the
downtime. number and type of AFSCF launches

are maintained by AFSCF/ROSD.
(d) Unscheduled Launches are categorized as either

activities cannot be performed in AFSCF or non-AFSCF. An AFSCF
lieu of those activities originally designation is assigned to a vehicle
scheduled. that is supported and maintained in

the official inventory for more than
" (2) Flight Activities: one day. A non-AFSCF designation is

assigned to a vehiciL that is sup-
(a) Realtime exten- ported for one day or less and is

sions of scheduled on-orbit support not maintained in the official
must be approved by AFSCF/ROSS which inventory. AFSCF historical support
may direct any schedule changes that data are compiled in two major
are necessary to resolve problems of report forms.
priority.

(1) Resource Utilization
(b) Scheduling of RTS Report. The AFSCF resource utiliza-

activities involving STC bird buffer tion report is prepared by AFSCF/
hookup or realtime voice direction ROSO for the Oeputy Commander for
in support of a specific interrange Range Operations (AFSCF/RO) and
operations number (IRON) is requested provides resource utilization
by the mission director or mission statistics to AFSCF and Space
control team. Division (SD) staff offices. This

report serves as a nistorical record
(c) Changes to flight and contains detailed information

support requirements (including concerning resource utilization in
PiAyflcks) that differ- froin suoport of flight, flight Dreparation,
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and non-flight activities, and as necessary.
information on AFSCF contractor(s)
performance. Data are published b. Launch Confirmation Message.
monthly, and consolidated reports The launch confirmation message (see
are published quarterly and annually figure 1-5) is prepared by AFSCF/VOO
(calendar year). 1 day prior to the launch of a

specified IRON. Addressees include
(2) 24-Hour Support Summary. all supporting RTSs and other

The 24-hour support summary is pub- agencies as specified by the appro-
lished by AFSCF/ROSS. It includes a priate mission director office.
list, by station and side, of each This message is released by AFSCF/
supported rehearsal and flight VOO following mission director
operation. The summary includes the coordination. Changes to the launch
requested, scheduled, and actual confirmation message are transmitted
support totals as well as an expla- as necessary.
nation of any differences between
them. In addition, the summary c. Optimization. The message
contains predicted support for the provides the results of the optimi-
24 hours following the publication zation study conducted by AFSCF/ROSS.
of the summary. The summary is This message contains a forecast of
published daily by 0530L, and anticipated support conflicts that
reflects the actual and predicted may occur within different time
support totals as of the cutoff time increments of the launch window.
of 080OZ. The messages are required for

ballistic vehicles only and are0 1-4. GENERAL SUPPORT DOCUMENTATION. retransmitted at L -2 days. Pre-
Numerous documents are generated to launch conflict identification and
support the AFSCF mission. Detailed analysis for orbital vehicles are
requirements for various messages, accomplished by AFSCF/ROSS at the
such as the vehicle information mission director's request. The
message, L -6 hour/ -4 hour/ -2 optimization messages are released
hour/ -1 hour, orbit achieved, and by the AFSCF/ROSS chief or the duty
addressees will be obtained from the range operations controller.
specific Memoranda of Agreements for
the supporting agencies. The follow- d. IRON Control. AFSCF/ROSD
ing are general support documents provides interrange operations
generated at the STC applicable to numbers (IRON) for satellites
the RTSs: supported by the AFSCF. Program

representatives who require an IRON
a. Launch Notification Message. assignment for a specific vehicle

The launch notification message (see should submit a written request for
figure 1-4) is prepared by the the assignment to AFSCF/ROSD. AFSCF/
Operations Center (AFSCF/VOO) 7 days ROS) prepares a message containing a
prior to launch of a specific IRON. program-designator/IRON cross-
Addressees include all supporting reference. This message is sent to
RTSs and other agencies as specified AFSCF supporting elements and other
by the appropriate mission director agencies; it is normally sent monthly
office. This message is releaseu by drid covers Lhe 90-day period follow-
AFSCF/VUO, following mission director ing its release date.
coordination. Changes to the launch

notification nmessage ari! trnsmittefj e. 6-;.lunth 3800 Operational
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LUadilig Forecast. The 6-montih 3809. Outaqc 5t '..ry. All Category
operational loading forecast is X ouLges wil, ne erierea on I' Form
published monthly by the Data Systems 32, Significant Remote Tracking
Division (ROD) to provide a forecast Station Outages, by the STC workload
of the anticipated 3800 computer control section of AFSCF/RORACW and
loading for each month of the 6-month forwarded to AFSCF/ROSD (Range
period. Inputs are submitted by Analyst) not later than 5 work days
each user office by the l0th of each after the preceding month. The SD
month and are published not later Form 32 will accurately identify'
than the 15th of the same month. The sites, systems, equipment and
forecast is intended as a management pertinent information related to the
tool to identify periods of unusual outages. Data extracted from this
3800 computer activity. The fore- form will be used as a vital source
cast is republished as necessary to document for the monthly range
reflect major changes in rehearsal operational summary report.
or launch activities.
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JOINTMESSAGEFORM F (AS REGUIP E)

cat 0 P*wo M- 01 o. 01

FROM: RESOURCE REQUESTER (COMPLETE ORGANIZATION

FROM TITLE, MESSAGE ADDRESS, AND OFFICE SYMBOL)

TO: AFSCF SUNNYVALE AFS CA// (SEE NOTE 4)//

(CLASSIFICATION) OPS MSG

SUBJ: SCHEDULE OR FORECAST CONFIRMATION FOR THE PERIOD

XXXXZ TO XXXXZ. MSG IN XXXX PARTS.

PART ONE:

1. IDENTIFICATION NUMBER/FUNCTION CODE LETTER/ECP, TEST OR

MODEL NUMBER/JOB REQUIRED TO SUPPORT IRON XXXX (IF APPLICABLE).

2. PLACE TO BE PERFORMED.

3. DESCRIPTION OF AND REASON FOR JOB.

4. EARLIEST START TIME/ADVANCE NOTICE REQUIRED.

5. EQUIPMENT REQUIRED.

6. RESPONSIBLE OFFICE, STATION, OR COMPANY/NAME AND TELEPHONE

EXTENSION OF CONTACT.

7. SHIFT - DAY, SWING, GRAVE, ALL/CONSECUTIVE WORKABLE SHIFTS/IF

SHIFT LIMITATIONS, GIVE REASON.

8. TOTAL TIME REQUIRED/MINIMUM USABLE INCREMENTS/EMERGENCY

RECOVERY TIME.

9. WORK PLAN, OTHER DOWNTIME WHICH CAN/CANNOT BE DONE CONCUR-

b RENTLY, REMARKS, ETC., GDS (DECLASSIFICATION DATE), OR REVIEW (DATE)
S

3
2
0

01 ST f

* t O i tl S * a1 il foltl @poco Siall P*OIt

(ENTER APPROPRIATE INFO)

Fi i lr I -L o ori n r t of cnhoduI i no ore:ast ind/or CL
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DEPARTMENT OF THE AIR FOr'('E
HEADQUARTERS EASTERN SPACE AND MISIL C" CE-'JTE R IAF CI

PATRICK AIR FORCE BASE. FL OH.,,> 121 25

| ,E;'. ,( T"

%TTP, 0, ROS 27 April 1982

Ad Hoc Cortrnittee Actictn Iten for ESNC/ROS

10 HQ WSMC/ROR (K. Ramsey)

1. The basic scheduling technique for scheduling at the Eastern
Space and Missile Center is as follows:

2. The Scheduling Division is charged with the management of all critical
Range resources through a rigidly controlled resource scheduling process.
The authority for this control is in ESMC Regulation 80-6 attached.

a. The use of primary support resources of telemetry, radar, courand
control/destruct, communications, computers, Range Instrumentation Ships,
base support resources etc. to include test support, scheduled maintenance,
modification, IRAN and any other use appears on a daily formal support
schedule. The schedule is a chronological listing of numbered conflict
free operations and is produced by inputting operations data in a computer
program. The purpose of the Mechanized Resource Management System (MRMS)
software is four fold; first to provide a conflict free schedule of opera-
tions to field support units and management; second, to provide resource
utilization data to local and higher headquarters; third, to provide
resource utilization'data used by the comptroller to bill users for
reimbursement and finally to provide empirical historical data from which
Range utilization models are developed for budgeting and workload projection.
Weekly scheduling meetings are held with all Users to develop a consolidated
ETR operations schedule. Schedules are published and updated twice daily.
The software is resident on a redundant pair of CDC 730 computers and the
software competes with other computer users including realtime test

-operations.

b. The Scheduling Center is manned by a qualified civil service
scheduler on a 24 hour per day 7 day per week basis. This scheduler is
authorized to mtoke any decision necessary to maintain the current operations
schedule and the 18 month long range forecast of major operations.

3. Wlenever a User wishes to add, delete, change or modify the schedule
in any way, they call the scheduling center and request the chang;e. The
scheduler evaluates the request, ,rakes the necessary coordination and
if the change is within the resource capability of the RLintge -ad its
manpower, they officially change the schedule and irake ncessary 1otificatiOns.

4. The User must provide the following mininun infonnati' n to the scheduler
at the time of requesting support:
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a. The User's nanme must appear On the auth9rized list of schedulers
for their program.

b. The User must provide a support card nu;nber which has specific
authorization to schedule test support and determines reinbursability.

c. The User must provide the specific Job Order Nunber which is to
be used for billing by the comptroller.

d. The User must provide the date, time, and duration of the test.

e. The User must provide the test conductors -ame and telephone
numlber for technical coordination.

f. The User must provide the Operations Document (OD) number under
which the test is to be conducted.

g. The User must provide any requested deviations, additions or changes
to the OD. If there are no changes, the program will receive the exact
support as specified in the OD.

5. Following each scheduled operation, the resource utilization is
adjusted in the data base for actual time expended and this utilization
information is transmitted to the comptroller for billing and to the
Air Force System Ccrnuand headquarters in sunrnary fashion for the Command
Management Information System (CIS-T).

6. Software support is provided by RCA under level-of-effort contract by
the following personnel assigned to the operation and maintenance of -iRMS.

Mr. Tim Gabriel AV 467-9546
Mr. Herb Smith AV 467-9546
Mr. Jim Weirich AV 467-9546

7. The automated scheduling technique, as implemented at the ES'C
Eastern Test Range has few serious problems other than the fact that
it competes with realtime operations; however, this should be remedied
in total by the pending acquisition of updated computers with expanded CPU
and core memory capability. We experience fewbreakdowns except for cotmier-
cial power outages during heavy sumnmertime thunderstorm periods. The
software support is excellent with modification and development continually
in work to improve and expand its capability.

8. Inerfne programns current and future are attached.

~E W. EB I 2 Atch
Chief, SchedulingDivision 1. ESHCR 80-6
Directorate of Range Operations 2. Interrange Programs
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Policies, procedures and responsibilities for schfedulirrj tosts 4t. the Eastern Space
and Missile Center (ESMC) are defined in ESMC Ri-quiatton ilQ(-f. Panqp Scheduling,
which is excerpted on the following pages.

I Definition of Terms: (4) A i o .,st . Ai , +t * ' ++' on
which Wnolves e1~r~antc r-dialior frs-i

a. Range Scheduling. That process of &I- any electronic sourc~e reEgarolLess or stre,'gth.
lottilig a specific period of Range time and
comm~itting Range instrum~entation, as necessary. (5) Pas~ive Test. Any test that does

*for the conduct of a test. not involve electromagnetic radiation froin an
electronic source.

b. Range User. An agent or agency author-
ized to conduct testing, training, or other (6) Static Test. A cc.-.plete countdown
operations on the Eastern Test Range. with ignition of engine for a short duration

while under restraint. No lift-off intended.
*c. Test Engineer/Project Officer/Test

Director. A repr'esentative of the Range User (7) Minior Support. Test. Any test sup-
responsible for the direction of a test opera- port required which is not defined in Opera-
tion. tions Directives or Internal Testing Proce-

dures. Minor support tests should be re-
d. Test Conductor. A Range User repre- stricted to User needs for which a minimum of

sentative who is responsible to the User for prior planning is required.
the technical conduct of a test.

g. Test or Launch Forecast. The monthly
e.I Range Control Officer. An agent of forecast of major tests and launches. This is
ESCresponsible for controlling real time test updated on a weekly basis as a forecast of

su.port activities. , This may -include alloca- tests to give Range Users a planning tool for
*tion of Range resources, imposing test cutoffs, advance warning of impending test support con-

determining reasons for holds and scrubs, and flicts.
autrorizing test support changes as deemed
n2:-?i5sary during mrajor test ccuntdo~urns. h. We _ly' Rzn-e %f)raiis Sched.AE?. A

*document transmi t -ed w~i&',ly by the ;_ EJU1 ing
f. Tests. Any procedure that requires the Division imnedieteiy .Cl lowing Cr:- R~.-.ge~&h

use of Range instrumentation or frequency pro- uling Conference which specifies t~cate and
tPccie6. Such procedures are assigned an time of all known tests to bhe supported during
officia test nuter, the subsequent week.

(1) Launch Operation Test. A complete i. Operations Diretive (0). A detailed
contdo.n including ignition firing and lift- operatior!s plan speiyi.'g s:pport to be pro-
off or missile or cthe r launch vehicle. vided by ESNNC for a particular type or series

of tests.
(2) Major Support Test. A support

tcrt considered to be a major milestone toward j. Range lnstr,!-n aticn. E uipent
rectini overall program objectives. r.dirs. teI ;ietry. I I I ZZ ti -. rd

systcns, and so Ueorti) gnoessnry for tih tech-
(3)t Associated (Paziitic) Test. A nicll support of PaneW/Fanne User requirenedts

test opration that relies on some other major
* teit a; the basic data sourc*z. k. un or erinite. Th fompleintn of a

sc.eJulJ test ngeeterr rocessful or unesuccess-
ful.

io Hold. A delay in tha orderly counto-n
of a tett.

(1) 4anqk? 131,1ol. A 1:eia1 :,'Lsed
b7O factors uner tne control of t e a . TIser.

Ec*3rs uior :be cn.ro ox :e t a.
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(3) Miscellaneous Hold. A delay x. Fully Mission Capable (FMC). A condi-
caused by factors beyond the control of the tion that.exists when a Range !esource is able
Range or the Range User. Included in this to perform at its nrmal jesiqn caraability.
category are such factors as:

y. Downtime. T4ne required to remove a
(a) Weather. Delays caused by Range Resource frsin Fully Mission Capable

weather conditions exceeding the minimum de- (FMC) status for maintenance, modification,
fined in the Range User launch rules, appli- repair, lack of operator personnel, and so on
cable Operations Directives, Range Safety Test and consequently removes a Range Resource from
Supplements, and Range Operations Instructions. Call-up by the EIC Scheduling Division.

(b) Priority Conflicts. A delay 2. Objectives and Policies. The objective of
or reduced support caused by a conflict with a ESMC Scheduling is to insure that all tests are
test of higher priority, scheduled and fully supported as closely as

possible to the Range User's requested date and
(c) External Factors. Delays or time. This must be consistent with Range

reduced support caused by unforeseeable factors capability, economy of operation, and the
external to the ETR complex or beyond Range and standard Range working day. In attaining this
Range User control except as outlined above, objective, the following specific scheduling

policies will be applied:
m. Scrub. The removal of a test from the

Range Schedule for any reason. a. Standard Range Working Day. The Range
working day is 8 hours daily, Monday through

n. L-Day. Launch Day. Friday, excluding legal holidays. Hours of
operation are:

o. Range Count Time. That period during
the countdown of a test when ESMC and the Range (1) At Cape Canaveral AFS and Patrick
User count simultaneously inclusive of built- AFB:
in-hold time. (a) Normal Shift. 0730-1615,

p. Zulu Time (Z). Greenwich Mean. Time. Monday through Friday. Range Contractors
(Eastern Standard Time plus five hours or Industrial support is available 0730-1600 only;
Eastern Daylight Savings Time plus four hours.) liquid propellant support 0730-1530.

q. T-Time. The intended time that a (b) Overtime. All other operat-
launch or major milestone will occur. ing hours.

r. S-Time. The time the Range begins to (2) At the downrange stations:
meet Range User's requirements. NOTE: Equip-
ment setups and calibrations are accomplished (a) Normal shift. Same operating
prior to this time. hours, local tine, as Cape Canaveral and

Patrick AFB operating hours. The normal shift
s. Project Office (Mission Office). The may slide occasionally on a reasonable basis,

Range User office designated as the Office of as necessary for test support.
Primary. Responsibility (OPR) for conduct of
tests on the Eastern Test Ranqe (ETR). This Is (b) Extra shift. As arranged for
the official single point of contact within at specific instrumentation sites and on a
EVC for the accomplishment of the Project fully reimbursable basis only.
Office's assigned programs and missions.

(c) Overtime. Not applicable at
t. Test Support. Work performed by the downrange stations.

E94C in response to the requirements of a
scheduled test. (3) Ships:

u. Built-in Hold. A Range User hold pro- (a) These facilities will be
gra'-med (built-in) to occur during the orderly operated and maintained as necessary for
progress of the Range countdown, mission support of authorized Users without

reference to normal, extra shift, or overtime
v. Test Number. A four-digit number used operating hours when at sea.

to place a test operation on the Range Sched-
ule. This number is assigned by the Scneduling (b) The Range Instrumentation
Division and is used by all Rdnge/ Range User Ships (USNS H.H. Arnold, USNS H.S. Vandenberg,
people to comonly identify scheduled test and USNIS Re.3stone) are required to undergo
operations, annual inspections and recertifications, in a

shipyard for a period normally not to exceed 60
- w. Not Mission Capable (%M.C). A condition days and are not available for test support

-: thit exists when a Rarge Resource is unaole to during that tirre. Ships Engineering Division
perform at its norma: desicn ca:sability, or (ESC/RSN,) is responsible for scheaulipg these
cannot be cjlle, uo for rp-ratins suDport. snipyard periods aro will provide the Sched-
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ulinq Division (ESIC/ROS) with a schedule at (3) :h ' I.Jrigo. Ir,stru,,,entatiun Re-
least 90 days prior to shipyard date. sources become N,,t Mission Cpjbl!, that fact

will be reported imediately to the .SVC Sc!ed-
b. Range Overtime Policy: uling Division ith an eAxldr,-ticn Of C3use

(if kncwn) and .r es:-te of the tir? required
(1) In the event requirements are im- to return the rcso;rco_ to Fully ;Iission Capable

posed which require overtime work, the overtime (FMC) condition.
costs will be a Range User responsibility and
will be authorized on a reimbursable basis e. Scheduling Priority. in Ene ev:rt of
only. The Range User requiring this support an unresolved scheduli-ng-conflict, the Scnel-
will be obligated to commit to reimbursement uling Division shall assign priorities wen
prior to work being scheduled. Tests involving placing tests on the weekly Range Operations
overtime will normally be requested on ES;4C Schedule. To this extent:
Form 102, Test Schedule/Forecast Request, or
EVMC Form 50, Launch Test Schedule Request, (1) Corrective IMaintenance on instru-
in sufficient time to allow for ESMC/ROS re- mentation and prelaunch-launch support will
sponse at the Scheduling meeting. If overtime normally have priority over other instrumenta-
Range support requirements cannot be anticl- tion requirements.
pated at the time of the weekly scheduling con-
ference, such support may be requested in real (2) Tests required to effect the
time. Whenever support operations dictate the scheduled launch of a vehicle will generally
necessity for overtime, the Scheduling Divi- displace other support tests.
sion, when-requested, will advise the affected
Range User of this fact and provide an estimate (3) Prelaunch instrumentation calibra-
of the overtime hours involved. tion checks will normally be scheduled during

nonnal duty hours on the workday preceding
(2) Reimbursement policies and proce- launch. These checks may carry the associated

dures for Range Users are specified in ESMCR launch test priority.
170-1, ESMC Reimbursement Policy.

(4) Additional factors such as inter-
c. Observers at Range Instrumentation range support, worldwide communications,

Sites. Observers will not normally be allowed national urgency, space achievement, or scien-
at instrumentation sites or onboard Range tific problem-solvin9 will be strongly con- -

ships. When the specific test makes the sidered.
presence of observers necessary In the view of
the Range User, written approval should be f. The Weekly Range Operations Schedule is
requested from the Scheduling Division -(ESMC/ firm after the schedule meeting. Changes will
ROS) as fap *in advance of the test as possible, be limited and subject to the following rules:
Request for observers onboard Advanced Range
Instrumentation Ships (ARIS) and Range Instru- (1) The addition of requir:.>ents to
mentatlon Ship (RIS) Redstone must be processed the schedule will be allowed if no previously
through the Ships Management Division (ESMC/ scheduled requirement exists for the desired
RSO). -Blanket approvals will not be granted, time period and the instrumentation necessary

is available.
d. Allocation of Range Resources. Range

resources are committed for support by the (2) Instrumentation operating hours
Scheduling Division upon request and in accord- will not be changed without p,'icr cvordination
ance with applicable Operations Directives, and approval of the Schedulinci Division.
teletype instructions, and verbal agreemnents
deened necessary to insure efficient use of g. Acceptance of Test Scheduli: Requests:
Range resources. Resources will be allocated
to support the maximum number of test require- (1) All tests whic.i hove a valid
ments. Operations Directive O') or ,i'ich fall within

the definition of oinor support .ill qualify
(1) All use of Range Instrume;tation for scheduling. All other requests for test

resourtes for the purpose of operitions (test) support will be considered for scheduling only
support, programn,-ed or unprogranimed ,uinte- after it has been dtter.air,ed by the Sch.juling
nance, calibration, engineering cn-cks, and so Division that sufficient injor,-!jticn z.,;d time
forth, whether institutional or reiimaursable, are available to deve'op and dsse-iinate d plan
will be requested throuih and schelulol by the for suplort.
ESKC Scheduling Division.

(2) Tests will ne acc.pt.d for shodu-
(2) Cowntime required for repair, ling only after tney re in zc'nplance with

1 overhaul, nfintenance, engineering chan e and ESiCR 12"-1 (or a w.=4;r c tainei) .,.i the
mndificition. which will creata a ;MC :Inition hazerdous Droceures Zo e jsJ .ndve 3e&n
to exist will be scheduled :rhrough the Sched- aprroved by ect. reze ,f rf ,j. cn :&n-
,1-q isi, n be~ore-tre-f:'.V
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pliance and approval requirements apply to periods.,
launches. prelaunch and countdown tests, opera-
tions of high pressure systens, handling of c. n,,r . J ;r:' . The Range
propellants, and ordnance/raoioactive source Sc'ledulir. Cor rr,*. nor n, -i IIy held each
handling. Launches will not be placed on the Thursday at 0900 in t : Rince Control Test
schedule without the positive verification to Scheduling Office at C AFS. This conference
the Scheduling Division (ESMC/ROS) by ESMC/SE will finalize the wee-ly Range Operations
that all procedures have been approved. Schedule for the week commencing the following

Monday. Scheduling agencies will be notified
(3) Major support tests and launches if circumstances recuire the conference to be

will not be scheduled with less than 24 hours held at a different ti e or place. All agen-
between T-Zero unless technical , manpower, and cies requesting tests and providing test sup-
overtime constraints can be resolved, port should be represented at this meeting.

Scheduling conflicts will be resolved at the
(4) Deviations from the 00 or test Range Scheduling Conference.

document should ordinarily reach the Scheduling
Division no later than 1200E on the day prece- (1) During the scheduling conference,
ding the test. If for any reason ESMC cannot major tests are forecast for the second
support the deviation as requested, the Range succeeding week to assist support agencies in
User will be requested to take the following planning for and meeting requirements. The
action: major launch forecast for the succeeding 14

days will be presented and a determination of
(a) Withdraw the deviation and the ability of the Range to support this fore-

run the test as initially requested (paragraph cast will be made. If a Range User does not
3b); or submit an ESMC Form 50 for a launch previously

forecast on an ESMC Forim 10, Six Month Launch
(b) Reschedule the test at a Forecast, the launch date will be carried as

later date so that proper coordination with all indefinite until a revised ESMC Form 10 or ESMC
- agencies concerned may be accomplished. Form 50 is submitted.

h. Schedule Control. Scheduling problems (2) The absence of Range User schedul-
arising during the conduct of test or during ing representatives from the Range Scheduling
the current day's operation will be resolved by Conference will, if necessary, be construed to
the Range Control Officer or Scheduling Divi- indicate concurrence with or lack of require-
sion, as appropriate, in consultation with.the ments for the weekly schedule.
affected Range Users. Autiorization for
minor support and deviations from test require- d. Adding requirements to " a Scheduled
ments, resolutions of Range and Range Lfer con- Test. When a test is scheduled, all support

. flicts, scrubbing of tests in progress, and appearing in thi OD w.ill be committed to that
. assignment'of scrubs to the responsible agency test except for deletions ,requested by or

are the function of the Scheduling Division. agreed to with the Project Officer. Any agency
requiring instrumentation or facilities not

. i. Test Cutoff Time. When It is necessary listed in the O must contact the Scheduling
to schedule more than one launch test on a Division for a determination of availability
normal workday, in the interest of efficient and approval, as may be necessary, for use of
Range Operations, a test termination time (cut- the equipment or facility. The Scheduling
off) may be imposed by the Range. The Sched- Division will coordinate with the appropriate
uling Division will coordinate each case with ESMC or Range Contractor planning offices to
the Range User concerned. determine the ability of the Range to support

the added requirements and to insure cocrdi-
3. Schedulinq Procedures: nated planning. If support can be provided and

adequate ccirdination accnniplished, the equip-
a. Scheduling of Tests. Requests for test ment or facility will be added to the test,

scheduling will be submitted on E5;-,C Form. 50 or This will constitute cc'nmi::ienc and authorize
E5SlC Form 102, as appropriate, to the Sched- planning agencies tO issue the necessary in-
uling Division at Cape Canaveral AFS (CCAFS) struction. Additional requirements for tests
prior to 1200E on Wednesday of each week. In should be reques~ed not later thon 1200E on L-1
using the Range Contractor Support Card Syste,i day.
for requesting or cnanging test support, the
card holder must have the letter "K" and indi- e. Scheduling of As'.cize*. Tests:
vidual authorizaticn number for each type of
support required for the test. (1) An associat4d t!r;t which involves

radiaticn/re~ltime flignt ZcSrt~ier with launch
b. The Test Request. In submitting these oberaticn will not be sched'ul ed without the

foni as inicated in a above, Rane Users will wriLen approFal of the Proect Office conduct-
list their scnedullnq reouire.-ents ror missile ing the riari test It s the recons;bility

launches, static firr-s, an.- r.or support of he Ranqe User renurst sacr approval
tets for , . - wt? -. e r-- 1 re !,ci;r O.o
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The Range User desiring to schedule this type (3)" Garing tre count, the karg Con-
schedule this type of test will present such. trol Officr will be the official agent for
written approval to the Scheduling Division accepting ,crubs.
(ES.C/ROS) prior to or at the time of request-
ing scheduling of the associated test. Associ- h. Reschcdulirn: Action Following a Scrub.
ate tests which are passive (nonradlating) will A reschedule may b-. re~ueszed immediately if a
be scheduled In the normal manner, scrub was caused by weather, aircraft, Range

instrumentation, or causes under the control of
(2) Prime test preflight trajectory the Range User.

data, for use with an associate test, will not
i be released to any Range User (other than the i. Notification of S,:recule Cnnges.

launch agency) without written approval of the Notification of schedule changes are miade by
launch agency. Range Users responsible for telephone and teletype message as soon as
associate tests will submit requestsV for this possible after a change request is approved.
data directly to the launch project office. Only those agencies requiring reschedule in-
Prior to the time the launch agency submits the formation will be notified of schedule changes.
trajectory tape to the Range, the launch pro- Agencies requiring notification of schedule
ject office will provide the Program Support changes should furnish their requirements,
Management Division (ESMC/ROP) with the list listing the ODs of interest, prior to being

" of associated tests for which the preflight added to the notification list.
trajectory data can be released.

J. Forecast of Major Launches. Three
f. Requests for Minor Support. In gener- working days prior to the end of the month,

al, minor support consists of requirements not Range Users submit their anticipated launch
specifically covered by an OD. This includes test requirements to the Scheduling Division on
such items as radar beacon readouts, telemetry ESM1C Form 10. After initial requirement sub-
center frequency and signal strength readouts, mission, only changes, additions, or deletions
transmission line checkout, command checks, need be submitted. These should be submitted

* timing, sequencers, communications, pad ser- as soon as they are known. Inforwation trom
vices, and so forth. Minor support tests will ESMC Form 10 will be used to prepare a long-
be considered on a noninterference basis with range forecast of launches.
other tests. Requests for minor support may be
made to: k. Assignment of Responsibility for Scrubs

or Delays. The Scheluling Division is respon-
Id (1) The Scheduling Divjsion at any sible for determining the agency to which a
. time. scrub or delay is charged. The categories into

which these may fall are:
(2) The Superintendent of Range Opera-

tions/Range Control Officer (SO/RCO) if the (1) Range. User. Anytin.i a te:t is
requested support is in conjunction with a test removed from the schedule or cia:i:ed for
that is in progress. reasons under the control of a Range User.

(3) Cape Support, whenever industrial (2) Range. Anytime a test is removed
support Ts required (generators, shop support, from the schedule or changed for reasons under
air conditioners, and so forth). the control of the Range.

g. Test Scrub. The Scheduling Division (3) Miscellaneous. Anytir;e a test
will be notified irmediately when Range Users cannot be conducted and is changed for reasons
decide to scrub a scheduled test. If a sched- beyond the control of the Rang.. or R'a. je User.
uled test is to be scrubbed or terminated by Included in this category are such functions

. the Range. ESMC and Range User will jointly as:
• 'evaluate :he circumstances involved and explore

possible alternate solutions prior to a deci- (a) Weather. Variat~ons de to
sion. If a test is in progress, the decision weather conditions c i;edl in "angw User .,uch
to scrub or teminate will be jointly coordi- rules, applic2'hle E5MC Operatars ircctivas,
nated and agreed to b.tw.en ESC and tne Range and RAnge Operating Irtructioes (ROIs).
User prior to any areouncc.nent. Any test which Sr.rubs or de!ays declrea for .eeatner notis to be scrubbed.must he scruobed individually exceeding these mininims are coniidereo as.
by offici; action as follo.4s: Range Users or Range scrubs. In cases where

Range or Range User p-oul,.:7s -re involved,(1) During duty hours and prior to ?inal assignient of resp;.nsibl. ty well be at
pickup of Range count, all requests for scrubs the discretion of the Range Control Officer.
will be directel Co the Scheduling Division.

(h) Intrusion of 'riority Test
(2) If a test is to he scrubb.-d durinq (,PT). Varidcicns due to'. acor lic" wirn a teSt

nc.! Jty hours or pri.r to pic.up of Range 3- niqher pr-orit,. Con-t:itt' "-sts cned-
iount, the Panr,;e Operations Dntv ffic?r will uled in arror :1o no- ;a!! In this -atercry and
h. C ,,I re c - er, ; -y, ,.,- .4
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(c) External Factors. Schedule d. The classification of scheduled tests
changes due to unforeseeable interference frq1 will be in accoracrce wltr the appropriate
sources external to ESMC complex, titerrange security classificcion g.-ide. Ircluded in the
agencies inability to support, and for any classification constreInts are restrictions
other reasons beyond control of the Range or placed by the paylcad, booster, and also the
Range Users. overall syste" objectives. In cases where the

Scheduling Division is not provided a security
1. Frequency Scheduling. All frequency classification guide, classification will be

scheduling will be performed in accordance with assigned to the schedule based on the appro-
- ESMC Range Communications Electronics Instruc- priate OD or direction by the Range User pro-

tion No. 30-29. Ject office. NOTE:- The Range Contractors,
Missile Contractors and others not bound by

m. Extending a Test. Any active test con- "FOR OFFICIAL USE ONLY" will disseminate this
ducted on the ETR that cannot be completed schedule information on an official need-
during the scheduled time period will be ter- to-know basis only.
minated at the scheduled completion time unless
a request for extension of time is approved by 5. Downgrading of Scheduling Information. The
the ESMC Scheduling Division or by a Range Department of Defense or National Aeronautics
Control Officer when present at a console and Space Administration public releases iden-
position. tifying the launch of specific missiles at the

ETR will not automatically remove the classifi-
Usern. Test Termination Reporting. The Range cation of local Range scheduling information
User wil I. Immediately report completion, scrub, (test number, scheduled T-time, and missile

- or termination of all active test operations to name). This information will not be declas-
the ESMC Scheduling Center (853-594.1) whenever sified unless specifically approved by the
a Range Control Officer (RCO) or the Superin- local Range User project office. Frequently,

• tendent of Range Operations (SRO) is not avail- the remarks column of the Range Operations
able at a Range Control Center console Schedule contains classified information not
position, affected by the DOD/NASA releases. The Office

of Public Affairs (ESMC/PA) will be the office
" 4. Classification of Schedules: of record for DOD and NASA releases which apply

to the ESMC launch operations.
a. The Range Operations Schedule will be

classified only when it is necessary.

b. Reference to classified remarks such as
classified frequenc'les must be avoidtd in un-
classified communications.

c. Unclassified reference to any test may
be made by using only the test number, T-time,
and date.
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I.

FAST RN SPACE & MISSILE CER1'I1J

• ' SC}IEDVHUL.;; DIVISION

\FCILANIZED RESOURCE MA\v'CE;NT S'STN,,

Title: Ths Anatomy of A Successful Project

or

Success thru Composite Structured Design

Outline:
I The Project

This section defines the nature and magnitude

of the project and its environment including avail-

able manpower and the computer facility used.

II The Tools

This section discusses the tools used in terms

of expected benefits vs. expected problems.

tools dicuase':

Fortran 5

Structured Proaramming

Structured Composite Design

Structure Charts

Interface Charts

DMS 170

Algorithm statement instead of Flow charts

Structured walk thrus

III. The Philosophy and Plan for the team.

A. Project Priority

1. On-time completion

2. Provide all required capabilities

3. Resonsive to Users needs and desires

4. Maintainable Program

5. Efficient use of storage

6. Code in a single consistent style
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B. Sequence of tooks

1. Writs Programmina Standards Manual

2. Design Data Base

3. Design man-machine interface

4. Writs Users Manual

5. Define Major Program Sections

6. Design utility routines
7. Document utility routines

8. Code utility routines

9. Design test data base

10. Create test data base

11. Detail structure design of major sections

12. Document major sections

13. Code major sections

The rational of this sequence is discussed in

terms of expected contribution to the priorities.

C. Landmnrk events / User interface

Formal reports to the User and the informal user/

programmer interface is discussed.

IV Execution

Discusses in process modifications, additions,

deletions to the initial plan.

V Result, Evaluation, Comments

1. Programmer Productivity

2. Goals met and not met

3. Applications to other projects

4. Program statistics

5. Literature references
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THE ANATOIY OF A SUCCESSFUL PROJECT

OR

SUCCESS THRU COMPOSITE STRUCTURED DESIGN

I ITRO DUCT!ON

It is impossible to write a good program with a bad design.

It is difficult to write a bad program with a good design.

It is cheaper to do it right.

It is faster to do it right.

These four statements sumarize the attitude of the team throughout the

project. The report that follows shows that, at least for this project,

the attitude was justified.

I. The Project

The subject project was to design and implement an interactive system

to:

a. Support ETR Range Scheduling operations and

b. Provide accurate and accountable resource utilization hours in

support of direct cost. reimbursement using a unit service charge

concept.

ETR was committed to implement reimbursement under unit service

charne at the start of FY 82.

Range Scheduling had an operational interactive system which contained

in its data base a portion of the resource utilization data needed to

meet the new requirements. No other existing system contained any

of this data. The existing system required expansion to meet expanded

scheduling needs, including the ability to include classified opera-

tions in its data base. Initial analysis showed that it would require
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more effort to modify the old system to meet the new needs than it

would to design and implement a new system.

The old scheduling support system, MRSS (Mechanized Range Scheduling

System), maintained a data base of seven files.

1 Schedule File

2 History File

3 OD/Annex File

4 Resource File

5 Test Number File
6 Support Card Validation File

7 Resource Utilization File

MRSS consisted of 13CDC CYBER 74 programs which maintained the data

base; outputted daily, weekly, monthly and other internal reports

as well as on-demane eports; and assisted the scheduling operations

in its daily activities.

There was considerable redundancy in the MRSS data base.

MRSS was not as responsive to the schedulers needs as it should have

been.

MRSS was limited to unclassified operations.

The new system, MR14S (Mechanized Resource Management System) was to

use the same data base as HRSS with some relatively minor expansions.

Where MRSS was a collection of independent programs HRMS was to be a

singleprogram subdivided into ten independent sections processing the

various input types:

1 Job Order Number Commands
2 Support Card Commands

3 Resource Commands

4 OD Commands

5 Number Commands

6 Operations Commands
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7 Schedule Commands
8 Conflict/Comitmient Commuands

9 File Commands
10 Miscellaneous Commands

KThe first six of these sections are used to maintain the data base.
These conmmands are used to add to, delete fron , or modify the con-
tents of the various files in the data base. Sections 7 and 8 pro-
duce special reports required for the normal operations of Range
Scheduling. Section 9 controls the handling of any print files
created by the program. Section 10 con tains a set of small commands
which control various program execution parameters which defy
classification (e.g., default print files, schedule/hi-story mode.
etc.).

There was also to be a section to produce the numerous standard

reports produced by the system.
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UI. The Tools

A. Structured Programming:

The time was right for structured progranrning. L. H. Holland
had recently presented a three day in-house course on structured

programing to many of our RCA analysts/prograniners. CDC had

just released its FORTRAN V. The literature was saturated with

the virtues and vices of structured techniques. (The virtues

appeared to be clear-cut winners over the "sour-grapes" vices.)
We clearly needed all the positive features promised by struc-

tured techniques, so this project was selected as a pilot project

for structured. programming. While it is generally risky to try

new things on a major project, the potential benefits far out-

weighed the risk factor.

VB. FORTRAN V:

-The use of "structured FORTRAN" was dictated by the decision to

use structured programming techniques. This introduced three

negative considerations:

1. A new language and the necessary learning time on the part

of the programmers.

2. Existing software was not compatible and numerous library

routines had to be rewritten in FORTRAN V so they could be

used for this project,

3. A new release is frequently full of hidden errors.
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The team selected for this project tended to minimize the risks.

Both programmer analysts were new to CDC FORTRAN and therefore

learning FORTRAN V would be only slightly more difficult than

learning CDC-unique features in FORTRAN IV. Also, both were

recent graduates and had been exposed to some structured tech-

niques in their schooling. The lead analyst was sympathetic

with structured techniques.

The software incompability was a cost of progress kind of thing.

Sooner or later we were going to go to FORTRAN V. Why delay?

The risk of software bugs was considered acceptable (CDC had 16

months before implementation to get the bugs exterminated).

Actually these bugs did cause some minor problems as seen in

Section IV.

C. *Structured Design:

This is the most significant tool used. Without structured

design MRMS would still be floundering in a prolonged debug

phase and I would be making up excuses 'or a failure instead of

presenting a paper on a success.

It is difficult to write a bad program from a good design.

The MRMS team is unanimous in its praise of Glenford Meyer's

"Composite Structured Design" as a tool for good design. In

fact, this particular tool was selected by the team and not

suggested by management. Surely the risks associated with any

unknown untried technique exist, but this team was so enthusiastic

about this choice that they refused to recognize any risk.
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D. DIS-170 (Query/Update):

DfIS-170 is COC's data base management system. This system was

purchased for us in the very early days of this project. The

team viewed DliS-170 with very mixed feelings. This was a to~fly

new tool to-us and as such was a very intriguing toy. But it

was also a threat. We felt confident we could meet our due date

using our plan. Query. offered a tempting promise for a short

cut but one that might be booby-trapped. Query was designed so

it could be used by a naive user--does it have sufficient power

to meat MRMS requirements? If it has sufficient power to meet

the need, does it also have sufficient power to allow our naive

user to destroy his data base? Did we ;iave time to explore this

tool and still have time to complete our planned approach should

DMS-170 be either too powerful or not powerful enough? The only

choice we felt comfortable with was to proceed with our plan and

investigate DMIS-170 in time available with an eye to future

applications.

E. Algorithm Statement [Pseudo Code, PDL (Program Definition Language)]
"nstead of Flow Chart-s:

Flow charting is a tried and true tool--why abandon it on a

critical project? It is also an abused tool. Few flow charts

are worth the effort taken to create them. Flow charts are

tedious to draw and both difficult and costly to revise. An

algorithm description is easy to write and easy to revise.

Algorithm descriptions provide a better insight into program

structure than flow charts--especially if they are written in a

pseudo-FORTRAN V, as they are.
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The following is'an example of the algorithm specification used

during the design phase. The algorithm spectfies the steps to

be taken when "attaching" a data base file to the program. If

a file cannot be "attached," the terminal operator is given the

option of making another try or terminating the procedure.

The corresponding flow chart is also shown.
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ERROR =FALSE

E. ALGORITHM

ERROR False

Loop: ATTACH
Attempt ATTACH FILE

Exitif (attath good)

Give operator option to terminate

Erase promptFIEY

If (terminated) then ATTACHED? RTR

Print-terminate message

ERROR 4-True 
N

Exit loop DISPLAY

Wait before next try

End Loop

0 ~Return J RA

RESPONSE

PRINT
ME~SSAGE

ERROR TRUE

(RETR
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F. Structure Charts.

Structure charts are a subtool of stru:tured design. A structure

chart shows how each program module is related to -each other

module.
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G. Interface Charts;

Interface charts detail the way date is passed between rodules,
Use of these charts force an early definition of varlables and
tends to stabilize design.
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HI. Structured Walk-Thru:

Structured walk thrus maintain team identity and keep team
members on the same track and fully informed on what each tate

member is doing.
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Ill. Philosophy and Plan

A. Priorities:

1. The first and overriding priority for this project was to

finish on time. Until the last few months the ETR was

committed to implementation of direct cost reimbursement

by unit service costs on October 1, 1981. Until this

mandatory date was slipped for a year the implementation

date was mandatory.

2. Implement all planned features of the program by the due

date.

3. Be responsive to the user's needs.

4. Provide a maintainable program. This priority relates very

closely to the decision to use structured techniques,

5. The fifth nriority was efficient use of storage. Eltmina-

tion of r~dundancy within the data base also enhances long

term stability of the system by eliminating the possibility

of divergence of data in the redundant sections. Divergence

will eventually occur when data In one file is updated and

another file is not.-perhaps thru system failure,

6. Code in a single consistent style. This last priority is of

little import to the value of the system but is rather a

symptom of the determination of the team to show that it can

be done.
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B. Task Sequencing:.

1. The first task for the team was to writo Its own Project

Standards Manual. This may appear paradoxical as this tzsk

relates to the last item on the priority list, but this task
has hidden values. The act of cooperatively defining a style

and consistent mode of approach establishes a team identity;

it removes the tiny decisions of styles from the production

phase; it promotes compatibility in form which incroases

usefulness of utility type subroutines; and it tended to

cement a team spirit with the challenge of making a program

written by two or more programmers appear as if it had been

done by one programmer. This is another facet of the "egoless

programming" that has appeared so much in data processing

literature.

2. Having established a team identity the next task was to
design the data base. This must be the first stage of the

design because the data base design drives all other phases

of the design effort. It is impossible to design a program

to maintain a data base that has not been defined.

3. The next task was to design the man/machine interface. This

task is to define the language that the scheduler will use to
perform his tasks with the computer.

4. Having defined the language the next task is to document the

language by writing the User's Manual. Having the User's

" Manual written at an early stage in tho project allows the

user to pre-examine the product to see if he understands and

if he approves of the product. Hopefully, it opens a dia-
logue between programer and User which will continue through-
out the project.
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PROJECT SCHEDULE

!920 1981

WTIV:T1 JU:N JUL AUG SEP OCT: NOV DEC JA.I FEB liAR APR MAY JUN JUL AUG SEP OCT

A.1I

A.3

A.,

A.-

AJOG
A.1!

A.13", A.1; **
.... ~....,....,...,.......,.. ....---....-- ,-..-.---,..-

E.1 E.2 E.3 E.5 E.6
E.4 VE.TS

ACTIVITY NOTE: Honthly progress reports .e

. MRSS to RCA Management starting

A.1 - Production Maintenance 1 August and to ROC and ROS

A.2 - Implement Security Mod Management starting
I December (i.e., after

* MRSS/MRMS design review).
A.3 - Orientation and Training for Project Team

MRMS
A.4 - Design Data Base
A.5 - Design Man/Machine Interface
A.6 - Design (0,0) and Primary Overlay Modules
A.7 - Design Secondary Overlay Modules

- A.8 - Prebuild: Utility and Service Routines, CCL, etc.
A.9 - Build (0,0) and Primary Overlay Modules
A.1O - Build Secondary Overlay Modules
A.11 - Create Data Base for Software Testing
A.12 - Training for User Personnel
A.13 - Acceptance Testing

* A.14 - Production Maintenance

*. EVENTS

E.1 - Programming Standards Manual

E.2 - Receive Detailed Report Formats from ROS
E.3 - Receive Data to Create Resource File from ROS
E.4 - Design Review for Data Base and Man/Machine Interface
E.5 - Users' Manual
E.6 - Certification
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5. We are now ready to define the major program sections which

were at least conceived during the wrtttng of the User's

Manual. In fact, from here on out we were driven by what

was put in the User's Ianual. High-level structure charts

and interface charts will now begin to appear.

For the first five steps the order is strictly definable, The

remaining activities are orderable within groups but not between

groups. There are two types of groupsc programing and data

base.

The Internal order withtn the programming groups is:

1. Design

2. Document

3. Code
4. Test

0
The steps in the design process are:

1. Identify the tasks that must be performned to accomplish the

purpose of the program. Each task becomes a module of the

program.

2. Define an algorithm to accomplish the task of each module.

3. Organize the tasks into an appropriate structure to accom-

plish the program purpose (structure charts).

Documentation is nothing more than recording the results of the
design process so that it can be used to produce the code.

The steps in the data base group are design and create, (The

data base we are talking about here is the test data base to be

used to test the program,)
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IV. Execution Of The Plan"

The initial plan and schedule was followed with remarkable accu,-zc,.
The project Standards Manual was late in completion but the basic

procedures had been verbally agreed upon by the team and documenting

them seemed much less important then designing the data base.

A major deviation from theplan occurred very Early when it was
decided not to maintain the HRSS data structure but rather to

redesign the file structure to eliminate redundancy. Surprisingly
enough this change did not in any way impact the schedule.

"" A second major deviation from the plan was the relative infrequency

of structured walk-throughs which were held only just before wrap-up
of the analysis of a module and then only if the programmer asked for
it. Structured walk throughs were not pushed by the lead analyst

because the two programmers were consulting each other on a daily

basis and a free interchange of problems and solutions was taking
place without the more formal walk-through procedure. Walk-throughs

were held when needed and were valuable in resolving some sticky

problems but for the most part were not needed.

Another deviation from the plan was the discontinuance of interface

charts. In the early stage of the project these charts were care-

fully maintained and appeared to be useful but- as the number of
modules began to expand rapidly, it was found that the value of the
charts diminished and the effort to maintain them increased, so they
were discontinued.
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The most significant deviation from the initial plin came late in

the program. Although DMS-170 was purchased early In the project

it was not implemented until the project was in its last few mont!:3.

Experimenting with Query rapidly led the team to the conclusion that

the report generating portions of the system not only could be

handled by Query, but that this part of the effort could be signifi-.

cantly reduced and system performance enhanced by use of query.

One FORTRAN V problem was not resolved until after the first release

of MR14S. The write end of record command did not work. This command

was essential to one of the HRMS functions--a direct line teletype

output of the schedule for downrange stations. The first version

(released but not implemented) did not contain this broadcast capa-

bility. As soon as this command was working a second release

activated the broadcast capability,
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V.Results, Evaluation,* Comments

The results of this effort are well sunmmarized in the Verification

Test Report which is included here in full.
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PCF OK109-80
K009-81

VERIFICATION TEST REPORT

MECHANIZED RESOURCE HANAGEPMENT SYSTEM

(MRMs)

16 October 1981

I. PURPOSE OF PROGRAM

MRMS is an interactive data base management system designed to
maintain and update the MRHS resource/schedule data base. The
program is divided into ten more or less Independent connand modult
Each command module recognizes and executes a certain logical subset
of the NRMS command language. The following command modules make up
MRMS:

1. JON Commands

2. Card Commands

3. Resource Commands

4. OD Commands

5. Number Commands

6. Operation Commands

7. Schedule Commands

8. Conflict/Commitment Commands

9. File Commands

10. Miscellaneous Commands

Modules 1 through 6 are data base update commands for maintaining
the data base. Modules 7 and 8 produce specialized reports. %odule
9 controls the handling of any print files created by the program.
Module 10 contain various small commands used to control program
execution parameters (e.g., default print files, schedule/history
mode, etc.)
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II. VERIFICATION

Verification was carried out in two parts. The first part consisted
of providing Range Scheduling with a version of the program for
their own use and verification. Some time was spent In training
Scheduling personnel in the use of MRMS.

The second part of verification consisted of dividing the various
com.nd modules among three analysts for complete checkout and
verification. Each module was checked out by an analyst who had
done no programming in that particular module.

Checkout of the command modules consisted of using the MRMS User's
Guide as a standard. Each data field defined by the user's guide
was entered with the ADD command and modified with the CHANGE
command where applicable. Fields were tested from both the command
line and from edit mode. Printouts of the data base were ordered
before and after any data manipulation and were used to verify that
the data base was correctly updated. Additionally, data dumps pro-
duced by query-update were compared to program generated printouts.

In checking out the OPERATION commands, the week of ugust 31 through
September 6 ias chosen to be entered by hand into the data base.
This week consisted of 224 operations and provided a very thorough
checkout of the scheduling portion of the program.

Two modules, the FILE and MISC. Commands-were not individually
verified, but were used in all the other module checkouts.
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111. RESULTS

In each command module all data manipulation commands were found to
corform to the user's guide description. Printouts of the Zata
base showed that the modified fields were in fact correctly updated.
Query-Update dumps and printouts matched those produced by the
program.

Comparison of the schedule for the week of August 31 to September 6
showed that the MRMS schedule compared very closely to the MRSS
schedule. Any differences found consisted of either typing errors
or neglect to change the default resource time spans obtained from
an OD.

When comparing the conflict analysis reports, several major differ-
ences were found. These differences were expected however, and
were caused by three reasons.

1. Mismatching time spans between the two data bases. In enter-

ing so much data by hand, it was inevitable that some typos had
occurred.

2. The NIB (Non-Interference Basis).flag eliminated many "false"
conflicts in the data base.

3. Conflicts in MRSS were based on 15-minute intervals beginning
between quarter hour divisions. In MRMS 15-minute intervals
were used also, but began on the quarter hour divisions rather
than between. This only effects "borderline" conflicts where
there is resource usage in the same 15-minute block, but no
actual overlap.

All discrepancies found in the conflicts printouts can be attributed
to one or more of the above reasons.

No problems occurred when using the FILE or HISC. command modules.

Range Scheduling reported the following problems from their use of
the program:
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Checking back to see-how well our goais were met we found the

following:

1. On-time completion. Almost. The 1-year slippage of the
implementation date for the direct cost reimbursable/unit
service change allowed some relaxation at the end of the effort.

Our first release was 2 weeks late.

2. Provide all capabilities. Met--including the new ones generated

by in-process interaction with the user.

3. Responsive to user's need and desires--met (see 2. above and

the Verification Test Report).

4. Maintainable program. Only time can confirm this but this

program has all of the proprieties defined In the literature as

proper design for Maintainability.

5. Efficient use of storage. Elimination of redundancy from the S

.data base met thts goal.

6. Code in a single style. Met--but the individual programmers'

unique trademarks can be detected if you look hard enough.

The real payoff is the answer to the question Of applicability of
these techniques to other projects, Unfortunately few firm conclu-
sions can be drawn at this time, It is sure that the same team
would handle any project of this type at least as well as they did
this one. Other teams may have done as well on this project, some
other teams would surely have failed. In any project the people are
the most important ingredient'. Good tools help but tools are value-

less until properly. used.. What has been demonstrated by this project
is that the tools used were good tools for this type of project,
Their universal applicability is till much in doubt--but might be

well worth trying.
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Programmer productivity for this project was exceptionally high.

The total time spent on the project was 5087 mn-hours, 33017 lines

of code were produced. This yields a productivity value of 52 lines

of code per day per programmer. A truly exceptional figure especially

when it is remembered that those are both inexperienced programmers

who learned not only FORTRAN V but also the DS-170 language in time

charged to this project.

.)V7
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MRWS PROJECT STATISTICS

Man-hours Spent - 5087

Program Statements Produced

A. FORTRAN V 28090

B. CCL procedure Lines 580
C, Query Commands 3172

* D. Conversion Program (DB) 1125

Total 33017 (52 1tnes/Han-dayl

Documentation (Permanent)

Project Standards Manual 31'

User's Manual 42
Maintenance Manual 822
Vertficatton Test Report 4

SDJ Report 24

923

In Process Oocumentatton

Structure Chirts

Inte-face Charts

Status Reports
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PACIFIC 14ISSILE TEST CENITEr

Range Scheduling AbstracL

The Pange Operations Deprtment is the schedul iny agor y for the resources

cr the Pacific M:issile Test Center (PMTC). Test oparatons at -i:TC are scheduled

o1Z Vi weekly basis (rton-Sun) with computer assisted procedures. Ar.3encies u.ier

rNITC facilities make known their basic requiremnents va the Univarsal cocumlenta-

tion System. After a program has been accepted on the range and a Progrik,,

Identification Code (PIC) number is issued the program is eligible for scheduling.

The resource plan document is entered into an especially coded co,,puterized data

base file resulting in a compl-te list of range resources required for each

operation. This document is then identified on the schedule request.

The Operations Conductors (OC) submit requests to the Scheduling Office by

- noon on Tuesday for projects to be tested the following week cn the range. On

Wednesdays the schedulets formulate a schedule from the computer readout of

requests considering time requirements, range resource availability, and

priorities. The result is a conflict free schedule that best utilizes th'e

range assets. The schedule is then reviewed by the OC for compatibility with

their range needs. On Friday the forecast of operations for the succeeding week

is promulgated. During the week of activity an updated schedule is issued daily.

Changes made to the schedule after the distribution of the printed copy

are disseminated via teletype or CRT. As operations progress the degree of

L success or failure of each one Is recorded using a completion code listing.

These statistics are later published in the form of weekly, monthly, and

quarterly summaries.

Reimbut-sable costs for each operation are computed automdatically using

a standard cost table. These range costs are entered into the computer system

for ultimate billing to the customer.
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RANGE OPERATIONS PROCEDURAL MEMORANDUM 4-82

From: Range Operations Officer

Subj: Scheduling operations with the Pacific Missile Test Center; instructions
for

Ref: (a) COMPMTC INST.3100.1
(b) RCC DOC 501-70, Vol 1 and 2
(c) RANDIRPROMEMO #7-77 of 19 May 77

Encl: (1) PMTC Sea Test Range
(2) Prerequisites and Procedures for scheduling operations with the

Pacific Missile Test Center (PMTC)
(3) Operations Completion Codes

1. Purpose. To promulgate procedures and to define the prerequisites for
sc:heduling missile or other type operations with the Pacific Missile Test Center

S(b(PMTC) national range.

* 2. Cancellation. This memorandum supersedes Range Operations Procedural Memo-
(candum 1-79 of 30RMar 1979

3. Scope. This memorandum affects all agencies and activities conducting
operations which utilize range facilities, frequencies, areas, aircraft, targets,

*etc., under the control of the Commander, Pacific Missile Test Center.

4. Discussion

a. General. The PMTC is a national range which provides support and services
to approved national range programs. Organizational responsibilities include
coordination and scheduling control of all operations to be conducted on the range,
and scheduling authority for the restricted and warning areas depicted in enclo-

- sure (1).

b. Scheduling Authority. The authority for scheduling operations within
scheduling area one described in reference (a) is delegated through the Director,
Range Directorate (DIRRANDIR) to the Range Operations Officer(ROO) The ROO is

* responsible for interrange/intrarange scheduling and coordination with Pacific
-* Missile Range Facility Hawaiian Area (PACMISRANFAC HAWAREA) as well as outside

agencies for the fulfillment of the PMTC operational mission.

C. Range Scheduling Facilities. The official range schedule is maintained
by the ROO in the PMTC Range Scheduling Office at Point Mugu.

5. Policy. Range scheduling policy is in accordance with reference (a). The
PMTC Range Scheduling Office will coordinate, determine, and promulgate the
PMTC weekly forecast and daily schedule. Additionally the PITC Range Scheduling
Office will coordinate and issue all official changes that occur to the
schedule. Agencies desiring to utilize PMTC facilities will make knowntheir
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basic requirements via the Universal Documentation System to the Project ?anage-
ment Group, as outlined in reference (b). After a program has been accepted on
the range, through the acceptance of valid program documentation and issuance of
a Program Identification Code (PIC) as delineated in reference (c), the program
will be eligible for scheduling on the range in accordance with the procedures
contained in enclosures (2) and (3).

6. Summaries and Reports. The ROO will disseminate post operation information

through the following summaries and reports:

a. Weekly Operational Reports. Each Friday, the operational forecast and
weekly resume will be distributed locally. The forecast contains the launch and
support operations scheduled for the subsequent week. The resume contains a
tabulation of launch and support operations 4heduled Monday through Sunday of
the preceding week.

b. Monthly Report. Prior to the tenth day of each month a tabulated report
of launc and support operations conducted the preceding month is distributed.

c. quarterly Report. Prior to the last working day of January, April, July,
. and October a complete statistical report of the quarter's operations is published.

d. Special Reports. With prior approval of the ROO, special statistical
reports will be prepared upon request.

Le .
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PREREQUISITES AND PROCEDURES FOR THE SCHEDULING OF OPERATIONS ON THE
PACIFIC MISSILE TEST CENTER NATIONAL RANGE

Ref: (a) CCMPMTC 5100.2 series
(b) RCC Doc 501-70, Vol 1 and 2

1. The following defined acronyms and abbreviations are used throughout this

enclosure and are listed for a ready reference:

ACRONYM DEFINITION

COMTHIRDFLT Commander, Third Fleet
DOD Department of Defense
ESA Explosive Safety Approval
IP Instrumentation Plan
JPASO Joint Pacific Area Scheduling Office
LA Launch Approval
LONOTES Local Notice to Ships
OC Operations Conductor
-OTAM Notice to Airmen
PMTC Pacific Missile Test Center
RANDIR Range Directorate
RCO Range Control Officer
ROS Range Operations Supervisor
ROO Range Operations Officer
RSA Range Safety Approval
RSO Range Scheduling Officer
RSOP Range Safety Operational Plan
RST Requirements for Scheduled Tests
SR Schedule Request
DSP Diving Support Plan

2. Prerequisites for requesting operations to be scheduled on the PMTC National
Range include the completion and issuance of the Operations Directive which in-
cludes but is not limited to:

a. ESA. Official issuance of an ESA Is required prior to the first scheduled
operation. ESAs for the Point Mugu/San Nicolas Island areas are issued by the
Ordnance and Launching Division, Range Operations Department (Code 3260).

b. IP. Official issuance of an IP for operations requiring instrumentation
is required prior to the first scheduled operation. The IP is prepared and
issued by the Data Collection Division (Code 3410), Range Instrumentation Systems
Department. It serves as a guide and instruction to all participating in the
data collection function. An IP must be issued prior to acceptance for scheduling
of any operation or series of similar operations in which PMTC instrumentation
services or facilities are utilized. The IP is identified by number on the PMTC
Daily Operations Schedule.

c. RST. The RST is prepared by the OC/ROS and shall include a complete
listing of specific facilities, areas and altitude, frequencies, instrumentation,

v84 Encl (2)
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communications support, frequency monitoring, range aircraft, range boats,
surveillance, general operation support, geophysics, launchingirecovery area
(from PMTC resource listing), project ships, project boats, squadrons,- project
aircraft,the applicable documentation, and targets required to support an
operation. An RST must exist for every test or operation conducted at PMTC.
For those programs still active and not having completed range documents, the.
RST may be used for scheduling, subject to prior approval of the ROO. The RST
will be submitted by the OC/ROS to the Range Scheduling Office (Code 3200-3) for
review and final approval and entry into the scheduling data base. The OC may
obtain assistance in preparation of the RST from Code 3200-3 personnel. Re-
production and distribution of the RST, under the supervision of the RSO, must be
completed prior to requesting a firm schedule date for the operation. RST must
be submitted to the Range Scheduling Office for induction in the scheduling

'. data base, one week prior to submission of schedule requests.

d. Approval by Range Safety. The Range Safety Office (Code 3030) is
responsible for preparing and issuing all RSAs, LAs, and RSOPs required at the
P?4TC. Range Safety plans must be issued prior to submitting an SR. For the
purpose of range safety, launch operations are divided into two sub-divisions.

ntin(1) Type I. Thoselaunch operations not incorporating a flight term-

ination system, and having a valid RSA number prior to being scheduled.

(2) IypeI. Those launch operations which require a flight termination
system, having a valid RSOP prior to being scheduled and an LA for the specific
launch prior to the operation. The LA is contained in the RSOP in certain
operations.

(3) All range safety data outlined in reference (a) must be submitted
in accordance with the required time schedule to obtain the above approvals prior
to scheduling.

3. Procedures for Scheduling Operations

a. The SR will be submitted via appropriate channels to the RSO (Code 3200-3),
prior to 1200 local time on Tuesdays for the 1-week period commencing the
following Monday. The SR form may be used to request as many as five
operations providing each operation is exactly the same except for dates/times.
If the intended flight profile of a missile or vehicle and any associated target
extends beyond PMTC controlled areas, the request must include the proposed
flight path to facilitate the coordination with outside agencies, by COMPMTC, and
the promulgation of appropriate NOTAM, Hydrographic Office Notice, LONOTES, warnings,
etc..

b.. Forecasts for operations which involve the use of facilities of other
national or service ranges (interrange operations) will be submitted to the RSO,
PMTC when available to facilitate inclusion in the JPASO forecast if appropriate.
SRs are due 1200 local time on Tuesday, 1 week prior to the date of tne

.- operation. Coordination of the scheduling of the PHTC facili'ties and for the
scheduling of other national or service range facilities will be accomplished
by the PMTC RSO.
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c. Each Wednesday prior to the week of intended operations the RSO will
integrate all combined range requirements and formulate a 1-week schedufe
This integration will be done in a manner that avoids or identifies conflicts
in time, area, frequencies, instrumentation facilities, etc., while satisfying
range user requests in priority order, and at the same time realizing maximum
utilization of PMTC facilities.

d. After 1000 each Thursday, unless otherwise specified, users may come to
the scheduling forecast room for the purpose of confirming the proposed schedule,
resolving conflicts, etc., and establishing a firm schedule of operations for
the week commencing the following Monday. All PNTC users and agencies having
operations scheduled and all PMTC supporting activities (targets, surface craft,
photo, etc.) may attend or provide qualified representation. 1hen Thursday is
a national holiday, the PMTC scheduling forecast will be finalized on Wednesday.

e. Operations will be scheduled in accordance with known priorities. These
priorities will be based on directives issued by proper authority and from
deadlines established in connection with other DOD agency support commitments.
Target operations (involving actual flight) are launch operations, and when in
support of a missile launch, will be scheduled as an associated operation.

f. The ROO or his designated representative will act for the Director,
Range Directorage in resolving conflicts on all matters pertaining to range
scheduling. Conflicts which cannot be resolved will be referred to the COMPMTC,
via appropriate channels.

4. The ROO will disseminate the scheduling 4nformation as follows:

a. The weekly forecast.will be published on Friday containing operational
activity for the ensuing Mon-Sun. Other national range scheduling officers will
be contacted as required for support.

- b. An official PMTC daily operation schedule will be distrib-ited the
*' morning of the day preceding the date of the schedule. The daily schedule will

also be disseminated on the PMTC Range Scheduling Office teletype circuit each
' afternoon for the forthcoming day. The official PMTC daily operation schedule

will be delivered by messenger to local representatives. It will establish
definite range time periods and designate facilities to be used for each
operation. Operations may appear on this schedule at times and in areas differ-
ing from those designated by the weekly forecast, due to changes in other range
requests or requirements. It is, therefore, mandatory that all OCs check the
daily schedule and PMTC Range Scheduling Office teletype for firm time and not
rely entirely on the weekly forecast.

c. Hydropacs will be issued setting forth times and areas outside PMTC
warning areas when operations hazardous to surface vessels are to be conducted.

- d. The RSO will issue a NOTAM describing time, area, and altitude which
will be addressed to cognizant authorities on each occasion, as appropriate,
of an operation presenting a hazard to air navigation to be conducted in part
or entirely outside the PHITC controlled area.
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e. Special notices and/or individual clearances to nonscheduled ships

or aircraft to transit or operate in PMTC areas will be issued, as required.

5. Changes and/or Deviation from the Schedule

a. Additions to the schedule or reschedulina of cancelled or scrubbed
operations, will be accomplished as facilities, 1.me and required areas becole
available. Operations of high priority may be rescheduled as required except
when outside coordination is necessary. Rescheduled and added operations will
then be accepted if coordination can be accomplished. When conflicts with other
scheduled operations occur, they will be resolved by the ROO.

b. No add-on operation or rescheduled operation involving the use of
San Nicolas Island (SNI), which requires manning of range instrumentation, will
be accepted for the impending weekend after 1000 Friday, unless the range user

* obtains approval from the Vice Commander or the Commander, PMTC. No add-on
operation or rescheduled operation involving the use and manning of the Point
Mugu complex range instrumentation system will be accepted for the impending
weekend after 1200 Friday, unless the range user obtains approval from the

* Vice Commander or the Commander, PMTC.

c. Range facilities scheduled and committed for an operation by a range
user and not required for range safety may be deleted or waived on request of

* ithe OC to the RSO. However, requests for additional facilities assignment, over
and above those provided for in the scheduled IP or RST, are subject to normal

-~ scheduling procedures for necessary coordination.

d. The RSO will notify appropriate PMTC user and PMTC support offices of
changes to the operations schedule, as well as range facilities assigned,
through the medium of the Range Scheduling Office teletype loop.

e. Operations must be completed by the end of the range time period
specificially designated in the Daily Operation Schedule. All extensions of
scheduled time must be requested from the PMTC RSO. Inability of the range

- user to complete operations within the scheduled range time may require
cancellation or scrubbing of the operation. Acting for the ROO, the RSO and
RCO have the authority to cancel or scrub operations when the situation so
dictates.

" 6. Operational Procedures for Conduct of Operation

a. The OC will disseminate the countdown information by appropriate and
available means to all concerned.

b. To standardize terms and to facilitate reporting, the following
-. expressions will be used in conjunction with the teletype reporting code in

enclosure (3).

(1) Cancelled. An operation terminated before the T minus 120-
minute warning for launches and T minus 60-minute warning for support operations.
The word "cancelled" will be used followed by items from the established code
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to denote the reason thereof. Further amplification may be used if appropriate.
The RSO and RCO have the authority to cancel operations as deened necessary, and

, it is mandatory that all OCs abide by their actions.

(2) Scrubbed. An operation terminated after having sounded the
appropriate T minus 120 or T minus 60-minute warning but not yet collecting usa-
ble data. The word "scrubbed" will be used followed by items from the established
code to denote the reason thereof. The RSO and RCO have the authority to scrub
operations as deemed necessary and it is mandatory that all OCs abide by their
actions.

(3) Added. An operation not appearing on the weekly forecast but
appearing on the firm daily schedule or on RSO teletype circuit, will be des-
ignated as "added".

(4) Complete. Operations that acquire data/expend ordnance or partially
or wholly accomplished the assigned task are considered "complete".

c. OCs are responsible for notifying the PMTC Range Scheduling Office, or
"* when appropriate, the RCO, who will in turn notify the PMTC Range Scheduling

Office of the following:

(1) Progress of countdown (hold, delays, etc.)

(2) Cancellation and scrubs and completions of schedule operations using *Z
the completion code that best defines the action being taken.

'%
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INTRARANIGE SCHEDULIMG PROCEDURES

1. Purpose

This procedure defines the responsibilities of the scheduling offices at
P MTC headquarters and the Pacific Missile Range Facility Hawaiian Area
(PACMISRANFAC HAWAREA) for exchange of scheduling information. It provides e
basis for the coordinated effort between the two offices, hereby reducing the
possibility of repetition in the scheduling and range data recording functions.

2. General

The master scheduling office for the PMTC is located at Point V ugu. This
office executes the scheduling function of the Point r5ugu area and the PMTC
operations requiring downrange support. It maintains the range usage account-
ability system for all sites and facilities within PMTC. The Hawaii Range
Scheduling Office is located at Barking Sands, Hawaii, and is responsible for
the scheduling function in the Hawaiian Area. The Hawaii Range Scheduling
Office does not maintain a complete range usage accountability system but is
responsible for providing schedules and resumes to the PMTC Range Scheduling
Office within prescribed deadlines. It is mandatory that an RST be prepared
for every test operation scheduled by either office.

3. Areas of Responsibility

a. PMTC Range Scheduling Office will:

(1) Provide scheduling information in a timely manner for interrange
operations requiring support in the Hawaiian Area.

(2) Maintain an accountability system to include downrange operations
and disseminate this information to the Hawaii Range Schedulifng Office.

(3) Provide current PIC lists (alpha and numeric) to the Hawaii Range
Scheduling Office.

(4) Provide current RST lists to the Hawaii Range Scheduling Office.

(5) Provide a current list of test identity to the Hawaii Range
Scheduling Office.

(6) Assign test identity digits when requested.

(7) Provide PIDS Lists to the Hawaii Range Scheduling Office.

b. The Hawaii Range Scheduling Office will:

(1) Provide necessary information to ihe PHTC Range Scheduling Office
for establishment of all new PIDS and RSTs.

(2) Provide resumes of HAWAREA operations.

(3) Assign the 6, 7, and 8 digits of the PIC numbe;- 'o new RSTs, or
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re~quest same from the PMTC Ratige Scheduling Office.

4. Schedul inq Timetabl e. The tim~etable for HIAWARE. inputs to Point Ilugu is

a. PIDS/RST Assignment Reguests. As soon as an officially recognized
program is known to have reached an active operational stage but prior to
scheduling.

b. Resumes. Monthly by the fifth working day containing data for the
entire previous month.
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PMTC CUMPILETION COUES 1/~*

FLNS~T CHARACTEN

CHAN CHAN MEANING

* 1 CUMFaLETLD
2 SCRUBSEI

*3 CANCELLED
* '4 CANL.ELLED

SECO.ND CHARACTER

CHAR CHAR MEANING

E SATISFACTuRY
3 SAT13FACTURY-UBJ4ECTIVE PARTIALLY ACHIEVED
u UNSAT13FACTURY
ti CIRCUM31ANCLS BEYUND PROJECT/RANGE CONTROL
p PROJECT
R RANGE

T TARGET
w WEArHER
C CUNTRACTOR
x NUT 3CH DULED
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PMHTC CUMIPLETION L OES 30

THlIRD AND SEVENTH CIIAHACTLR

*CHIAN CHAN MEANING

A AIRCRAFT
b MISSILE

* C SP~ACECRAFT
* 0 AREA
* E 0JCLMENTATIUN

F FkEUULNCY
*G IN3TRUMtNTATIUN

H TURLP60*
I S*A*'Rs
J HAZARD ARE.A
K SnIP

SUAT
m LAUNCH(ER)(IN6)
N PERSONNEL
u TAR6ET
P CUMMUAICATIUN3

0 SChLD ULk (UL) 3J
R CONTROLLER

S CUMI'UTER
*T OP CONDUCTON

U EULJLPMENT
y DASH
w RANGE SAFETY
x DATA
y OPEKATIUN
Z Ncu
I SURVEILLANCE CENTER

2 RU3
3 hIR FIELD

14 WAFC
5 SURiEILLAiiCE ACFT

b SATk.LLIrE
9 PHOJECT'
0
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-. PMTC COMPLETION COUES 13/04

FOURTH ANU FIFTH CHARACTLR

CHAN CHAN MEANING

AA PKIUR TES[ HEGUIRED
Ab TU GO WITH ASSOC/PAHENT OP THAT SCRUB/CANCe OP

AC TU EXTENO OF
AD TU RESKD, uP

At TU HESKDUN/Ar
AP TU ADO UP

AG FUR THE FULLONING REAON

AH ObJECTIVE ACHIEVEU UN PRIOR OP

Al IMPNOPER SUN ANGLE
. AJ UNABLE TO MEET RANGE TIME

AK NUN-RANGE FACILITIES NOT AVAIL
AL REQUIRED ADUED RANGE RESOURCE NOT AVAIL

" AM DESTRUCT MISSILE
AN LAUNCHER FAILURE
AD MLCMANICAL FAILURE

AP NUT AVAILABLE

AQ IN DOWN VrATUS
Ak PERSONNEL NOT AVAILABLE
Ab TAR6ET NOT KEgDO
Al NUT AVAIL DUE TO HIGHER PRIORITY COMMITMEN1T

AU NU SHUW

AV SYSTEM FAILURE
Aw HANG FIE
AX M1364 I HE
AY INIERCEPTED-DAMAGED TGT

AZ FAILURE AFTLR LAUNCH
SA DID NUT ACH4IVE ORBIT

,b FAILURE
UC NUT REQUINEU

bD RELINQUISH MANGE TIME OR RE3OURCES TO HIGHER PRIORITY OP

tit LIMITED FUEL ALLOCArIUN

BF NU 3ECONDARY TGT ALLOCATION UUE TU PRIMARY TGT LUST
bG NU TGT ALLOCATIUN
dI CASUALTY
di ENGINEERING CASUALTY

uJ INTLRCEPTED - DESrRUYED TGT

UK TU LVALUATE DATA FRUM PREvIOUS OP

13L DAYLIGHt HOURS REUO
uM UNAOLE TO LOCATE FOR RECOVERY
UN UNAOLE TO LUCATE OUE TO OARKNES
uU OtS1RUYEO BY MISSILE

W OAMAGLD BY MI5SILEo RECOVEREU

ur (i IN-FLIGHT MALFUNCTIONt
* .*- uk NuT AT NEuUIRED ALTITUO
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PMTC COMPLLTIUh COW~ES is/u' 6 /L:

FOURTH AND FIFTH CHARACTLH

CHAi CHAN MEANING

bb NUT AT NEUUIRED SPEED
- .l NU FLARL IGNITIUN
- t6U NU PNGINE SIANT
.. 3 v PREMATURE CIUrE

uw RCUVERY CHUTL MALFUNCTION
t-x CHAbHEO OURINb LAUNCH'PHASE
b f LAUNCH A/C NOT AVAIL

"'- DLSTROYED ON PREVIOUS OP
CA AUGMENTATION FAILURE
Cii PINGER FAILURE
CC OUT OF PANAAETERS
CO RLCUVERLD
CE LUST DUHING RtCUVERY
CF DAMAGED DURING RECOVERY
C6 DAMAGED BY MISSILE Nor RECOVEREO
Cm TOW A/C NUT AVAILA84E
Cl BALLISTIC WINUS
cJ INSUFFICILNr SEA STATE t-
CK INSUFFICIENT CLUUU COVEHAGE
CL RAIN CONOITION
Cm SEA STATE TUG HIGH
CN V13IBILITY CONDITION
Cu WINU CONDITiON
Co kxCtSS CLUUU COVERAGE
C FP ELECTRICAL 3TURM
C RtLINUUISmEU TO AIRFIELD APPROACH CONTROL
.' FUULEU
C7 Um3SHEDULED RANGE CLOSURE
Cu PmEDICTED WtATHER
Cv OIL ENRUACHMENT
cW LUGISTIC3 FLIGHT TO SNI DELATEO FOR WEATHER
CX SECURITY
Cy SUPPORT - RANGE FAILURE
Cz SUPPORT " RANGE RESUUNCE NOT AVAIL
.A HARUWARL
ud D INTLRFERENC.
iC AREA CLLANANCL NOT AVAIL
DO PUER-FAILURE
" RF FAILURE
OF CUMmAND CUNrFUL / DESTRUCT FAILURE
'UG MICROWAVE FAIlURE
um NtGATIVL ACWULSITLON
UI UTS FAILQRE
uj TLRMINArLU mlhL FLIgHT
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PMTC COMPLETION COUEs 13/04

FOURTH AmU FIFTH CHAWACT.R

CHAR CHAR MEANING

or CUMM FAILURE
UL TIM FAILURE

. Dm RADAR FAILURE
UN BEACON FAILURE
DO NUT CUMPLETED
u O SuSPENODEO
UG ERRUR
Dk NUT REQUESTED
us SUFTWARE
0- PLOTBUAkO FAILURE
DU INSTRUMENrArIUN
Dv ITC3 FAILuRE
Ow EATb A/C EQUIP FAILURE
DX EATS A/C NOT AVAIL
UY EATS (MkOC)FAILUNE
D TAR6ET NOT AVAIL.
EA AIR FIELD OPENATING HOUR3 LIMITATIONS
EB NUT REAUY
Ec FRE ZIN6 CONDITION

* 00

"ixrH CHARACTER

CHIAR CHAR MEANING

F FAI -IMPRuVtMhNT MEWUIRLO
G GUOD

* H EXCLLLENT
I GUOU-IMPRUVLMLNT HEUUIRED
j GUOU"CHAR 7 UNSATISFACTORY
K FAIR-CHAR 7 UNSATISFACTURy
L UNSATISFACTuRy
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I. EXECUTIVE SUMNARY

The Range Operations Automated Scheduling Information System (ROASIS) is
a data entry and information retrieval system which is used in the preparation
of weekly range utilization forecasts. The goals of the system are to:

1. Provide an automated means of allocating and scheduling Pacific Missile
Test Center (PMTC) resources in accordance with known priorities and in
such a way as to optimize the use of resources and satisfy user
reauirements as near the time requested as possible;

2. Provide the necessary postoperational processing reports to enhance
prudent decisions by management concerning operational priorities,
procurement and personnel.

The Phase I implementation of ROASIS is a functional replacement of the
Range Operations Control System (ROCS) which has been operational at PMTC since
1968. Cutover to ROASIS only operation was accomplished on October 1, 1981.
Operations since then have proceeded normally and system enhancements are now
being implemented to achieve the Phase II implementation of ROASIS. Phase II
calls for fully automatic scheduling.

ROASIS is running on the CDC CYBER 175 computer located in building 53 at
PMTC. As shown in the ROASIS OVERVIEW diagram, PMTC scheduling requests and
Completed Operations data from Barking Sands, Hawaii, are entered in via
on-line terminals. Summary reports are prepared for the Barking Sands data
but scheduling is performed for the PMTC operations. Test Operations of a
diverse nature are conducted for both military and civilian agencies, making
for complex demands on range resources. ROASIS must schedule these tests in
such a manner that the rangp, resources are utilized economically and
advantageously. Schedule Requests are entered into ROASIS by data entry
personnel and schedulers via on-line terminals. These requests are compared
to ROASIS Support Files to validate the requests, to locate scheduling
conflicts, and to determine the costs entailed in resource utilization.

A Weekly Forecast is prepared and distributed to Program Managers, Range
Users, Test Conductors, and Scheduling Officers. As the week progresses,
modifications to the Weekly Forecast can be entered and updated Forecasts
obtained. With the Phase I implementation of ROASIS, the actual schedule
preparation is accomplished as it was with ROCS, ie. manually, with the
resulting schedule entered into ROASIS. Many reports are available and are
regularly produced and distributed. In addition reports of an adhoc nature
can be obtained using the Query and Report Generation capabilities of the
CYhER. Completed operations are automatically saved in a History File and
these History Files are periodically transferred to magnetic tape for
safekeeping.
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mil FUNCT CO'AL DESCiIPTIO.

The heart of ROASIS is the CDC Data Management System (DMS-170). By
building RQASiS upon DMS-170 several important benefits have been realized.

7he prograi.ing task has been lessened, the system life cycle lengthened, and
capabilities such as on-line query of the data base are available. The ROASIS
file metwerk is depicted in the diagram ROASIS DATA-BASE OVERVIEW. In this
diagram SKDIN.FO is a SUB-SCHEMA through which the data base is accessed. The
SUPPORT FILES contain source information such as available range resources,
utilization cost factors, completion codes, program information, etc. from
which Schedule Request can draw information. The SCHEDULE files contain Daily
Schedules and Weekly Forecasts. The COMPLETED OPS files contain historical
information pertaining to completed operations for both PMTC and Barking

*- Sands.

The attributes of PHASE I and II are detailed in the diagram ROASIS
PHASES. Phase II contains all of the attributes of PHASE I except automatic
scheduling is performed. Automatic Scheduling is a highly desirable feature
in that the scheduling task is very time consuming and requires skilled and
experienced schedulers. It is doubtful, however, that the scheduling function
can be completely automated due to the need for mature judgements based on

" sometimes intangible, unprogrammable factors. The real goal of Phase II is
therefore to assist the scheduler to a much higher degree than in Phase I but

( to leave final scheduling authority to them.

An important area in which the computer will play a role in Phase II is
in the location of Scheduling Conflicts. In Phase I it is the responsibility

*l of the Scheduler to notice conflicts and to resolve them. The computer can be
very helpful in this task by determining a tentative schedule and highlighting
any conflicts. The Scheduler can then resolve these conflict by entering into
ROASIS changed requests; ROASIS will then generate a new schedule and

highlight remaining conflicts. This iterative process is performed until an
acceptable schedule is obtained. Closely related to this is the Phase II

capability to perform on-line rescheduling. Rescheduling is frequently

necessary for many reasons and must be quickly and easily accomplished.

A Configuration Management Plan is being defined for ROASIS to ensure
that a formal procedure is implemented to manage changes to ROASIS that may
become necessary as experience dictates. The Configuration Management Program
will provide ROASIS users a means to report incidents to a Change Control
Board (CCB). The form in the diagram ROASIS INCIDENT REPORT is used for this

purpose. The CCB will consist of a small group of formally appointed
* individuals from various areas of the ROASIS community. Among them will be
Susers, system developers, and documentation specialists. The CCB will

*- consider the incident reports and will decide upon appropriate responses. In
some cases actual errors may be uncovered calling for program modifications;
in other cases system enhancements may be desirable or no action may be
required. In each case an appropriate response is necessary. In those cases
where system modification is decided upon, the modifications must be monitored
for completion and validation.
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A Training Program is being developed for the ROASIS community. Data

entry personnel, schedulers, users, and administrators must each be adequately

informed c " ROASIS capabilities, protocols, and usage inorder for ROASIS to

realize its potential to schedule range operations so that range resources are

used to best advantage.
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ROASIS 11NCIDENT REPORT

_________________ PARTI_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

<> DATE:TIME:

REPORTED BY: OR GANI ZATIO0N: P H 0E

PROBLEM, AREA: PROBLEM SERIOUSNESS:

*HARDWARE HIGH

SOFTWARE MEDIUM

D OC UM.E 14TA T O0N LOW

INCIDENT DESCRIPTION:

RECOMMENDATIONS:

PART 11
ANALYSlS/CORRECTIVE'ACTION:

* DISPOSITION:

NAR DTF SCN# CR4t

DOCUMENTS AFFECTED:
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III. REPORTS

The following reports are programmed to satisfy well defined needs and
are run at appropriate times and distributed to their target audience. Other
reporting capability of an adhoc nature is available with the CYBER Query
programs to answer varying and less well defined needs.

I. Program Information Data System (PIDLIST)

This report contains information about each individual test program at
PMTC. The information provided includes a unique Program Identification Code
Number (PICN), security classification, objectives, the Range Task Manager,
the support ranges required, general comments, and other program identifying

- information. There are approximately 200 test programs currently ongoing at
PMTC.

* 2. Resource Identification Table (RCLIST)

This report lists resources that can be scheduled for test operations,
- their set-up costs and cost per hour of utilization, their status, and

resource descriptions. These resources are used by the Test Conductor in
-i establishing Resource Plans.

*3. Requirements For Scheduled Tests (RSTLIST)

This is a report of the Resource Plans of which there are about 500
currently on file. A Resource Plan contains the resources required to support
particular types of operations. Other information such as preferred
altitudes, required altitude separation, etc. are also specified in Resource

m Plans.

4. Daily Resume

This report lists the operations completed on a specified date along with
pertinent facts such as Completion Codes with code definition, time of day,
launch data, the Operation Conductor, and other information. The Daily Resume
is distributed to Program Managers, Test Conductors, and Scheduling Officers.

5. PMTC Schedule of Operations (Daily and Weekly)

This is a report of the operations that are currently scheduled. A Daily
Schedule can be obtained any time during the week and contains the most
up-to-date schedule. The Weekly Schedule is produced once per week and
contains the schedule for the following week. Included in the report are the
requirements for each operation. PIITC currently conducts an average of 40
operations per day or 200 operations per week.
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6. Weekly and Monthly Su=.aries

These summaries presentLstaFLsCca d 'c: -h is organized according tc
several criteria giving a number of reic rt: , Cach similar in format but
different in viewpoint. For exa:2.e th-re Lrr similar reports for PXTC and
Barking Sands test data. O2'.> a zew c; t-hese reports are included in this
OVERVIEW.

7. Pange lHours/Nissile Su-.:arv

This report is produced r'.c:r'thl'. and c'.arterlv for both PXTC and Barking
Sands and shows Range utilization ttat ;t-ai data by user for missile tcts.

8. Standard Cost Report

The Standard Cost Report is produced for specified days and shows the
actual cost factors for each operation conducted.
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WESTEN TEST RIE

RAGE OPERATIONS COMPUTER SY=TF

The V.TR Range Operations Computer System (ROCS) is a realtime
range resource control system which incorporates program/test planning,
task assignments, schedule commitments, sensor status, resource
utilization accounting, and workload forecasting (system hours and
dollar costs), into a single database which is readily available to the
WR. decision-makers in an interactive environment.

The ROCS is an outgrowth of the Mechanized Range Scheduling (MRS)
System and the Mechanized Range Documentation (MYM) System, which have
been under development for the past several years at WTR. Recenty, the
management and development efforts of the two system has been
incorporated into a single system identified as ROCS, and the MRS has
evolved to the Range Scheduling System (RSS), and the MRD has become
the Range Planning System (P1S).

Range Planning System (RPS):

The mission of the WrR is to manage, develop, operate, and maintain a
national range to meet the needs of the testing and evaluation ccmmunmity
(i.e., DOD, NASA, and others). The services and resources are provided in
consonance with national range policies as established in DOD Directive 3200.11.

Success in achieving the W'FR mission requirements is, to a great
extent, determined by how well the Program Planning Control Division
(WMC/ROP) provides planning, guidance, and control of program
objectives to supporting range elements.

Planning and development tasks for programs are far more sophisti-
cated and ca-plex than when the range began in 1965. The test and
evaluation of state-of-the-art weapons systems have been met by a
matched evolution in range services and resources. To meet the needs
of the test and evaluation ommnity, the WTR RS has been upgraded with
the tools to do the test planning in a fashion which will insure that
most of the objectives of the test agencies are met and at the same
time the most econamical posture for the range is maintained.

In 1973, a small autcumated processing system was acquired to alleviate
manual test document development. The RS merely supports test docu-
mentation development and maintenance.

Action has been taken to provide the Range Operations Program
Planning Control Division a state-of-the-art automated system that not
only handles the variety and volume of the Tiniversal Documentation
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System (UDS) test, but in addition gives the P5S4 total visibility and
control over all the elements of the programs for which he is
responsible. These elements, including program test engineering and
analysis, are:

a. The Universal Docm entation System (UDS).

b. Technical capabilities of WMR resources and other national
range shared resources.

c. Complete financial status (funding, estimating, direct cost
reimbursement, and cost projecting).

d. Technical criteria to support trajectory coverage, satellite
selection, antenna selection, etc.

e. RSS linkage for current operational activity, resource
status, electronic mail, etc.

f. On-line capability with TDMS for program camunication
development, electronic mail, etc.

g. Maintenance of historical data, project rilestnes, etc.

h. Task system data for levels of effort and status.

i. Standardized data products.

Range Scheduling System (RSS):

The development and procurement prooess of the RSS at the WrR was
unique. Therefore, aspects and results of this development effort should
be discussed.

First of all, after several years of observing the efforts of
other organizations' attempts to produce a usable cxxputerized
scheduling system, it was our belief that the reason for generally
unsuccessful results, in most cases, was due to the methx of
developing the software and the selection of hardware. Most scheduling
systems were "hung" on mainframe-type cmcputers, programned in
langueges oriented twards scientific or batch processing, and made
subordinate to the other tasks for which the mainframe was justified
and used. After extensive analysis of the scheduling process, it was
determined that a dedicated timeshared interactive cxputer with a
language which was very strong in I/O versatility and character string
manipulation was a major consideration.

Second, the methods used in normal data processing systems
* development did not meet our requirements. Usually, the first question
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asked by a systems analyst of the user is: 'What are your require-
ments?". After several years of attempting to identify and organize
the range scheduling requirements into an intelligent docurfnt which
could be used as a basis for system development, we came to the
conclusion that we didn't know what-our requirements were as related to
a data processing environment. We determined that if this development
effort was to be successful, actions must be taken to marry the efforts
of the data processing analysts and the users working together.

Action was initiated to produce a 'bare bones" stand-alone system
which could be used in a real-time (on the floor) development effort.
The selection of the progranmang language was a critical factor, in
that it must be oriented toward interactive business applications with
strong timesharing, string handling, well developed interactive I/O
(CRT, keyboard, disk) instruction sets, and versatile file handling
capabilities. Also, a System Analyst and a Programmer were dedicated
to the RSS development effort. The developers spent several nnths
learning the jobs or the tasks accomplished in the range scheduling and
management functions. Direct "one-on-one" interface was established
between the developers and the users.

Once the developers fully understood the job to be accomplished,
they produced a System Specification document with the assistance of
the users, to serve as a guide through the RSS development. This
method broke down the communications barriers between the developers
and the users. A rapport was established between the two groups which
permitted the software development of the RSS. The software was
written and tested on the prototype system in the realtime arena. The
old cliches of the user saying: "The system design people didn't
program what we wanted l", or the developers saying: 'We gave you
exactly what you identified as your requirementsl" were eliminated.

This breadboarding concept may have cost slightly more up front,
but the long haul has resulted in a system designed for the function to
be performed which works. The RSS concept was proven in a hands-on
envircnment. To our knc;ledge, the use of a dedicated miniprocessor
based network for an operations resource management system was
developed and used for the first time by the WIR. During this initial
phase of the RSS development, the versatility of such a system and its
adaptability to the ranqe resource management effort was recognized,
and the "on-the-floor" breadboarding concept was qualified as a proven
success.

RSS was implemented using a business oriented ccmputer system,
tailored to meet the requirements of the Operations Resource Control
functions, including sqheduling, resource status, data production,
system hour accounting, and complete history of all scheduling
transactions.
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Data is filed for quick interactive retrieval of batch reports in
support of several mijor WTR operations functions, including:

a. Range Operations scheduling (conflict analysis, autcmatic
scheduling transactions, and teletype dissemination).

b. Range utilization measurement and workload forecasting.

c. Charge code control and monitoring.

d. Data production status monitoring

e. Word processing.

f. Auxilary cammand post support.

g. Data bast, administration.

h. On-line software development.

i. Direct cost reimbursement and cost forecasting.

The system was not developed to perform automatic scheduling,
rather, the system puts all the necessary infcrmatin at the
Controller's fingertips, then lets him make the decisions. However,
% en the Controller unintentionally schedules a conflict, the system
points out or identifies the potential problem/conflict. Resolution is .0
left to the discretion of the Controller.

In addition to the internal workload management, the
WTR has a requirement to schedule and support interrange
operations involving t e AFFTM at Edwards APB. To accouplish this
effort, the individual range scheduling system must be compatible.
Past experience showed that major differences/incoopatibilities existed
between the AFFTC and WTR system. These major incompatibilities had a
direct bearing on the WrR's ability to successfully support existing
dcmestic workload and at the same time support such programs as AL01,
Tomahawk, PMALS, and Shuttle recovery, which originated from or
involved the AFFT. It was imperative that these inocupatibilities be
corrected to insure continued support between AFFIW and the WTR. To
accomplish this task in the most cost effective manner* for the Air
Force, the AFFIC requested WTR to modify its RSS applications software
and provide it to the AFFTC for their use. This modified software
would then meet the peculiarities of the AFFTC range and at the same
time insure direct compatibility with the software used on the WTR
system. AFF7C transferred funds to WR to offset the reprogramming
costs. Although not fully ocupleted, the system is on-line and being
used by AFTIt at this time. It is expected for the system to fully be
operational by early 1983.
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In addition to the scheduling control activities, a large amount
of statistical data is derived from the scheduling activity. From this
data, the Resource Utilization Measurement System (RL?) was developed.
By scheduling the total activities of all sensors and maintaining
accurate records, statistical data is fornulated into various reports
to indicate the workload (with a numerical value) of the range.
Scheduling personnel may request any information in the data base for
display or printing, or input basic transaction data which invokes all
the automatic record-keeping and infornmation dissemination activities
of the system. One of the established functions with RSS, for both
systems and output, are the charge code control and monitoring
functions. This control had aided in the range scheduling effort by
preventing use of range resources by those without funding or
authorization, while the range utilization measurement function
provides a statistical means for reporting the workload represented by
the operations schedule history.

As with any successful business-type system, new needs evolved as
participating offices continued to visualize system potentials. The
statistical methods from range utilization measurement were adapted for
workload forecasting. The data production status system was developed
primarily to record delivery of data item to range users, secondarily
to track their production. With the advent of ne technology, word
processing (fully compatible with the data processing data base already
on-line) was seen as an obvious nmve. The WSMC Emergency Action Center
needed a coaputer respository for same of its files (i.e., facilities0and personnel accounting and tracking). Higher headquarters dictated
that WrR increase its level of direct cost reimbursement. This
requirement was satisfied, in part, through the joint efforts of
VSMC/AC and WSMC/ROR in the development of a system hours cost
accounting system using RUM. This, in turn, led naturally to a
requirement to forecast requirements in future years.

Reflecting needs for quicker response times and additional
functional requirements, the original RSS has been expanded throug.
several stages to the current configuration with 120 megabytes of disk,
eight processors totalling 1.2 megabytes of core, 9 printers, 21
video display terminals, and interconnection of processors through a
communications system network transferring data at near memory speeds
(2.5 megabytes per second).

The two processors are set aside for the single task of providing
disk I/O services and cache memory (a large mnory buffer) to the
system. Other processors, relieved of disk management tasks, devote
all their time to servicing terminals and other processing tasks. The
distinct advantage over mainframe (single processor) architecture has
been the fact that independent processing tasks can take place on the
system concurrently, not degrading each other's performance, since each
as a separate CPU.
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Finally, the RSS system, over the past 4 years, has experienced
a very controlled rate of growth. This growth was envisioned early in
the development of RSS and was the basis of a paper prepared and
published by WSMC/ROR on 23 April 1979 entitled "A Reasonable
Alternative." The RSS is providing operational data for all
levels of management. As such, by definition, it is an Operations
Control System which has the ability to produce data which can be used
by management for decision-making. Of itself, it is not a Management
Information System (MIS), nor can it substitute for such a system. The
information in the database is limited to the Range Resource Control
function. It is only one "slice of the pie" used by WIR for total

* range managemrent tasks.

When networked with the remainder of the Range Control Systems now
under develcpment, it will provide one "spcke" of the Range Operations
Coputer System "Wheel ."

Western Test Range (WTR) Range Operations Ccmputer System (ROCS):

F40CS is an automated data storage, processing and retrieval system
supporting all aspects of test range operations planning, scheduling,
control and historical reporting. The primary goal of the ROCS is to
provide autcmuted assistance to management and operating personnel in
all areas of operations resource management to ixrprove efficiency,
productivity, and information integrity.

The ROCS was developed and iplemented as an independent network
of small cxnputers with multiple interactive terminals and an extensive
informational database available to nultiple users.

Support to the operations planning function consists of an on-line
database of all operational documentation (MS and supporting
documents), plus software to manipulate the data and produce hard copy
for review and publication. In additicn to word processing, electronic
filing/retrieval, and electronic mail facilities, an extensive system
of interactive planning tools are being developed. These software
tools will allow technical planners to interact with the data base
(using video terminals) in their view of the plan, without regard to
the format of final documents. All formatting for published documents
will be under software control utilizing basic information entered by
the various technical planners. Final documents are produced on a
high-quality, high-speed laser printer, on either paper or offset
masters for direct use by the printing plant. Additionally, documents
may be electrically transmitted either via teletype (local and/or
ALTODIN), or via data ccomunications to other data or word processing

-*'. system.
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* [[[The common R1S data base allows direct use of the planning data by
scheduling and control elements. Schedulers can introduce a schedule
request into the system by sinply specifying the planning document
number along with the requested date and time. No further entry is
required unless there are one-time deviations fra the planned
operation. Vo atterpt has been made to automte the actual scheduling

-* process due to the extensive array of tangible and intangible variables
" which do not lend themselves to logical resolution. It has been that

most scheduling decisions are based on informed judgement by Scheduling
personnel, as opposed to simple logical decisions based on priority
schemes. In many cases, priority schemes become superficial when
applied to the real world scheduling process. For this reason, there
is no formal priority scheme in effect at the MiR, except that
generally range user requirements override range internal activities.
Scheduling is performed by loading the schedule as requested by all
users, then producing a conflict report showing real or probable
corflicts. The scheduler then noves conflicting operations into free
time slots until the schedule is conflict-free, or until conflicts are
reduced to an acceptable level (sometimes operations can be conducted
simultaneously with no nutual interference).

All primary control centers (e.g., instrumentation, communica-
tions, data processing) have interactive ROCS terminals fram which
summary or detailed planning and scheduling information can be
requested. Actual support data are entered during and after each
operation to corplete the historical data records. In this manner, the
data base reflects the planned configuration, any changes that occurred
during support, and the actual support configuration.

After a data verification process is ccrmpleted on the data base,
it is committed to history for processing and archival. The processing
of historical data occurs in near real tine to derive actual resource
utilization data and other management reports. The actual utiliz3tion
data are further processed to derive actual costs for budgetary and
reimbursement purposes, and to update workload models to be used for
workload and cost forecasting.

The ROCS incorporates a relational data base architicture
consisting of many data files with eMbedded logical linkages.
Individual data files are carefully defined and controlled to eliminate
redundancy and guarantee consistent linkage with other elements of the
database.

Most of the data inquiry and update processes are performed via
interactive application programs written in a high-level interactive
business-oriented language. These predefined applications insulate the
general user from the internal data structures and computer protocols,
providing the desired logical views of the data.
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Anpelicatin programs fall into four general categories:

a. Data Editors - provide the means for changing the contents of
-.. one or more data files as needed in an interactive nude. These
i?: progrms are highly conversational with extensive prompting, data error
.. checking/correcting, and data lookup for automatic fill-in where}?: possible.

b. Report Generators -provide the means for producing
pre-defined report formats on the CRM screen or in printed form based
on the entry of selected parameters by the user. The parametric query

technique is used extensively throughout the system to minimize the
knowledge of computer protocol and database structure required of the
general or occasional user, and to provide standard and predictable
report formats and contents.

c. Utility Functions - as required to maintain the system and
provide special functions. System maintenance functions incude data
access control, system utilization mnitoring, error detection and
correction, print or job spooling/queueing, data archival actions, data
purging/merging/restructuring, and data backup,

d. Special Functions - include a general query facility for ad
hoc reports, a data dictionary, a batch job facility, software
development and maintanence facilities, and other functions.
Interactive word processing with electronic document filing/searching Z
and electronic nail facilities are also available for document
generation.

The WTR ROCS is implemented on a dedicated computer system,
physically and functionally separate from the scientific mainframe
coMputers which are dedicated to operations support or scientific data
processing. The stand-alone implementation was considered mandatory
for two primary reasons:

1. Uninterrupted full-time interactive access is required
(24 hours per day, 7 days per week) by the operations planning,
scheduling and control crzuunity. The only practical means to remove
the possibility of priority conficts with operational requirements,
red/black considerations, software development activities, etc., was to
obtain a dedicated system.

2. Use of an interactive business oriented system (hardware
and software), as opposed to a scientifically oriented system, was
found to be more adaptable, flexible, cost effective and easier to use.

The WTR ROCS utilizes state-of-the-art distributed data
processing techniques. A network of small processor nodes and ADP
resources (terminals, printers, disks, etc.) are functionally and
physically dispersed and configured to meet the needs of each element
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of the ROCS comnunity. Through the use of nultiple nodular ADP
resource units, the failure of any one unit cannot totally disable the
network. This "fail-soft" technique allows the physical for logical
substitution of modules to maintain support of critical functions with
only degraded response, as opposed to total loss of support. Depending
on the type of failure, some less critical functions rray be delayed or
sidelined until repairs are conpleted. This technique has resulted in
zero downtime for critical functions over the past 18 months for any
reason other than general power outage.

1.2
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- The policies, procedures and responsibilities for scheduling Western
Space and Missile Center (WSMC) resources are contained in WSMC
Regulation 57-3, Range Resource Scheduling and Control, which is

- excerpted on the following pages.

OPERATIONS POLICIES

i-1. Introduction. It is the objective of the Western Space and
Missile Center (WSMC)to insure that all test operations, and

• -associated data requirements, are fully supported at a date and time
selected by the range user or as close to the range users' requested
date and time as is possible. Therefore, WSMC/ROR will honor each

- authorized user's schedule requests, consistent with mission
priorities, range capabilities, economy of operations, and
established safety criteria.

1-2. Hours of Operation. Western Test Range (WTR) resources are
i normally operational 0800-2400 Local (L), Monday through Friday,
* excluding holidays. The .Operations Resource Control Center (ORCC)

is operational 24 hours a day, seven days a week. Certain range
resources are available on other than the normal schedule to

* accommodate data requirements or in the interest of efficiency.
Tests will be restricted to normal range working hours except when
overtime is specifically authorized. The 'range week" begins at
0001 Monday and extends through 2400 Sunday.

1-3. Overtime Operations. Operations may be scheduled outside the
normal operating hours when urgency of the test or test objectives
so dictate. All overtime support, including setup time, is fully
reimbursable by the range user.

1-4. Extension of Overtime Operations. Operatlons scheduled
outside the normal range hours may be extended if resources are
available. Extensions will not normally be for more than four
hours. However, reschedule of such tests will be accepted, if
resources are available, with a start time as labor and resources
can be secured.

1-5. Schedule Control. Problems or conflicts pertaining to the
established schedule will be resolved by WSMC/ROR, after
negotiations with the affected users and support agencies.

1-6. Allocation of Range Resources. Range resources are scheduled
in accordance with applicable Operations Directives (OD), internal
test directives, teletype instructions, and verbal agreements deemed
necessary to insure efficient use of these resources.

1-7. Hazardous Test Operations. Hazardous test operations will beaccepted for scheduling only if they are in coinpli&nce with WSMCR

127-1, and only after the hazardoug procedures to be used have been
approved by the WSMC Director of Safety.
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1-8. Operational Support System Certification. Instrumentation,
Communications, and Data Systems (both hardware and software)

. normally will be committed for use by WSMC/RS only after formalL" operational certification procedures have been completed. See
paragraph 6-10 for exceptions. After the support system certificate

has been signed, scheduling of operational resources will be in
accordance with paragraph 1-6.

1-9. WTR Users' Handbook. This regulation, by necessity, is a
condensed version of the procedures described in the Western Test
Range Users' Handbook. Range users should be referred to the Range
Users' Handbook wiaen a more detailed explanation is required.
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FORECAST PLANNING AND CONTROL

2-1. Responsibility. WSMC/RORA will integrate and publish the
weekly schedule, including range users' scheduling requirements and
range preparation tests, maintenance, modifications, software
development, etc. RORA has approval responsibility for proposed
systems downtime and all major tests for Vandenberg AFB for the next
18 months.

2-2. Joint Pacific Area Scheduling Office (JPASO). RORA will
. provie the administrative support (facilities and personnel) for

operation of tne JPASO in accordance with the DOD Deputy Director
* for Research and Development and Engineering Charter approved 26 Mar

1958.

2-3. Eighteen Month Forecast. JPASO will publish and distribute an
18 month forecast of operations, including sensor status, so that
all interested acencies are kept advised of the long range resource
utilization schedule. The forecast will include:

a. A three month expanded schedule of operations to include
use of major range resources and mobile sensors.

b. An 18 month summary of all major operations to include
date and time (if available), operation number, job order number
(JON), booster, and program name for unclassified operations.

c. Projection of sensor status for Pacific Area Support
Facilities, which include the Navy's Pacific Missile Test Center
(PMTC) and the Army's Kwajalein Missile Range (KMR).

d. A consolidated Advanced Range Instrumentation Aircraft
(ARIA) schedule. This schedule will include missions, maintenance,
modifications, ground tests, etc.

2-4. Weekly Forecast. A weekly scheduling conference will be held
at 0900 each Thursday morning in the theater, building 7000. All
attendees will receive a detailed schedule of all range operations
for a seven day period starting the following Sunday at OOOIL time.

2-5. ARIA Scheduling. WTR/ROR will act as the lead range for all
ARIA missions in support of WSMC test operations. In addition
WSMC/ROR will provide scheduling support for all users and ranges in
the geographic area westerly from 100 degrees West to 90 degrees
East longitude. WSMC/ROR will also'participate with the 4950th Test
Wing and the Eastern Space and Missile Center (ESMC) Scheduling
Office in forecast mission planning and the daily scheduling of ARIA
resources.
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CURRENT SCHEDULE AND CCINTPOL

3-1. Responsibilities. WSMC/RORB will:

a. Provide realtime scheduling in response to requests for
specific range resources to support prelaunch, launch and postlaunch
act ivi ties.

b. Resolve test data production priority conflicts and
investigate all test data inquiries or complaints.

c. Assist WSMC Program Managers and launch site supervisors
in obtaining emergency assistance in case of accident or incident.

d. During nonduty hours, manage JPASO activities and issue
required JPASO reports.

-. 01

3-2. Procedures. WSMC/RRB will publish an official WTR schedule
which conforms to the following rules:

a. Assign operational resources identified in the OD.

b. Insure that realtime range support is provided in
accordance with mission priorities and established safety criteria,
and is consistent with the optimum use of support facilities.

c. Verify that reimbursement funding is available and
adequate before scheduling tests for OD support.
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GEODETIC EARTH ORBITING SATELLITE (GEOS)-3 OPERATION

- 4-1. Responsibility. WTR has responsibility for the GEOS-3
- satellite scheduling, analysis, and control functions. A

consolidated GEOS-3 schedule will be transmitted to all ranges each
Thursday and is valid for the following week.

4-2. Scheduling Procedures.

a. Scheduling requirement (messages) should be addressed to
RUWJSLC/WSMC VANDENBERG AFB CA//ROR/FEC R0220//.

b. Support requirements must be submitted to ROR not later
than Monday for the following range week. Requested format is:
ZULU date, ZULU time, requesting agency, number of sites, and
comments. Comments should Include items such as "S-band,"
non-coherent oscillator ("non-COHO), "APS," etc. COHO C-Band
opetations will be assumed for all GEOS-3 support unless comments
indicate otherwise.

4-3. Reports. Tracking summary reports are required immediately
after support, as problems occur, and each week for routine support.
Reports should be addressed the same as paragraph 4-2a using the
following format: First Acquisition of Signal (AOS) and final Loss
of Signal (LOS) in ZULU, Pulse Recurrence Frequency (PRF), number of 9
radars, and comments. Comments should include items such as S-band,
nonCOHO, or anything unusual.

4-4. GEOS Technical Questions. Techhical questions on GEOS
satellite operations should be directed to the WSMC Performance and
Evaluation Division (ROE).
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UStR RESPONSIBILITIES AND PROCEDURES

5-1. Prerequisites for Scheduling. Before a user can schedule a
test or series of tests on the WTR, the preliminary steps of
documenting test requirements with the WSMC Program Planning Control
Division (ROP) must be accomplished. In addition, the user must
designate in writing to WSMC/ROR, primary and alternate persons
authorized to submit scheduling requests and represent the user on
matters pertaining to scheduling. These individuals will be
referred to as the range users' scheduling officers.

5-2. Scheduling Actions by Range Users. Prior to submitting the
first forecast of planned test activity, the range user's scheduling
officer will meet with WSMC/ROR to discuss standard procedures.
Eighteen month forecasts and requests for weekly schedules will be
submitted as follows:

a. An updated forecast of planned test activity for the
ensuing 18 months will be submitted to WSMC/ROR at least five
working days prior to each JPASO conference. The forecast,
submitted on WSMC Form 146, Eighteen Months Missile Launch Forecast,
will include information applicable to each test such as:

(1) Operation Number, if assigned.

(2) Month and date of test to be conducted.

(3) ?rogram Job Order Number (if not classified).

(4) Vehicle type and serial number.

(5) OD number.

(6) Point of aerial debarkation (PAD)

(7) Mobile sensor requirements.

(8) Impact area.

b. Weekly Schedule Request. This request lists the range
user's firm schedule requirements for tests and launch activities
for the succeeding range week period. The request will be submitted
to ROR on WSMC Form 15A, Schedule Request, prior to 1200 local each
Tuesday and will include the following infornation for each test:
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(1) Date and time test is desired.

(2) Earliest and latest time test can be scheduled.

(3) The Missile Operations Support Requirements
(Reference 1STRADM 55-1), when applicable.

(4) OD number, and any exceptions-or additions.

(5) Job Order Number (JON).

(6) Location or launch complex.

(7) WSMC Program Support Manager (PSM) and telephone
extension.

(8) Identity of range user and test conductor.

(9) Associated launch operation number.

(10) For prelaunch support operations, define data items
re4uired if greater or less than specified in OD.

NOTE: ROR maintains a supply of WSMC Forms 15A and 146 which are
available on request.

5-3. Other Responsibilities of Range Users. The range user will:

a. Provide representation at the JPASO six week conference
and the WSMC/ROR weekly scheduling meetings.

b. Inform JPASO of the status of all operations on the 18
month forecast.

C. Inform the ORCC of the current status of the weekly
missile and aeronautical prelaunch tests. Changes to this schedule
should be coordinated as early as possible.

d. Upon completion of a scheduled test, advise the ORCC of the
test completion time, state whether or not the test support was
satisfactory, and identify any problems. This information will be
entered into the final range record of the test for historical
purposes.

e. Notify the ORCC if data is required from completed or
cancelled operations.

f. At no time levy support requirements directly on the WSMC
Center Technical Services Contractor (CTSC).
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TEST DATA PRODUCTION AND COZ4TROL

6-1. Responsibilities. The WSMC Operations Resource
Controller(ORC) on duty in the ORCC manages WSMC Data Production and
coordinates with range users, support ranges, and WTR agencies on
data production planning and scheduling, data evaluation, and data
delivery.

6-2. Test Data. Test Data requirements are submitted to the PSM
who list them in the OD and supporting documentation. The Data
Distribution List (DDL) is a computer generated list of all
deliverable data items, required data delivery times, and data
recipients for a particular OD. Changes to the established data

- requirements can be made as follows:

a. Forward changes to published test data requirements to the
PSM. If the change is valid, the PSM will revise the documentation.
If the PSM is not available, and the test is within 12 hours, the
ORC will accept emergency technical changes for test data and will
see that appropriate instructions are given to the supporting sites
to meet the revised data requirement.

b. When it becomes necessary to change data requirements
during the conduct of an operation, the following rules apply:

(1) If the existing documentation contains the statement
"Test data technical requirements may be changed at the discretion
of the designated Telemetry Monitoring Official (TMO)," the Station
Controller will accept realtime changes to the test data
re;uirements directly from the TMO. This direction is limited to
run speeds, display formats, pen assignments, deletions, etc. The
TMO must be designated before the operation on WSMC Form 16,
Operational Support Entry Request for Controlled Areas, which is the
authority for the TMO to have access to the data center during the
operation.

(2) If the foregoing statement is not listed on the
_ documentation, the Data Center Supervisor will take realtime

direction only from the designated TMO on WSMC Form 53, Data Time
Interval Requirements (see WSMCR 310-4). The forms are available
from the Data Center Supervisor, who will assist the range user's
TMO in completing them. WSMC Form 53 is then handcarried to the
ORCC for approval by the ORC.

c. If the range user wishes, to delete, modify, or increase
data requirements after the completion of a scheduled test, the
range user should call the ORC to discuss the new data requirements.
The ORC will either dispatch a Data Courier to pick up the Data
Request (WSMC Form 11) for the new data items, or will take the
information directly from the range user, fill in :vS!AC Form 11, and
direct the CTSC to generate the data.
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6-3. Data Status. Information pertaining to specific data items
(when and ho'. shipped etc.) will be provided by the ORC on request.

6-4. Data Discrepancies. In the event the range user finds errors
in the test data, they should contact the ORC as soon as the
discrepancy is discovered and provide answers to the following
questions:

a. Does the range user want conplete replacement data?

b. Will the range user accept partial replacement of the
* errant data?

c. May the range have the data back? If so, when?

d. If the range use'r is unable to return the data, is the
*-. data available for viewing by a representative from WShC?

e. How soon is replacement data required?

After the ORC obtains the ai.swers to the forgoing questions, the ORC
will submit a Data Request directing the CTSC to make new
replacement data in time to meet.the range user's specified delivery
time.

6-5. Range Data Questionnaire (RDQ). An RDQ (WSMC Form 152) and a
WSMC letter on Data Quality are issued with each data package
delivered to range users. Range u0ers are strongly encouraged to
comply with the letter's request for comments by filling in WSMC
Form 152 whenever there is a discrepancy in the test data provided
to them.

6-5. Data Requests. The Data Request (WSMC Form 11) is designed to
provide a quick-response method of getting individual data items
after the range user has submitted his total test data requirements.

a. WSMC Form 11 will be used to:

(1) Request a one-tine data iten from a single test.

(2) Obtain a special data item that was not previously
identified in the original list of data requirenents.

(3) Obtain follow-up deta that is required because of
-, unexpected results from previous tests.

(4) Have data tapes picked up, degaussed, recertified,
" arid put back in service when magnetic tapes are no longer required

by range users.
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* (5) Identify a data requirenent .'or a data item that is
not in the Standard Operational' Data Idc-nti ficat icr Manual (SODIM).

(6) Increase the number of copies of a data item that are
*listed in the OD.

(7) Activate delivery on data items coc ed "On Request" in
the documentation.

b. The Data Request will not be used to circumvent the
* submission of data requiremnrts in accordance with the Universal

Documentation System (UDS).

C. Because all labor, equipment time, and material expanded
in production of test data are subject to direct cost reimbursement,
a Data Request will not be accepted unless the requestor can
identify a valid CTSC task, JON, OD, operations number or computer
charge code to which the costs can be charged.

d. Data Requests from aerospace contractors will not be
accepted without the specific approval of the military sponsor or

* contract monitor.

e. Data produced in response to a Data Request is produced on
a " first-in, first-out" basis. Normal delivery for "routine" data
requests is 48 hours and for "expedite" data requests, 24 hours.0 However, these times are subject to range activity and equipment
management decisions. In any case, the ORC will contact the
requester and confirm the, data delivery time.

f. Data Requests nay be submitted by mail, telecopier, or
telephone. Range users are encouraged to overprint, on WSM1C Form
11, the information they need in submitting successive data

* requests. Computer generated Data Request$ are also acceptable,
-provided ROR has an opportunity to review the format before it is
put into use.

6-7. Data Handling. The WTR operates a Data Courier Service for
p the pickup and distribution of test Sata. All test data deliveries
* on Vandenberg AEB will be made via a Data Courier (see WSMCR

310-9.,Data Courier Service). Test data is shipped out via United
Parcel Service (UPS) or Fourth Class Parcel Post, unless it is
classified dita, ini, .hich case it goes out as First Class Reaistered
mail. The'Data Handlinv, Center attempts to send miost unclassified
data out via United Parcel Service (UPS) since it is faster and
cheaper. All test data Postal and UPS shipping costs are paid by
the host base and not the range user..
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6-8. Data Quality Control. TLe CTSC performs a sample inspection
of all ;VTR daca.. Reproduced data from the Base Prinuing Plant (4392
AEROSG/DAR) is rarely inspected. Normally, most data items which
have been inspected will have an inspection stamp on the label.
During the inspection process, the inspector may find some data
which has minor deficiencies in ttne labels, minor dropouts, or a pen
failure. If there are minor discrepancies which do not invalidate
the data, the discrepancies will be identified with a Quality
Control Synopsis. If the test data recipient does not agree with
the inspector's assessment of the data, notify the ORC immediately.

6-9. Data Storage. The WTR does not have the capability to store
range users' test data for long periods of time. Therefore, range
users are rek.uired to accept permanent custody of their own test
data upon delivery by a Data Courier. When "On Request" data has
not been requested after an operation, the test data will be
retained in accordance with WSMCR 12-2, Test Data Retention.

6-10. Test Data Planning. There are times when the quality of test
data cannot be guaranteed due to unusual test conditions. These
conditions are:

a. Engineering Test Basis (ETB) Data. Test data generated
during a test to satisfy an internal WTR engineering objective, will
not be released to external range users.

b. Limited Commitment Basis (LCB) Data. The WTR may comit
range r-esources that are not fully developed or that have not met
all acceptance criteria established by the appropriate range
agencies in order to meet range user objectives. Any LCB system
called up will be at the range user's cost and the LCB data will be
on a "best available basis." Since data timeliness and data quality
cannot be guaranteed, LCB data will be delivered to the.range user
only after the approval of the PSM.

6-11. Postlaunch User-Supplied Parameters. The range user is
required to provide various launch "event times" to tre WTR within
two hours after launch. Postlaunch data processing can not start
utitil WTR has the event times. These event times must be in writing
and be signed by the military sponsor or contract monitor.
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SCHEDULES AND STATISTICAL REPORTS

7-1. Forecasts and Schedules. The items listed below are prepared
and distributed by WSMC/ROR. Agencies desiring any of these items
must send a written request, with justification, to WSMC/ROR.
Requests from nongovernment agencies must be indorsed by the
requester's military sponsor, or contracting officer, prior to
forwarding to WSMC/ROR.

a. Eighteen Month Forecast of Launch Operations. This
schedule is published every six weeks by JPASO for the succeeding
18-month period and includes all launch operations at Vandenberg AFB
as well as all major tests using WSMC resources.

b. One-week Schedule. A forecast of all range activity for a
seven day period starting the following Sunday. This schedule is
published each Thursday morning after the weekly scheduling meeting.

c. Daily Schedule. A daily operations schedule is
distributed by operational teletype in the morning of each workday.
Operations may appear on this schedule at times differing from those
designated in the weekly schedule due to changes in range
requirements. Therefore it is mandatory that all agencies
associated with the operation check the daily schedule for final
scheduled times.

7-2. History of Operations. A complete history of all operations
scheduled is maintained and distributed to "need-to-know" agencies.
Range users- must be very precise in their completion, scrub, or
cancellatibn statement to the ORC to insure correctness in direct
cost reimbursement billing and workload summary reports.

7-3. Resource Utilization Summary. The WTR Operations and Workloa
Summary is published monthly and provides a quantitative measurement
of the capacity of range systems to do work and the amount of work
performed on the range systems. This report is generated from data
that is collected, stored, and processed in the Range Utilization
Measurement System (RUMS). Requests for changes in distribution
requirements for the document are to be submitted in writing to
WSMC/ROR.

7-4. Forecasts of Resource Utilization. From the resource
utilization data collected within the RUMS system, the range has the
ability to forecast future workloadin terms of reimbursable dollars
and system hours. Historical and projected data has been used to
support MRTFS, TESRP, budget submissions and numerous special
studies. Requests for utilization data should be submitted to
WSMC/ROR.
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OPERATIONS SECURITY

8-1. Schedule Classification. Some range schedules are classified
to protect the number and types of classified tests that are
scheduled. For these classified tests, neither the pad nor the
missile and project name nay be associated with the operation number
and lift off time unless by secure means. Program names, missile
type and model, serial number, and inpact coordinates will not be
used in telephone conversations or other unclassified
communications. Detailed security guidance is available in the
Security Classification Guide and the security matrix in the
applicable OD. Weekly and daily schedules are always unclassified.

a. Unclassified reference to classified tests is limited to
the operation number, date, time, OD, and MOSR debignators.

b. The fact that the operation has been completed does not
mean that the operation is declassified. Therefore, to protect the
security of the post operation activity associated with this test,
all post operation ref2rences should have the same security
protection as used prior to the actual operation unless otherwise
specified by the range user.

8- • Operations Security (OPSEC) Practices. A great deal of
*operation information" is not classified, but must be treated on a 14W
need-to-know basis. Observations of general launch complex
activities, certain correspondence and telephone calls during
routine business, and the implementation of various plans and
activities related to the conduct of operations can all be
indicators for a' pending operation. All personnel must be aware
that unclassified information, if freely discussed, can compromise
classified information by implication. Information pertaining to
any aspect of test operations is not to be discussed with anyone
except those whose duties incident to the operation require the
information. Strangers, neighbors, friends, and relatives are not
in this deed-to-know category. Such terms as Launch, Firing
Operation, or other ter:ms denoting an actual operation will be
avoided whenever possible. The ORC will not provide telephone
information on status of a scheduled operation unless it is
requested by Operation Number only.
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